Description
I'm all for the empowerment of women and enjoyed the music and dancing in the half-time show. The costumes were fine for the most part until explicit footage of squats with wide crotch shots were repeatedly broadcast. This sexually explicit demonstration took what is a typically fun family event at the end of the football season to a whole new low. I am pleading to the FCC and NFL to not tolerate this degradation of women. It was totally unnecessary and not what young girls should attribute to female empowerment.
Ticket: # 3847361 - Super Bowl halftime performance  
**Date:** 2/26/2020 11:12:51 AM  
**City/State/Zip:** Palmdale, California 93550

---

**Description**

Super Bowl 2020's half-time was totally inappropriate for TV and something billed as a "family" performance. Many complaints have been filed with clear descriptions of why this is true, but those complaints were apparently brushed off because there were so few. DO NOT for a minute think that only those who took the time to write a complaint were the ones offended. I have no idea if your commission can address content, but this seems to be how others issued complaints. Certainly hope these complaints are taken seriously.
Ticket: # 3847370 - Super Bowl halftime performance

Date: 2/26/2020 11:14:33 AM
City/State/Zip: Palmdale, California 93550

Description
Super Bowl 2020's half-time was totally inappropriate for TV and something billed as a "family" performance. Many complaints have been filed with clear descriptions of why this is true, but those complaints were apparently brushed off because there were so few. DO NOT for a minute think that only those who took the time to write a complaint were the ones offended. I have no idea if your commission can address content, but this seems to be how others issued complaints. Certainly hope these complaints are taken seriously.
Ticket: # 3847372 - Halftime Superbowl
Date: 2/26/2020 11:14:49 AM
City/State/Zip: Suisun City, California 94585-2978

Description
Ticket: # 3847374 - Super Bowl Half-time Show

Date: 2/26/2020 11:14:54 AM
City/State/Zip: York, Pennsylvania 17403

Description
I am sure there are numerous other people like my wife & I that did not send a complaint. We felt that the show was completely inappropriate. It was a porn show.
Ticket: # 3847377 - Super Bowl halftime performance

Date: 2/26/2020 11:15:25 AM
City/State/Zip: Palmdale, California 93550

Description
Super Bowl 2020's half-time was totally inappropriate for TV and something billed as a "family" performance. Many complaints have been filed with clear descriptions of why this is true, but those complaints were apparently brushed off because there were so few. DO NOT for a minute think that only those who took the time to write a complaint were the ones offended. I have no idea if your commission can address content, but this seems to be how others issued complaints. Certainly hope these complaints are taken seriously.
Ticket: # 3847380 - Shakira and JLo half time show during the Super Bowl
Date: 2/26/2020 11:15:55 AM
City/State/Zip: Wilmington, Ohio 45177
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I'd like to address the very sexually charged and NOT family-friendly half time show performed by Shakira and JLO during Super Bowl 2020. My family and I were shocked and embarrassed that we let our nine-year-old daughter stay up past her bedtime to see the show which is typically a special annual "thing" in our home. Typically the Super Bowl half time shows are mostly fun, energetic, and clever. The shows have been fun expressions of talent and songs we've heard on the radio. We appreciate all the time, and hard work of everyone who makes the half time shows so cool. The half time show and some of the funny commercials are the reasons we let our kids stay up to watch the show. The commercials leading up to the show were very positive for young girls. We were impressed with their emphasis on equality. Lots of good things for impressionable young girls to see and hear. However, when that half time started we couldn't believe what was happening one shock at a time. From time to time, shows in the past have been sexually suggestive and were easier to talk through. This Shakira and JLo’s show; however, had so much going on... never-ending crotch shots, gyrating on men, poles, air... you name it and only wearing strategically placed lace. JLo was basically naked for most of the show. It was very obvious the J Balvin guy was uncomfortable during JLo's leg humping. It looked like he was thinking, "I'd like to touch that but if I do... #metoo drama." And then.... JLos daughter makes an appearance as if to say to young girls everywhere. Yes... all of this grown woman's behavior is OK. Your commercials sent messages of equality and then the half time show said jumping around like naked bimbos for a dollar is glamorous to our families- to our girls. I'm sorry, but you could not see "art" or goodness in the 2020 half time show. All the people who put hours and talent into that show were outshined by crotch shots and pole dancing. How can you teach equality and throw a show like that? It was wrong. We will not be staying up to watch halftime shows anymore. Way too much damage control to have to deal with future shows.
Description
Super Bowl 2020's half-time was totally inappropriate for TV and something billed as a "family" performance. Many complaints have been filed with clear descriptions of why this is true, but those complaints were apparently brushed off because there were so few. DO NOT for a minute think that only those who took the time to write a complaint were the ones offended. I have no idea if your commission can address content, but this seems to be how others issued complaints. Certainly hope these complaints are taken seriously.
Ticket: # 3847392 - Super Bowl halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 11:18:37 AM
City/State/Zip: Naperville, Illinois 60540

Description
The halftime show should have been properly censored or at a minimum labeled for MATURE viewers.
Ticket: # 3847413 - Super Bowl

Date: 2/26/2020 11:22:48 AM
City/State/Zip: Lubbock, Texas 79407

Description
I didn't know where to file my complaint. I did NOT like the Super Bowl halftime show!!!!! It was very trashy and was not fit for young children to see. I was extremely embarrassed for JLo's daughter, seeing her mom dancing like a slut and using a stripper pole like she used to do that for a living. That is setting a VERY bad example for our youth!!!!! Next time, please go with a Rock and Roll band who will concentrate on playing great music instead of being so sleazy!!!!!
Ticket: # 3847423 - Super bowl halftime show

Date: 2/26/2020 11:23:31 AM
City/State/Zip: Wildwood, Missouri 63025
Company Complaining About: Spectrum

Description
This show was terrible and an insult to the general viewing audience. This ranks right up with the Janet Jackson & Justin Timberlake wardrobe malfunction of years ago. While this show might not have broken any laws, I ask the FCC to reprimand the NFL for allowing this to be aired in prime time. I also blame the NFL completely for this show and I will continue to support college sports over professional.
Ticket: # 3847436 - Superbowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/26/2020 11:25:13 AM
City/State/Zip: Garden City, Georgia 31408

Description
Not appropriate for family viewing because the women were wearing outfits too revealing and their dance moves were obviously sexually suggestive. Would have been an excellent music video, but not for family viewing. I saw the article on CNN and thought it's not too late to also complain. Thank you!
Ticket: # 3847438 - Super bowl halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 11:25:42 AM
City/State/Zip: Lititz, Pennsylvania 17543

Description
The Super Bowl show was not suitable for family viewing. I was embarrassed to be watching with my children. There needs to be a warning if this kind of porn is going to be shown on TV.
Ticket: # 3847450 - Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/26/2020 11:28:41 AM
City/State/Zip: Tacoma, Washington 98406

Description
I received a phone call from my 87 year mother during the Super Bowl halftime show to ask me what she was watching, when I told her it was the halftime show, she say she couldn't believe what she was seeing and that she was "embarrassed" and "disgusted" and had to turn it off. My sentiments exactly. All women should feel that way.
Ticket: # 3847451 - Super Bowl Half Time Show

Date: 2/26/2020 11:28:41 AM
City/State/Zip: Coweta, Oklahoma 74429-3674

Description
The halftime show was indecent. I was very disgusted with the lewd dancing and sad that my children were exposed to it. My family is actively involved in helping sex trafficking victims and this show was a reminder that we need to keep doing it.
Ticket: # 3847460 - Superbowl half time Show

Date: 2/26/2020 11:30:15 AM
City/State/Zip: Miamisburg, Ohio 45342

Description
NOT Family friendly to have Jennifer Lopez’s crotch spread across the TV !!
Ticket: # 3847463 - Superbowl halftime show

Date: 2/26/2020 11:30:43 AM
City/State/Zip: San Antonio, Texas 78258
Company Complaining About: Spectrum

Description
I only realized today that I could file a complaint with the FCC about the vulgar, lewd, sexist superbowl halftime show by JLo and Shakira. This halftime "show" exposed children all over America to soft pornography. It was very vulgar and featured young children being exploited in a routine that undoubtedly encouraged sex exploitation of children by predators. What a terrible shame that a sports game we all love has something like this featured at halftime. It makes me wonder if we should stop supporting the NFL altogether.
Ticket: # 3847471 - Superbowl Half Time Show
Date: 2/26/2020 11:31:36 AM
City/State/Zip: E Wareham, Massachusetts 02538
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
I just saw the article on-line about the 1300+ complaints to the half-time show of the superbowl. I was OFFENDED! This was no more than a strip-club show and porn. Moving the crock as in sexual intercourse, girating on a pole, this was absolutely disgusting. There need to be standards. I posted on facebook that night that this was a "family" show, and was totally inappropriate for children, not to mention those of us who have standards.

E. Wareham, MA 02538
Ticket: # 3847476 - Super bowl half time show

Date: 2/26/2020 11:32:40 AM
City/State/Zip: Howell, Michigan 48855
Company Complaining About: Directv

Description
I am joining the numerous other people who are complaining about Jennifer Lopez’s performance during the Super Bowl halftime show. Way too sexy and alluding to women as sexual objects, for family viewing. Please bring back the days when the shows were with talented groups and enjoyable and fun to watch for all ages.
Description
nothing so embarrassing as seeing two grown (aka: older) women trying desperately to retain/gain a fan base.
the whole thing was embarrassing, and rather uncomfortable to watch. we eventually turned it off, and didn't return for 30 min. yes, we missed some of the 3rd qtr, but figured it was worth it.
when ms lopez came sliding on the pole, I turned to my husband and laughed as I said "well, I hope the MeToo folks ought to have a word or two about this.
am hopeful that both of the ladies are able to afford counseling, regarding why they feel the need to market themselves in this fashion.
to solve the problem, I suggest someone of high moral character have their finger on the KILL switch, and not be afraid/pressured to not hit it.
thank you
Ticket: # 3847486 - Super Bowl Half Time Show
Date: 2/26/2020 11:34:41 AM
City/State/Zip: Jacksonville, Florida 32256-9605

Description
While I admire the talent of Jennifer Lopez and Shakira, I thought their performance during the Super Bowl half-time show was totally inappropriate. Families at Super Bowl parties have the TV on, 2 women are scantily dressed and performing sexual moves: pole dancing, twerking, skin tight revealing costumes. The men had to be salivating. Many families I know had to turn it off to prevent their children from seeing sexually explicit performances. Jennifer Lopez was grabbing her crotch! There should be criteria in place to prevent this from happening again.
I wish to lodge a complaint regarding the inappropriate half time show which is degrading to women. The NFL needs to apologize for airing this show. There are children who watch the NFL and the Superbowl. What are we teaching our kids? This type of half time show promote sexually inappropriate behavior and women are deemed as objects. In the past the NFL has done a clean half time show this year the show was almost rated x and very insulting to women. JLO and the other singer should have even known the inappropriate message that they displayed on stage. I am to the point that I do not want to watch the NFL anymore if they support this type of inappropriate pole dance behavior. There were people on face book that were offended by the show posting there. Unwanted sexual harassment of women is a real issue and so is sex trafficking and your station and the NFL is teaching men to view women as objects by allowing this smut to appear on TV. We need education on the subject that women are not objects not to promote ignorance by displaying an inappropriate half time show with women who are not dressed appropriately who are doing inappropriate moves. This sport no longer endorses a clean half time show or at least that is how that appears to many viewers.
Description
I was appalled by the half time show. If I wanted to see a porn show I would have rented a video. The scantily dressed ladies, crotch shots, butt shots, grinding, pole dancing were entirely inappropriate with children watching. And there were children there singing? Way to go, teach our young it's okay to act this way? If you want me to have respect for the MeTooMovement, then celebrities should clean up their acts. I don't see country singers going out of their way to be sexy to win awards/sell records. Disgraceful and will not watch another half time like this ever again.
Ticket: # 3847510 - Poor Choice in Superbowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/26/2020 11:38:47 AM
City/State/Zip: North Royalton, Ohio 44133

Description
I did not expected for my family (kids) to be exposed to such indecency for the halftime show. This can be considered a form of porn and this is a family event to watch. How disgusting that show was we had to turn it off it because of children. Enough of the disgrace of women on tv no wonder the world is the way it is.
Ticket: # 3847515 - Superbowl Halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 11:39:19 AM
City/State/Zip: Homewood, Illinois 60430

Description
It took me a while to figure out who to voice my opinion to, so, this is a bit delayed. I was mortified by the Super Bowl halftime show. It was porn on regular TV. My 16 year old daughter and mom who were watching with us were embarrassed and concerned for the young participants of the show. I am all for freedom of speech and expression, but adult entertainment should be labeled as such so families can make the decision BEFORE the "show" begins.
Ticket: # 3847516 - Super Bowl Half-time show
Date: 2/26/2020 11:39:28 AM
City/State/Zip: Overland Park, Kansas 66213

Description
This was totally inappropriate for young people, suggestive and demeaning to women. Don't know why or if this was approved or by whom, but it was very poor judgment on the part of the network to let this air. Why is filth like this getting a chance to air on network TV? Are they trying to compete with cable?
Please have better monitoring of content that is being broadcast and take into consideration women and children that may be watching.
Ticket: # 3847521 - Superbowl Half time show
Date: 2/26/2020 11:39:55 AM
City/State/Zip: Kaysville, Utah 84037

Description
I just want to add my comments to all the rest you have received. This show was completely unacceptable for family viewing. It was akin to a porn show. And the hypocrisy of the 'entertainment' that also included young girls when there are already so many problems with sexual harassment and child trafficking in this country is appalling. I, and my family are done watching the NFL.
Ticket: # 3847524 - 2020 Super Bowl Half Time

Date: 2/26/2020 11:40:08 AM
City/State/Zip: Willis, Texas 77378

Description
The Super Bowl Half Time show was indecent, inappropriate for a family sporting event and offensive to women in our country.
Ticket: # 3847525 - Superbowl half time show
Date: 2/26/2020 11:40:18 AM
City/State/Zip: New Plymouth, Idaho 83655

Description
I could not believe how trashy it was. We had to cover our grandchildren eyes and turn the channel. Now we can't even watch football?
With all the sex trafficking and sexual predators, they just told our grandchildren that "its OK look how popular I am"
What are we telling our children in America! Watch out there our predators out there but you can drees and fling your ass and not get touched!
Ticket: # 3847534 - Super Bowl Halftime

Date: 2/26/2020 11:41:55 AM
City/State/Zip: El Paso, Texas 79924

Description
The consumer stated about the super bowl halftime
She stated that it was not appropriate that was exposed on tv
Also she stated that they should of not perform they way they did
Then she said that there could of been a better performance

***ctr 388-phone***
Ticket: # 3847539 - 2020 Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/26/2020 11:42:54 AM
City/State/Zip: Massillon, Ohio 44647

Description
I am appalled with our government allowing such disgusting displays of sexual entertainment. I have read the complaints that you received & so totally agree with each & every one of them! First & foremost...the Super Bowl is considered "family time" in a lot of homes & this kind of halftime show certainly isn't something children should be subjected to. Not only does it plant inappropriate behaviors in them but it creates questions to their Parents about it all which I'm sure is a tough thing to explain to them. Second...their have been many performances during past Super Bowls that have left me in awe & thinking "that was awesome"! I can be quite sure that many other viewers would agree with me. I think that the FCC needs to raise the standards for the Super Bowl Halftime shows so that EVERYONE can enjoy them. Thank you for listening to my concerns. I was not able to give the exact channel that I watched it on as my roommate had brought it up on her TV through the internet so I just used a number. And by the way...my roommate was also disgusted by the show.
Ticket: # 3847548 - Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/26/2020 11:43:58 AM
City/State/Zip: Eagle, Idaho 83616

Description
I didn't know I could do this, so this is a late complaint. I was disgusted by the Super Bowl halftime show. In a time where our country is dealing with the Me Too movement and severe trafficking of girls and women, on public prime time TV we have two well known women dressed like sex industry symbols, dancing on poles, and shaking their bodies inappropriately. To make things worse, they brought very young girls on stage with them. It was as if the halftime show supported the sex industry while we are trying to gain strides with the Me Too movement and protect women and young girls. I think I will just turn the TV off next time to protect myself and my family. Please make halftime shows family appropriate and not degrading to women.
Ticket: # 3847552 - Super Bowl Halftime Show Complaint

Date: 2/26/2020 11:44:34 AM
City/State/Zip: Gilbert, Arizona 85295

Description
I am absolutely disgusted with the Super Bowl Halftime show. It was extremely explicit and sexual which was so wrong on so many levels. There are families and children watching this. This showed no morals at all whatsoever.
Ticket: # 3847554 - NFL - Halftime Super Bowl Show 2020
Date: 2/26/2020 11:44:50 AM
City/State/Zip: Munford, Nebraska 38058

Description
I just realized I could complain to the FCC about the NFL halftime super bowl show (or I would have complained sooner). I thought the show was degrading to women, and certainly not family oriented. My husband and I were watching the show with my daughter and her boyfriend and I was mortified. Since when did pole dancing, grabbing your crotch and wearing stripper costumes become appropriate for TV? I very concerned and I will not watch another NFL game if this is the sleazy path they have decided to travel. If I drank sodas, I would not drink another Pepsi. The NFL and Pepsi should be ashamed.
Ticket: # 3847555 - Feel assaulted by aggressive sexual television

Date: 2/26/2020 11:45:20 AM
City/State/Zip: Houston, Texas 77065

Description

The Super Bowl was the last straw. What about “Us Too”? Sexually aggressive flashing etc seems to be the norm on national television now???

Please, adults have every right to do whatever they want privately but let’s keep the airwaves safe for children!!! It is against the law to groom children sexually!!! Please make it stop!!! Thank you!
Ticket: # 3847584 - superbowl halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 11:50:28 AM
City/State/Zip: Chesapeake, Virginia 23321

Description
I cant believe this was allowed on national television, especially a family show. Everyone involved with this production should rethink what they are doing. The show was not entertaining in the least. Is this the future of television broadcasting?
Ticket: # 3847590 - Superbowl half time show
Date: 2/26/2020 11:50:59 AM
City/State/Zip: Jordan, Minnesota 55352

Description
I was so totally upset about the Superbowl half time show. In my mind this was 2 women displaying sexual acts and dressing in nothing. REALLY-- this was suppose to be music and it was a bunch of dancing and inappropriate actions--POLE DANCING -- REALLY - Shame on you Jennifer Lopez and Shakira. I think you are both very talented singers but this didn't show that. I also applaud that you are role models for keeping in shape. I was however totally disgusted by this on family TV. What are you women showing our young girls and boys? NFL - I think you better think about what you want your halftime show to display --and the year was totally not appropriate. Step up and set a standard for the industry. Shame on you NFL for approving this show for family tv.
Description
I am so glad that the local media printed a story on the complaints regarding the halftime show, so that I knew where to write to add my own complaint. I, and everyone I spoke to, was aghast at the behavior on that stage. We muted it and took the kids out of the room. Both of those women have talent, but they certainly did not display it out there. Anyone with core strength, poor taste, and questionable decision-making could have done what they did. We are not buying Pepsi.
Ticket: # 3847609 - Super Bowl Halftime Show  
**Date:** 2/26/2020 11:55:38 AM  
**City/State/Zip:** Ft. Mitchell, Louisiana 41017

**Description**
I would like to add my disgust at the obscenities offered by the NFL at the Halftime Show of the Super Bowl. Pole Dancing? What industry does that EXCEPT STRIP BARS? Why are we promoting this game to our youth and then making it as obscene & over the top for them as possible? Is crotch grabbing and hunching really dancing? It was not family friendly at all and crossed way too many lines.
Ticket: # 3847620 - Superbowl halftime show was inappropriate

Date: 2/26/2020 11:57:08 AM
City/State/Zip: Riverton, Utah 84095
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I used to respect Jay-Lo and Shakira. I thought the NFL had fixed the sexuality problem of a "family-based" program. If you want people to continue to tune in to watch the superbowl, you need to clean up your act. There's nothing appropriate about women in thongs grabbing their crotch on public television. Kids or no kids. You should be ashamed for allowing that. If I don't see something in writing, apologizing to the American public and promising it won't happen again, you can count on me not watching next year. Or my brothers and their family. Or my parents. Or my friends. I'm not the only one not happy.
Ticket: # 3847636 - Superbowl halftime show

Date: 2/26/2020 11:59:29 AM
City/State/Zip: Leawood, Kansas 66206

Description
The halftime show was completely disgusting and inappropriate for viewers. It was a porn show. I will be boycotting the entire halftime next year including all of the expensive commercials.
Ticket: # 3847650 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/26/2020 12:00:42 PM
City/State/Zip: M, Arizona 85233

Description
The SB halftime show was obnoxious and borderline pronography and you should be ashamed to have allowed it on TV for all to see. I turned it off but not in time to shield all of it.
Description
I'm going to agree with the 1,300 complainers. Looking at the crotches of both women this year was demeaning to their talent, their womanhood, and my super bowl snacking. The pole dancing was not fitting with the event and not necessary.
Description
I thought the show was fantastic and so did my two young daughters. They were extremely proud to see two women entertaining the crowd! It is not often that women headline such a big event. It was very empowering for them.
Ticket: # 3847665 - SUPER BOWL 2020 HALFTIME SHOW

Date: 2/26/2020 12:02:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Tewksbury, Massachusetts 01876

Description
Super Bowl 2020 halftime show was lewd and sexually suggestive and nothing more than a porno show. Should not have been aired when many families with children were watching. NFL should be fined and monitored for future shows.
Ticket: # 3847693 - 2020 Superbowl halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 12:06:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Yorba Linda, California 92886

Description
I was grossed out and embarrassed by the show, which played a lot like an R rated movie. This is a family show and there was not warning. Very disappointing.
Ticket: # 3847703 - Super Bowl Half-time show

Date: 2/26/2020 12:09:32 PM
City/State/Zip: Colcord, West Virginia 25048

Description
This was the most pathetic show of talent, I have ever seen. This was totally indecent and not for children to watch. Some people still have values and morals they live by. If I wanted to see a strip show I would go there. This was totally unprofessional and shows NO CLASS from the part of the performers and the NFL.
Ticket: # 3847706 - Half time show
Date: 2/26/2020 12:09:59 PM
City/State/Zip: Phila, Pennsylvania 19146

Description
I watched the half time show with my young children and husband because I'm a big fan of both the ladies, especially Shakira. However, I will not be watching any in the future as this was a disgrace. Although, I did not find Shakira to be different from her usual act, Jennifer Lopez was too much. I don't know why she bothered to put anything on in the first place as the first outfit was barely there. Then there was the stripper poll and the crotch scene. It was disgusting. This was in not way appropriate for a show that the NFL know is watched by families. Thankfully my boys were too young to understand what was really going on. I and my husband were not happy with the performance. In a time of metoo, this show was a disgrace.
Ticket: # 3847707 - Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/26/2020 12:10:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Elkhart, Texas 75839

Description
I don't know the exact time or channel number, and I think it was on Fox - I wasn't paying attention to all that. The halftime show at this year's Super Bowl (LIV) was a revolting soft porn show that was completely inappropriate for children. The halftime shows have been getting worse every year, and we have quit watching the Super Bowl because of it the last couple of years - starting after the Janet Jackson debacle. The only reason we watched this year was because we had two local East Texas boys playing in the game - one on each team. Then we had to suffer through the trashy display of halftime. J Lo and Shakira would have been arrested for lewd behavior with children present if they weren't rich and famous. I'm trying to raise my pre-teen son to be a decent man who respects women. Unfortunately I have to teach him that it's his responsibility to respect them even when they don't act respectable, because it will be HIS fault if he responds to their behavior. I know the old adage in advertising that "sex sells", but anywhere else, selling sex is a felony. So why are we selling it at family events like the Super Bowl? Please, next year, do a performance that children can be present for and parents not have to have a long talk or a teachable moment with them afterward.
Ticket: # 3847709 - Super Bowl Half Time Show
Date: 2/26/2020 12:10:20 PM
City/State/Zip: Albuquerque, New Mexico 87120

Description
I am writing this now because I didn't know where to complain at the time. I felt the half time show at the super bowl was an adult strip club show with a lot of blatant sexual references. I was so embarrassed for my friends and family. It was very repulsive, depicting Latino women as nothing more than sexual beings and scanks. Shame on you for allowing this to air.
Ticket: # 3847717 - Super Bowl half time show

Date: 2/26/2020 12:11:38 PM
City/State/Zip: Clinton, Utah 84015

Description
Super Bowl Sunday is a huge event throughout our nation. Many families tune in for football, commercials, and the half time show. We watched only the first few minutes of half time this year because as a family (with children ranging in ages from 8-16) we were all disgusted that the performance seemed to be more about sexualization than about music or talent of any kind. It was not a family friendly or public television worthy performance. These artists should be able to entertain an audience based on their voice talent alone. As a woman and a mother I was embarrassed and ashamed they would set an example for other girls and woman in that way.
Ticket: # 3847740 - Super Bowl 2020
Date: 2/26/2020 12:14:11 PM
City/State/Zip: Naperville, Illinois 60540
Company Complaining About: Atlantic Broadband

Description
The halftime show was appalling. It sends a mixed message to little girls and all women. Perform a strip tease, but don’t you dare make a comment or suggestion that I’m an object. Are you kidding? The “Metoo” movement just stepped back 20 paces.
Ticket: # 3847744 - Super Bowl PORN show
Date: 2/26/2020 12:14:26 PM
City/State/Zip: Westminster, Colorado 80234

Description
I've never filed a formal complaint before. I continue to be disturbed by the 2020 Super Bowl halftime porn show to the point that I feel compelled to file this formal complaint. How can it possibly be considered acceptable "family entertainment" to have stripper poles and twerking on prime time tv? Did you sit there with your children and feel comfortable? Empowered, seriously? NOT HARDLY! I work hard as a parent to counter this influence on my children, yet you condone it? No penalty???? America depends on a higher bar for the safety and empowerment of our children going into the next generation. Its YOUR responsibility!! This is MORAL DETERIORATION promoted by these performers, condoned by the FCC, CBS, the NFL, and PEPSI. CONSERVATIVE AMERICA WILL BOYCOTT! If the FCC is not going to follow its own rules and can't be trusted to maintain basic guidelines of decency for prime time television, then this branch of the govt should be DISBANDED. DO YOUR JOB!
Ticket: # 3847750 - Half Time Show Indecent for Broadcast / Inappropriate for Family Programming

Date: 2/26/2020 12:14:54 PM
City/State/Zip: Manchester, New York 14504

Description
A display of women attempting to cover up the lack of talent by exposing themselves in degrading, lascivious manner. Blatant example of disregard for moral and ethical values.
Ticket: # 3847751 - Super Bowl Half Time Show

Date: 2/26/2020 12:15:01 PM
City/State/Zip: Cleveland, Ohio 44264

Description
This show was inappropriate for children, crotch shots, sexually charged, and there was no warning about the adult content.
Ticket: # 3847756 - SUPERBOWL HALFTIME

Date: 2/26/2020 12:16:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Wilmington, California 90744

Description
To whom it may concern. I was not pleased with this years halftime show. I was very offended and uncomfortable watching the strip club performance. I do not recall entering a strip club or paying for one. It was tacky and disgusting to have my boys exposed to a 40 year old woman’s private part without warning. The fact that the performers were proud of their show is even more unsettling. It’s fine they choose to raise their children that way. Why should we subject to it? For the first time in my life I am finding myself saying I might not watch the super next year.
Ticket: # 3847760 - Super Bowl half time show

Date: 2/26/2020 12:17:55 PM
City/State/Zip: Coarsegold, California 93614

Description
The half time show of 2020 with Jennifer Lopez and Shakira was inappropriate. I watched, with a big group of family and friends and several small children. We had to take the 3 and 4 year olds outside to shield them from the sexual content. The FCC should prescreen family shows like this to prevent sexual content.
Ticket: # 3847767 - Superbowl Halftime Show with Jennifer Lopez and Shakira

Date: 2/26/2020 12:19:09 PM
City/State/Zip: De Pere, Wisconsin 54115
Company Complaining About: Other

Description
The show was an appalling and incongruous use of children to promote sexual expression. It was not the right venue for a focus on sexuality. Especially because the talent of both these women holds major power to influence the acceptance of adults crossing over the sexual boundaries of children. Child Sex Trafficking is real. Women have far more intelligence and capability than just their sexuality. The rich and famous do not get to abuse their power for personal gain and overlook their responsibility when it comes to the human rights of others. Talk about setting us back in the face of all the effort of Women's & Children's rights advocates. How are we ever to change the world? Seriously poor choice.
Ticket: # 3847784 - SUPER BOWL 2020 PORN

Date: 2/26/2020 12:21:57 PM
City/State/Zip: San Antonio, Texas 78270

Description
HAVE ALWAYS BEEN PROFESSIONAL WOMAN, VERY INSULTED THIS PORNOGRAPHY WAS BROUGHT INTO MY HOME. SO SAD MY CHILDREN AND GRANDCHILDREN WERE EXPOSED TOO. PLEASE FINE SHAKIRA AND J LO FOR THEIR DISGUSTING ACTS.
Ticket: # 3847791 - Super Bowl Half Time performance
Date: 2/26/2020 12:22:21 PM
City/State/Zip: Andover, Minnesota 55304

Description
I was disgusted with the obscene hip thrusting, crouch grabbing, twerking, and shameless dancing during the half time. This was a family observed event. Doesn't anyone know the effect this has on young girls and boys. The girls see this as acceptable and even preferred behavior. The boys think that "cool" girls should behave this way. All the parenting guidance can't top national TV pushing obscene behavior. I'm not a prude. I can appreciate beautiful bodies in sexy outfits (within reason). It's the behavior that no one seems to be evaluating for its effect on young people. Shame on all those who thought this half time show was acceptable for a mixed audience. Save it for late night or adult viewing. I suggest that those in charge of public viewing use better guidelines on what is appropriate,
Ticket: # 3847795 - SuperBowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/26/2020 12:22:42 PM
City/State/Zip: Alvin, Texas 77511

Description
The Super bowl halftime show of 2020 was indecent in so many ways. The whole performance was like something you would see in a strip club. Super Bowl should be family friendly to watch, however, this performance was anything but that.
Ticket: # 3847799 - SuperBowl Half-time Show Case COMPLAINT

Date: 2/26/2020 12:22:51 PM
City/State/Zip: San Diego, California 92117
Company Complaining About: Spectrum

Description
Pathetic. Vulgar gestures, uncensored and highly inappropriate for a children's audience and viewers. Viewers tune in from all age groups from around the world as a family event. This is exclusively an American even with all eyes on American culture. And, what do they see nationally and internationally? A show case of profound, provocative and absurd entertainment bordering in nudity, sexual gesturing and lude and lascivious acts by 2 entertainers, specifically Jennifer LOPEZ. She should be ashamed and provide an apology. In fact, to pay her for her acts would be yet another insult. WHO AUTHORIZED THIS CRIME?

FCC should get the script of the show BEFORE it is broadcast and edit it. This is not a PRIVATE broadcast, this is national TV. If she wants to put on a private nude show, got to HBO or similar.

I am a professor of Criminal, Social and Development Psychology at a University in California. What I saw shocked even me.

San Diego, Ca.
Description
I love football and look forward to Super Bowl but this year the halftime show was vulgar. Crotch shots, pole dancing and dry humping...on prime time! I am an adult with no children at home but was offended. I enjoy good dancing and singing but suggestive dancing is inappropriate on prime time television. I guess sex sells and that’s why these “ladies” performed as they did but the FCC needs to put a stop to it.
I would also appreciate it if you would put a stop to male singers grappling their crotch as if that was the location of their voice box.
Ticket: # 3847804 - Super Bowl halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 12:24:16 PM
City/State/Zip: Wichita, Kansas 67226
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
Totally inappropriate!! Neither children or adults should be watching. Vulgar!!
Description
The halftime show for this year's SuperBowl game was entirely inappropriate for children. I had my two daughters, 10 and 16, watching, and I was horrified at the blatantly sexual overtones in this totally unsuitable "family" show. What kind of women are we teaching our girls to be if we promote half-clothed women who dance on poles and make suggestive body movements? Unbelievable. You should be ashamed of yourselves for allowing this trash.

What can be done? You probably won't do anything, and frankly, the damage is done. My girls can't unsee the disgusting display you call a halftime show. What should be done is to ban any kind of show as this. But as I said, you want ratings, and could care less about the lessons you teach young girls by allowing two influential pop stars to frolic on stage like they're part of a strip club performance
Ticket: # 3847812 - Super Bowl Halftime

Date: 2/26/2020 12:26:12 PM
City/State/Zip: Shortsville, New York 14548

Description
I too would like to lodge a complaint about the halftime show. My 24 year old rape victim daughter had to leave the room because it was THAT uncomfortable to watch with here father, mother and sisters. It was disgusting to encourage young cheerleaders and female performers that THIS is the what you should be shooting for as a career high. Its not the 1970's!!!!
Ticket: # 3847820 - NFL Half Time Show
Date: 2/26/2020 12:27:12 PM
City/State/Zip: The Woodlands, Texas 77389

Description
The Halftime Show aired on Feb 2nd was in appropriate for Prime Time viewing on a cable network. The show included graphic dancing showing women with their legs spread and barely clothed. The moves were sexual in nature and the camera angles only emphasized the gratuitous scenes. The show was during a sporting event and at a time slot which draws large numbers of family viewers - particularly with young children. These factors should have been taken into account when allowing this type of show to be aired during that time slot and on network television. This show was far more explicit in nature than certain language which is banned by the FCC. Why would this type of Sexualized programming be allowed during a family sports events viewed by millions?
Ticket: # 3847822 - SuperBowl LIV

Date: 2/26/2020 12:27:14 PM
City/State/Zip: Flemington, Nj, New Jersey 08822

Description
Very shocked with the half time show. It was NOT appropriate for the viewing audience. Expecting to see talent, not a pole dance. What a terrible performance to role model for young people. Suggest a prior review of the show by Mgt. to ensure it meets guidelines of family entertainment going forward.
Description
What we witness every year on the Super Ball Sunday half show is always a disgrace but this year Shakira and Jennifer Lopez crossed the line. The show was disgusting, sexual, perverted and very inappropriate!! Children watch the Super Ball!! How do you allow this kind of satanic garbage on tv? This was a porn show not a family show! We must protect children and not expose them to predators! They are promoting, and you are allowing, sex and sex trafficking and that is unacceptable!
Description
Extremely disappointed with the Superbowl halftime show featuring Shakira and JLO. What used to be a family tradition of watching the superbowl with our three young girls will no longer be. We had to turn the channel the moment it came on as to not subject our girls to what was basically a raunchy, TASTELESS strip club show. You all should know better, but clearly you don't.
Ticket: # 3847853 - Superbowl half time show
Date: 2/26/2020 12:33:03 PM
City/State/Zip: Petaluma, California 94954

Description
Had I known I could complain in this way before, I would have done so. Like so many, I agree that the halftime show on the Super Bowl with JLo and Shakira, was totally inappropriate for children. Sexuality does not equal artistry, and focusing on the latter, demeans women, especially now when people are finally waking up to the fact that women have so much more to offer than their sexuality, as do men. The answer is, keep it PG for families and consider the kids. They're exposed to too much 'adult' issues, as it is.
Ticket: # 3847859 - 2020 Superbowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/26/2020 12:33:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Newnan, Georgia 30265

Description
The 2020 super bowl halftime show was very inappropriate. I consider the super bowl a family event, and was shocked at the level of overt sexuality displayed which was totally inappropriate for a family event.
by no means am I some sort of prude. however as the father of two young girls I had to answer a few questions about the content. I found myself dumbfounded at what an 8 year old must be feeling. Why does this seem to happen in this country? Are we that stupid? I mean we all know Jennifer L. learned to pole dance for her new est movie role.. big deal... so thats what we get treated to? Why don't we open up the ages I can take my kids to a stip club? At least there the show is expected.
Ticket: # 3847893 - Complaint

Date: 2/26/2020 12:37:54 PM
City/State/Zip: Paramus, New Jersey 07652

Description
Super Bowl 1/2 time show was inappropriate.
Really disappointing in current "Me Too" era.
The sexual objectification of women harms women’s emotional well-being & definitely leads to violence by men.
Ticket: # 3847903 - JLo and Shakira NFL Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/26/2020 12:39:45 PM
City/State/Zip: Cadillac, Michigan 49601

Description
I am very offended by the performance of porn on a supposed family occasion. The half time show was very sexual in nature. The Super Bowl halftime show was extremely explicit and completely unacceptable for an event where families including children are watching.
Ticket: # 3847942 - superbowl half time show

Date: 2/26/2020 12:47:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Rainier, Oregon 97048
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I was greatly offended at the on stage show with JLO and Shakira. Should have been in a bar! No for prime time TV!
Ticket: # 3847943 - Super Bowl performance

Date: 2/26/2020 12:47:39 PM
City/State/Zip: Carmichael, California 95608

Description
This year’s performance was not appropriate for a family show in the least bit. I was embarrassed to be watching this performance with my 9 year old daughter who should not be subjected to this kind of garbage at such young age. The JLo and Shakira performance included inappropriate dance moves, skimpy clothing and a very strange tongue move by Shakira. How is that classy at all? I am not a religious fanatic, nor prude, but I try my best to keep my 9 year old from all this madness!
Ticket: # 3847951 - Lewd Super Bowl

Date: 2/26/2020 12:48:52 PM
City/State/Zip: Cedar Park, Texas 78613

Description
Glad our kids are in college! So this is what you think is appropriate for little Johnny to see? Sexualizing females especially during the supposed me too reality. Not cool.
Shakira and J. Lo's halftime show was inappropriate (too sexualized). My young kids were watching and I was not expecting them to see J. Lo spreading her legs and grabbing her crotch. Very disappointing.
Ticket: # 3847960 - Super Bowl half time show

Date: 2/26/2020 12:50:56 PM
City/State/Zip: Williston, Vermont 05495

Description
Reading in the news that the number of people that complained about the explicit Super Bowl "Half Time Show" was very small prompted me to voice my opinion.
"Jlo grabbed her crotch, danced on a stripper pole. Costumes were barely there! With everything going on now with the Me Too movement this is not something that should have been on TV prime time."
Where is the outrage over the objectification of women? Harvey Weinstein may have been found guilty of crimes, but how about the TV networks and sponsors? They are no better. (look what we are teaching our children / young people with this type of 'entertainment') Please .... is anyone actually trying to do anything to stop the downward spiral of our society? You have the power!
Ticket: # 3847977 - Super Bowl Half time Show
Date: 2/26/2020 12:54:34 PM
City/State/Zip: Beaverton, Oregon 97003

Description
I didn't realize there was a forum to complain about inappropriate sexual conduct on television but there should have been a warning before the extremely sexually charged halftime show that it was not appropriate for children. We are trying to protect our children from being exposed to that too early. As viewers on the standard television channels, especially a widely view event like the super bowl, we expect a certain level of discretion and that what we are watching will be appropriate for children.
Ticket: # 3847986 - Super Bowl 2020 Half Time Show
Date: 2/26/2020 12:56:10 PM
City/State/Zip: Winter Haven, Florida 33884

Description
I am writing to complain about the sexually-explicit, exploitative content of the 2020 Super Bowl Halftime show. Stripping, pole dancing, spreading legs on stage and sexual gyrations were the tip of the iceberg. Top this off with the political statement of the children in cages, then sexually-traumatizing them by bringing them on stage with the strippers....what more harm could you inflict during the prime time hour and a family event such as the Super Bowl?

I would have expected some type of viewing warning prior to the halftime show, just as is done with shows like The Walking Dead and cable movies.

I have contact Pepsi and will boycott their products. I am boycotting the NFL and its sponsors. Shame on everyone involved in this horrific display of sex, objectification of women, biased liberal politics and child abuse.

Please keep the SuperBowl halftime show family-friendly, as it goes on during the 8:00 p.m. hour, and post warnings if needed.
Ticket: # 3847991 - Super Bowl Half Time Show

Date: 2/26/2020 12:56:46 PM
City/State/Zip: Silt, Colorado 81652

Description
I found this show objectionable. I do not want to see another woman's crotch as she spins around a pole. It is not behavior that young children should be subjected to in a venue that is supposed to be for all ages.
Ticket: # 3847993 - Superbowl halftime show

Date: 2/26/2020 12:56:50 PM
City/State/Zip: Frederick, Maryland 21701

Description
The show by JLo and Shakira was fine for adults, but of course, the superbowl draws a much wider audience. Totally inappropriate for children. Need to provide a clear and obvious warning to adults the show is at least PG-13 if not R. Better yet, work with the NFL to get G rated entertainment for the halftime show.
Ticket: # 3848000 - Superbowl Half Time show
Date: 2/26/2020 12:58:11 PM
City/State/Zip: Bow Mar, Colorado 80123

Description
I was watching with my 8 and 9 year old daughters and this show was R rated. and only possibly appropriate for adults... although I suspect lots of adults were also offended that soft porn was injected into a football game. I will think twice about watching football (which I love) if this becomes acceptable. I truly believe that the network and those responsible for the production should be fined.

Thanks,
Ticket: # 3848004 - Super Bowl Halftime Programming

Date: 2/26/2020 12:58:26 PM
City/State/Zip: Lehi, Utah 84043
Company Complaining About: Dish Network

Description
I should have complained before now, but the Super Bowl Halftime show was offensive to me, my family, and to common decency. Our society has enough problems without Big NFL and TV in general feeding us the offensive messages about sexual permissiveness that were, in my mind, the core message of the Super Bowl Halftime Show. It was like a strip show. It was soft porn! NFL, give us football not porn and inappropriate messages for my, as well as your daughters and granddaughters.
Ticket: # 3848012 - Superbowl 2020 Half-time show

Date: 2/26/2020 1:01:25 PM
City/State/Zip: Wilsonville, Oregon 97070

Description
That was a disgusting show of "woman power" during the superbowl halftime show. Too sexual and disrespecting to women. How many children watching now think it's ok to behave that way? That was shameful and I am embarrassed by all the bare ass in that sexploitation. This is the best America can do? Pathetic.
Ticket: # 3848015 - 2020 Superbowl Half-time show
Date: 2/26/2020 1:02:06 PM
City/State/Zip: Meridian, Idaho 83646

Description
We were absolutely applaud by the half-time strip club performance. It was very inappropriate for children. There should have been warnings prior to the performance for mature audiences only. I'm now a FORMER Jennifer Lopez fan.
Ticket: # 3848018 - Superbowl Halftime

Date: 2/26/2020 1:02:27 PM
City/State/Zip: Mt. Holly, North Carolina 28120
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Over the years the Super Bowl Halftime Show has become more controversial, but the 2020 halftime show was offensive, crude and far too extreme to air on normal TV. This "show" was extensively sexual in various ways and should have been rated at a MA level. Our children had to be removed from the room and not allowed to watch this, while the adults sit there rather stunned at what should have been a family entertainment event. This was trash and far below the acceptable standards of what a Super Bowl show should be.
Ticket: # 3848037 - 2020 superbowl halftime

Date: 2/26/2020 1:06:32 PM
City/State/Zip: Wilton, New Hampshire 03086

Description
what was shown at halftime at 2020 superbowl was awkward, offensive, uncomfortable, pornographic and belittling. It was a shock to our whole family. It was not entertainment and showed a complete lack of respect for human beings. We will not be participating or watching in any way superbowl halftime shows or sponser or the NFL if this isnt held accountable and the mistake admitted.
Ticket: # 3848039 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/26/2020 1:06:42 PM
City/State/Zip: Venice, Florida 34293

Description
I was shocked at how explicit and sexual the halftime show was. It was totally inappropriate for younger children to watch. The sexual clothing, pole dancing, and butt shaking should be left for the strip club and porn scene. Then, young children were brought on stage to sing along. The #MeToo movement should not be mute. Where are they? I am not a prude, but I was offended by this performance. FOX can do better.
Ticket: # 3848050 - Superbowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/26/2020 1:07:48 PM
City/State/Zip: Apple Valley, Minnesota 55124

Description
I realize this is late but I was unaware of how to submit a complaint until I read the CNN article about people's complaints regarding the NFL Superbowl halftime show. Please add this to your list of over 1300 complaints... the hypocrisy on display during the halftime show is appalling. I concur that this goes against all that the Me Too! and sex trafficking movement has accomplished and teaches young vulnerable and insecure girls the wrong message. Women need to be esteemed and not on display to titillate all males with their hormones on high alert. You cannot have it both ways! Save this stuff for the adult channels. I'm done anticipating a great half-time Super Bowl show only to watch it with great disappointment. You'd be better off doing a montage of over paid Super Bowl commercials instead. At least those are safe to watch and more entertaining than most of the celebrities they try to showcase.
Ticket: # 3848057 - Highly Inappropriate
Date: 2/26/2020 1:08:38 PM
City/State/Zip: Halethorpe, Maryland 21227

Description
I honestly can not believe crotch shots and stripper poles would be played for millions of adolescents under the age of 18. I mean truly disgusting. The network needs to be held accountable as well as the NFL. They knew what they were getting when the agreed for this trash to perform.
Ticket: # 3848080 - Distasteful half time show at Superbowl

Date: 2/26/2020 1:10:55 PM
City/State/Zip: Seymour, Tennessee 37865

Description
My family thought that halftime show was not classy and demeaned women. The music was ok but there were too many sexual dance moves throughout with Shakira and J.Lo’s on stage. It was inappropriate for younger children.
Ticket: # 3848087 - Superbowl 2020 Half-time Show

Date: 2/26/2020 1:11:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Paramus, New Jersey 07652

Description
The Super Bowl 1/2 time show was inappropriate in so many ways. In this day and age, what message does that send to young girls (and men)? Sexual objectification of women harms a woman's emotional well-being & definitely leads to violence again women by men. Football used to be a family activity, now now a parent has to shield their children from 1/2 time shows. This is ruining family time together!
Ticket: # 3848091 - Super Bowl half time show
Date: 2/26/2020 1:12:30 PM
City/State/Zip: Paris, Tennessee 38242
Company Complaining About: Charter

Description
WAY to sexual. Pole dancing???? It was a pornographic strip show act displayed right in front of my grandkids. This country has gone to the dogs. No respect for families anymore.
Ticket: # 3848108 - Superbowl halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 1:13:51 PM
City/State/Zip: Bay City, Michigan 48706

Description
Was completely inappropriate for public TV
Ticket: # 3848115 - super bowl halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 1:14:12 PM
City/State/Zip: Kittanning, Pennsylvania 16201
Company Complaining About: Verizon Wireless

Description
I respectfully ask that we return to a time in which our country adhered to some code of moral decency. The vulgar, sexual nature of the performance in the January halftime show is a disgrace to our country, to all women and to the integrity we are capable of as humans with a higher learning capacity. It was embarrassing and degrading to even be in the room with my adolescent sons and husband, who also agree it was uncomfortable and inappropriate. Please, let's use common sense in returning to decent standards in our country. And let's all (men and WOMEN) take accountability for the part that is played in inappropriate treatment between men and women. This is the opposite of women empowerment.
**Ticket: # 3848117 - Pole Dancing**

**Date:** 2/26/2020 1:14:28 PM  
**City/State/Zip:** Abilene, Texas 79605  
**Company Complaining About:** Sudden Link

---

**Description**

I am filing a complaint about the half-time show at the Super Bowl in February. Even I, being liberal, found this display to be disgusting and inappropriate. There appears to be no bottom these days for entertainers in their dress and their performances. As long as you continue to allow this, this type of offensive show will permeate society. Both Jennifer and Shakira are exhibitionists, craving attention and know no other way to achieve it, but to give us crotch shots. I am sick of this. Period.
Ticket: # 3848127 - Super Bowl Half time show
Date: 2/26/2020 1:16:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Pinehurst, North Carolina 28374

Description
This was porno and rated R or X this should have never been allowed!!!!
Ticket: # 3848128 - 2020 Super Bowl Half Time Show
Date: 2/26/2020 1:16:02 PM
City/State/Zip: Edmond, Oklahoma 73013

Description
I just realized I could send a complaint to the FCC regarding my great disappointment with the 2020 Super Bowl half time show. I thought it was vulgar and sent the wrong message to young people today. With the "Me Too" movement, why would a show be allowed during Family Viewing Time that promotes sexual, suggestive and right down "in your face" dancing? Too much for young children. While the younger generation may think it was okay because they are brainwashed as to what is acceptable, the performance could have been accepted based on the musical talent without all the stripper pole dancing, gyrations, twerking, etc. It was totally disgusting and I can't believe Jlo would allow her own daughter to be a part of it. What happened to modesty? The show promoted sexual promiscuity. And we wonder why there are so many teen pregnancies!! Duh!
Ticket: # 3848129 - Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/26/2020 1:16:14 PM
City/State/Zip: Argyle, Texas 76226

Description
The halftime show camera taking video up the skirt of the performers was completely inappropriate. And Jennifer Lopez pole dancing during PrimeTime in what is generally considered to be a family event was also in poor taste. The pole dancing I could forgive as a feat of athleticism but cameras videotaping a crotch shot is unexcusable - and don’t tell me it was an accident, it happened too many times throughout the entire show to be an accident. Performers and videographers need to be fined, or whatever is deemed appropriate, to discourage this vulgar behavior from producers happening again.
Ticket: # 3848133 - 2020 Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/26/2020 1:16:54 PM
City/State/Zip: Mclean, Virginia 22101

Description
The Super Bowl halftime show with JLo and Sharkira was DISGUSTING. How can you claim to be family friendly when highlighting racy thongs and stripper poles? What a horrible message to send to my 8 year old daughter. I was appalled and outraged that in a time of #MeToo this is the best performance Pepsi/FOX/NFL can come up with... I refuse to watch another Super Bowl. Not to mention I don't need to ever listen to Shakira or JLo again... my daughter does not need to believe her value and self worth comes from acting like a stripper and dancing around almost naked. SHAME ON YOU.
Ticket: # 3848151 - Super bowl halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 1:18:40 PM
City/State/Zip: Ocoee, Florida 34761

Description
How can networks be allowed to have such an x rated show for families to watch. It was raunchy, dirty, tasteless and not appropriate for kids.
Ticket: # 3848155 - Superbowl 2020 J.Lo
Date: 2/26/2020 1:19:04 PM
City/State/Zip: Hollywood, Florida 33019

Description
The half time show belonged in a strip club. I agree with people who complained to you after the show.
Ticket: # 3848161 - Super Bowl 2020 Halftime Show
Date: 2/26/2020 1:20:07 PM
City/State/Zip: Colleyville, Texas 76034

Description
I want to add my complaint to those already filed about the very inappropriate Super Bowl Halftime 2020 Show. It should not have been aired do to its pornographic, explicit sexual and depicting women and children a sex trafficking nature. The FCC must do more to protect the declining morality shown on TV in general and certainly for highly viewed performances like the Super Bowl Halftime show. Jay-Z's Roc Nation should be prohibited from any involvement with future Super Bowl performances.
Ticket: # 3848180 - Super Bowl Halftime Show Jennifer Lopez and Shakira - Pornographic

Date: 2/26/2020 1:24:12 PM
City/State/Zip: San Diego, California 92129

Description
That super bowl halftime show with Jennifer Lopez and Shakira on Fox was pornographic, I am extremely angry. I had to take my children to the other room. Even if I had no children, I don't want porn on regular tv.
Ticket: # 3848183 - SuperBowl Half Time show

Date: 2/26/2020 1:24:30 PM
City/State/Zip: Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33301

Description
The halftime show was oversexed
Description
I am extremely unhappy with the Superbowl halftime show this year. I was very offended with the show and how extremely vulgar it was. It was NOT appropriate for families at all and we ended up turning it off. I will not be watching the Superbowl again unless you can guarantee the show is family friendly! I do not appreciate seeing crotches, tongues wagging and people dancing so sexual.
Description
J-lo and Shakira so trashy. The focus on x rated with 100 back up dancers. They should only behave this way on their own shows. Choose those that show true talent.
Ticket: # 3848197 - Superbowl halftime show 2020
Date: 2/26/2020 1:25:50 PM
City/State/Zip: Phoenix, Arizona 85027

Description
This year's Superbowl halftime show showered us with crotch shots of two female performers, a pole dance, crude tongue gestures all while being showed to millions of people. I watched in horror with my 18 year old daughter on one side and our 78 year old male neighbor on the other side as these women "danced" their way through the televised show. Numerous shots of their crotches and butts were aired, too many to count without watching it again. A woman danced on a stripper pole in front of kids in the stadium and on national television. While my child is 18, who wants to explain to their kid, no matter the age, what a stripper pole is, who uses it, why it is used, why is it onstage at a football game?

How was this approved to play during prime time? Why was this not addressed before the show by viewing the "dancing, stripping, pole dancing, crotch show at rehearsals?"
Description
Why was Jennifer Lopez allowed to rub her genitals during her dance of the SUPER BOWL halftime show on national TV?

Most of the show was great, but how come J-L0 rubbing her snatch on national TV for young girls to see is ok?
Ticket: # 3848229 - SuperBowl
Date: 2/26/2020 1:30:43 PM
City/State/Zip: Chgo, Illinois 60609
Company Complaining About: Assurance Wireless

Description
Until today, I was not sure where to file a compliant but during the Super Bowl halftime "show" I was sickened at the sight of half dressed women twirling on stripper polls. This is not appropriate family entertainment as the NFL stated it would be. I felt violated at having that junk come into my home. On top of it, the entertainers own daughter was participating?? What is the message to our young girls and boys? Is there any wonder there is an increase in sex trafficking? This was hands down, NOT family entertainment. Then you have people complaining they are OBJECTIFIED sexually but that is what this PROMOTED. Is any one from the Me-Too movement outraged as I am? Hypocrites all. And where’s the Me Too women? Do you not see the hypocrisy? The women looked naked. This is not something that should have been on TV prime time, or pumped into my home. Please clean up these "family friendly" half time events or I will NOT be watching the Super bowl in the future. It was seriously disturbing....are these "entertainers" seriously that much our of touch with what is considered "family" entertainment. Please! Do something!
Ticket: # 3848230 - Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/26/2020 1:31:02 PM
City/State/Zip: Indio, California 92203

Description

First, I am NOT a religious conservative, but I was appalled at the Super Bowl halftime show, also. That vulgar display did nothing for women, but point out what hypocrites we can be. We want "our cake and eat it, too." In other words, that show says we should be able to put on a shameless display for men and then expect them to always act like gentlemen. Give me a break! This was "R" rated. It would not have been allowed on a regular TV show. Why was it allowed on a "family" program? Thank you for your consideration of my complaint.

(b) (6)
Ticket: # 3848241 - superbowl halftime feb 2 2020
Date: 2/26/2020 1:32:21 PM
City/State/Zip: Pelham, Alabama 35124
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
J-lo and Shakira so trashy. The focus on x rated with 100 back up dancers. They should only behave this way on their own shows. Choose those that show true talent.
Ticket: # 3848243 - silliness about Superbowl half time show
Date: 2/26/2020 1:32:54 PM
City/State/Zip: Index, Washington 98256
Company Complaining About: Dropdown Menu Doesn't Offer Appropriate Option

Description
Do the viewers who were offended by the half time show not own remotes?
Ticket: # 3848250 - DISGUSTING Half time super bowl 2020

Date: 2/26/2020 1:33:40 PM
City/State/Zip: Ballwin, Missouri 63011

Description
This was the most disgusting half time ever! How dare they put this crap out there for our children to see!! DISGUSTING!!! This was nothing but a porn show. There is absolutely no reason that they need to be shoving their private parts (both front & back) in our faces! This is nothing to be proud of! They should never be allowed to play in the super bowl again. If you can't have any better shows than this then don't have any. We all need to boycott the superbowl, pepsi & these two disgusting porn stars, that is all they are! You all should be ASHAMED!!!!
Ticket: # 3848254 - NFL Halftime Show INAPPROPRIATE!

Date: 2/26/2020 1:34:04 PM
City/State/Zip: Lawrence, Kansas 66044

Description
The Superbowl halftime show was entirely indecent, pornographic, inappropriate, and shameful. We had to leave the room when the "show" came on because it is harmful to (1) children, (2) men and women who are overcoming sexual or pornographic addiction, and (3) women who are standing for the right to be more than a sex object. The Superbowl is supposed to be family-friendly national TV entertainment - this filthy halftime "show" was the exact opposite. Please listen to these complaints and do NOT allow such filth to be broadcasted in the future!
Description
I was sick during the SuperBowl, but my husband and 8-year-old daughter were watching it together and she was enjoying the commercials. Then...the HalfTime Show started. I heard all about it the next morning. My husband was HORRIFIED to have to try to explain to our daughter about why JLo and Shakira were CONSTANTLY shaking their A$$ES on NATIONAL TELEVISION for all of the world to see! HORRIBLE!!! It's bad enough that two very talented and gifted female performers feel that they must LITERALLY SHAKE their "best asset" for validation and views, but to pawn that "T&A" performance off as a SuperBowl Halftime Show has sunk to NEW LEVELS!! Remember the uproar about Janet Jackson?? That was KID'S PLAY compared to this! How about next year just having someone perform...fully clothed...not gyrating...just entertaining on TALENT ALONE and NOT SHOCK VALUE!!!
Ticket: # 3848266 - Superbowl 2020 half time show

Date: 2/26/2020 1:35:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Kaysville, Utah 84037

Description
The Superbowl 2020 half time show was inappropriate, especially for families. The clothing, dance moves (pole dancing, etc) was indecent and I had to send my son out of the room and cover the eyes of some others. Please have them put an advisory before or be more family friendly.
Ticket: # 3848274 - Superbowl Halftime show

Date: 2/26/2020 1:36:01 PM
City/State/Zip: Jeffersonville, Indiana 47130

Description
The superbowl halftime show was a utter gross display of provocative dancing. I had to tell my kids own love football to leave the room.
Ticket: # 3848278 - NFL Superbowl halftime

Date: 2/26/2020 1:36:34 PM
City/State/Zip: Sunshine, Louisiana 70780

Description
Superbowl halftime show with the two nearly naked female singers. How could the NFL allow such a thing. This was nothing but PORN. The Superbowl is for family viewing, this was not the case. Why was it not RATED XXXX. Please do something about this type of PORN.
Ticket: # 3848280 - SUPER BOWL

Date: 2/26/2020 1:36:50 PM
City/State/Zip: Freehold, New Jersey 07728
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I am happy to hear that so MANY people are upset and disgusted by the HORRID not appropriate performance during the half time. WHO THOUGHT THAT HAVING POLE STRIPPING PERFORMANCE WAS OK. I am beyond sickened at what our world and culture has come to. The SUPERBOWL is geared for families and at NO time in my young children's life would I have ever casually exposed them to that. The 2 "performers" do not represent America … SORRY!!!!
Ticket: # 3848296 - Super Bowl - half-time
Date: 2/26/2020 1:39:28 PM
City/State/Zip: Lenhartsville, Pennsylvania 19534-9572

Description
I felt it very inappropriate. better in a "men's" club. it was so offensive to me, I walked away and stopped watching. especially since many young people would be watching these particular stars. what are they learning? it could have been done with better taste for prime time /family time.
Ticket: # 3848304 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/26/2020 1:40:50 PM
City/State/Zip: Columbus, New Jersey 08022

Description
The pornographic, sexist halftime show was horrendous and not appropriate for family viewing.
Ticket: # 3848309 - Superbowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/26/2020 1:41:25 PM  
City/State/Zip: Havana, Florida 32333

Description
The Superbowl halftime show took inappropriate behavior to a whole new level! I felt ashamed and embarrassed when the show began and had to turn it off because even my teenage daughters were appalled. These women, the network, and sponsors should be ashamed of promoting such blatant sexual behavior. What you are telling young girls and women of all ages is that it's ok to walk around half naked and dance like porn stars. Such a shame!
Ticket: # 3848310 - Superbowl halftime

Date: 2/26/2020 1:41:29 PM
City/State/Zip: San Diego, California 92126-3329
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Halftime show with Jennifer Lopez and Shakira was inappropriate for family watching. My 7 year old grandson was uncomfortable and I was disgusted, so turned it off. Better oversight needed for sexual and misgyonic content.
Ticket: # 3848324 - Super Bowl halftime

Date: 2/26/2020 1:44:51 PM
City/State/Zip: Pasadena, California 91105
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Pornography should not be halftime fun. Jennifer grabbing her crotch, pole dancing and twerking belongs on porno site...not in front of children or people with morals.
Tick: # 3848326 - Super Bowl Halftime Show  
Date: 2/26/2020 1:45:05 PM  
City/State/Zip: Colorado Springs, Colorado 80920

Description
The JLo and Shakira halftime show and its presentation went beyond social norms and I found myself looking away and apologizing to both my son and daughter about it. In particular, the camera zoomed into their butts? What was that about? I would have turned off the show before it occurred if anyone had told me it was going to happen. This is worse than the wardrobe malfunctions of other years. To zoom in on someone’s butt was intentional and completely devoid of artistic value. The other things -- stripper poles, grabbing of crouches, etc spoke of pornography, but were also part of the larger scenes so could be downplayed, but zooming in on a butt is blatant and inexcusable.
Ticket: # 3848328 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

**Date:** 2/26/2020 1:45:10 PM  
**City/State/Zip:** Elgin, Nebraska 68636

---

**Description**

The FCC should require shows especially during family hours be appropriate. I thought the Super Bowl halftime show was lewd and inappropriate. There are young children watching the Super Bowl with their families. Costumes that showed women's crotch areas and cleavage were disgusting. You need to issue rules as to proper costumes and dance moves to performers. It is your responsibility to protect children from being exposed to this type of stripper performance during the a family time such as the super bowl.
Ticket: # 3848340 - Super Bowl
Date: 2/26/2020 1:47:13 PM
City/State/Zip: San Luis Obispo, California 93401

Description
The halftime show of the Super Bowl was offensive. It was sexually explicit.
Ticket: # 3848346 - Superbowl Performance 2020
Date: 2/26/2020 1:47:55 PM
City/State/Zip: Calabasas, California 91302

Description
Today, I learned via the news media that over 1,300 complaints were filed over the SuperBowl 2020 Performance. Please consider this 1,301. If I were aware that I could file a complaint like this via the FCC, I would have done so sooner. The performance was completely inappropriate for a show that is viewed by families. I was sitting there with my 7 and 9 year old sons, and the angles of "thrusting" was completely pornographic in nature. I was left in shock. I was saddened as every year since Bruno Mars, we have looked forward to sitting and watching half time together. I realized as I watched, that those days are over. As if Shakira's performance wasn't enough, the addition of a stripping pole and scantily dressed nothing to the imagination attire and further thrusting, it was so uncomfortable and unnecessary. We walked away. The imagery on national television during a family watched show is completely wrong and I would appreciate some editing and conscience consideration of what small children are watching. Not all of America appreciates the trash and filth that Hollywood projects. I thought the FCC was supposed to be a voice of reason especially during afternoon programming.
Ticket: # 3848357 - Super Bowl Porn Half -time show

Date: 2/26/2020 1:49:38 PM
City/State/Zip: Riverside, California 92503-4349

Description
I was disgusted by J-Low's erotic exhibition at the Super Bowl Half-time show. I wondered if it was actually Miley Cyrus impersonating her, but no, it has all the other way around. Naturally both on the opposite ends of their careers, one hardly trying to get in and the other sadly on her way out, shamelessly exploiting their sexuality and desperation for exposition and attention from male intellects obfuscated by sexual instincts and monetary gain, and to top it off getting her own daughter involved and two male singers (Bad bunny and Bad Balvin?) apparently representing some M13 gangsters. I trusted since Janet Jackson's breast exposure this wouldn't happen again, however we have reached the point where it is intentionally promoted, in complete spite of the 10? seconds of transmission delay. I feel sorry for the Colombian girl tainting her long more decent and sober career by a spoiled apple. I demand this not to happen ever again on national TV!
Ticket: # 3848362 - Super Bowl Halftime Show - infuriating and disgusting

Date: 2/26/2020 1:50:16 PM
City/State/Zip: Bend, Oregon 97702

Description
I, too, was disgusted by the Super Bowl half-time show. The women could have made their points without all of the blatant sexual references, especially the crotch sliding into the camera. Come ‘on!!! We pay for these airwaves - this should not be allowable, acceptable or otherwise. I would have complained sooner but didn't know how until I saw a CNN report today.
Description
I was disgusted by the soft porn type half time show at the recent Super Bowl with Shakira & Jennifer Lopez. That performance was more suited to adults not family friendly viewing. I know everyone has different views but who needs a view of a crotch up close on camera. The camera crew & singers need some common sense! Makes America look bad in the global stage.
The super bowl show was Not family friendly at all. No common decency any more on TV, we’ve cut our Netflix and nextveill he cable.
Ticket: # 3848385 - Pornography Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/26/2020 1:53:33 PM
City/State/Zip: New Palestine, Indiana 46163

Description
I was horrified and disgusted to see the halftime show during the 2020 Super Bowl. It was pornography dished up to millions of adults who were not expecting to be visually assaulted by that filth. It was bad enough that adults were seeing it but my heart is sick thinking of the number of children and teens that saw it. This kind of filth should never be allowed again. The company producing the show should be fined and restricted in the future from producing Super Bowl halftime shows.
Ticket: # 3848404 - NFL Superbowl Halftime Show was Obscene

Date: 2/26/2020 1:55:58 PM  
City/State/Zip: Newton, New Jersey 07860

Description
NFL Super Bowl Halftime show was obscene. Crotches pushed to TV and shaking private body parts not appropriate, especially for the audience. Jennifer Lopez’s, Shakira and possibly TV network should be charged with public exposure and public sexual activity. These two or more, engaged in sexual activity in front of America.
Ticket: # 3848412 - Super Bowl Half Time Show

Date: 2/26/2020 1:56:52 PM
City/State/Zip: Georgetown, Kentucky 40324
Company Complaining About: Spectrum

Description
Just a few words about the disgusting half time show that I viewed for Super Bowl. I am really loss for words how this two ladies performed, how they were dressed and the acts that were performed in front of millions of people. I had respect for both before this show but after watching this degrading show I have lost ALL respect for both ladies. This is one reason why I do not watch the super bowl. I feel like these two ladies have not only degraded themselves but being a women it has left a mark on me because I really liked their music. I did not nor do I approve of this kind of actions and the dress codes that these two displayed on national tv. It makes me sick that the FCC, CNN, NFL along with Pepsi and all the other national brands to broadcast this type of show. Where are the regulations that you stand by. Never again will I watch the half time shows for the NFL Super Bowl. Unbelievable!!!!
Ticket: # 3848414 - Super Bowl halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 1:57:11 PM
City/State/Zip: Gillette, Wyoming 82718
Company Complaining About: Dish Network

Description
The half time show was completely inappropriate and there was nothing about empowering women about it. Please consider the thoughts and impressions of a young child before the halftime show is broadcasted.
Ticket: # 3848436 - Superbowl Half Time Show
Date: 2/26/2020 1:59:18 PM
City/State/Zip: Indian Trail, North Carolina 28079

Description
I was extremely offended by the half time show. My twin 11 year old boys were watching. This show was almost to the point of pornographic. We turned it off even though they were complaining about missing it. Also, I was extremely offended by the Mexican flag being prominent in their performance.
Ticket: # 3848442 - Superbowl 2020  
Date: 2/26/2020 1:59:52 PM  
City/State/Zip: Cibolo, Texas 78108  
Company Complaining About: Please Forward To Right Department

**Description**

I have been reading about all the complaints you have recieved over the shakira and Jlo superbowl performance. It's ridiculous and a waste of time. The ladies were dressed tastefully and their performances were epic. My 1 and 4year old daughters want me to replay it constantly and we all dance together. It's so liberating seeing their happy faces dancing to the rhythm and me a Latina knowing that this is the first of many latino performing at the superbowl and imagining my daughters doing whatever they set their mind to do. The dancers along with the artists had on more clothing than the cheerleaders you see on the sidelines. And more clothing than the shirtless men who have performed in the past. I hope that you have recieved as much positive feedback if not more than negative. In my opinion, this was the best show I've seen and I've seen many.
Ticket: # 3848454 - Superbowl halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 2:02:09 PM
City/State/Zip: Monroe, Ohio 45050

Description
Over 100 million viewers had Jennifer Lopez and Shakira in their face with a stripper, slut-filled performance that was totally inappropriate for the superbowl. It should be safe for all to view! Please don't let this happen again!
Ticket: # 3848480 - Super bowl porn

Date: 2/26/2020 2:06:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Na, Alabama 11111

Description
Porn on regular TV
Description
I just read an article about all of the complaints the FCC received over the Superbowl 2020 halftime show. We didn't previously lodge a complaint, but, at the time, discussed the vulgarity of the half time show amongst our family members and were appalled that this was approved during a family time show. Terrible!
Ticket: # 3848495 - Super Bowl Half Time Show
Date: 2/26/2020 2:08:43 PM
City/State/Zip: Phoenix, Arizona 85021

Description
This year's superbowl half-time performance was outlandishly unacceptable for primetime TV. As an agency of our people, I ask you to 1) do a better job of securing that this type of behavior is not accessible on our airways during primetime, and 2) fine the NFL and the performers for indecent exposure. Absolutely inappropriate performances.
Ticket: # 3848519 - Superbowl halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 2:12:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Saint Joseph, Missouri 64503

Description
The Superbowl half time show was inappropriate for family viewing. Half-time is when families come together to cheer for their team and it is wholly indecent to have men or women behaving in titillating ways. The show was indecent and geared toward adults and did not protect the rights of children. The show should be rated and advertised as such. It was also completely inappropriate in light of the sex trafficking that is affiliated with the Superbowl. Completely disrespectful to women and children.

My family stopped watching the Superbowl after Britney Spears performed. The half time shows just get worse and worse.
Description
I have seen family television shows turn into a disgusting display of political crap over the years and I hate having to explain to my children why a man dresses like a woman and vice versa along with nearly every family friendly television series incorporating Gay and Lesbian/transgender characters. I understand these people want recognition of their chosen sexes and sexuality but I don't go around kissing men just because I am straight and what not but do you really need to put it in everything?! Does it have to be in everyone's faces non-stop? Children should not be subjected to these things until they are older and they can make up their own minds. This is poisoning the minds of our young and confusing them when they don't need to be. Its the downgrade of our society I will boycott every "family friendly" television series or movie that feels they have to include a gay couple or lesbian couple or transgender person from now on. Children are innocent and your stealing their vary innocence by allowing this I shouldn't have to monitor family friendly shows to avoid the outrageous amount of these things in everything. People can do what they want but it doesn't need to be in everyone's faces non-stop.
Description
The Super Bowl half time show held in Feb. 2020 was the most disgusting, x-rated show that I have ever seen in the history of the Super Bowl. Pole dancing, twerking, disgraceful hand gestures and lack of clothing. Families should have been warned before the show started that it was not suitable for children. Very sad and something needs to be done to prevent shows of this type on television. Thanks for your help.
Ticket: # 3848535 - Super Bowl Halftime Show 2/2/2020
Date: 2/26/2020 2:14:28 PM
City/State/Zip: Arnold, Maryland 21012

Description
The televised halftime show of the 2/2/20 Super Bowl was unfit for public broadcast; lewd, gross crotch grabbing by the performers crosses all bounds of public decency. The networks production zoomed in on their genital grabbing in a shocking and a completely unsavory way.
I urge the FCC should take action action for the network violating all norms of decency.
Ticket: # 3848541 - Super Bowl 2020 Half Time show
Date: 2/26/2020 2:15:12 PM
City/State/Zip: Loveland, Colorado 80537

Description
I have a complaint re: the 2020 Super Bowl Half Time show. I and husband were visiting our family, including our four grandchildren and two of their little friends, and watching the Super Bowl. We were ALL, especially the women and girls in the group, shocked and disgusted by the display put on by J-Lo and Shakira. It was raunchy, sexist, perverse, and clearly geared toward a horny male population (I know this was broadcast on FOX - this appears to be fashioned after trump's continued deplorable and degrading comments of women!). Pole-dancing, tongue-thrusting, and crotch-grabbing??? We made our two young grandsons leave the room; our two granddaughters were appalled. This is 2020, for God’s sake, and I am all for women’s rights and RESPECT for women and young girls! Who the hell decided this was appropriate for ANYONE, especially young children and women all over the U.S. and the world, watching the Super Bowl?! The NFL and FCC should be ashamed of such an offensive and degrading show of women and little girls!

My husband and I WILL BOYCOTT ALL FUTURE SUPER BOWLS AND THE NFL. Roger Goodell and his lack of action against the HORRIFICALLY BAD CALL that cost the Saints their Super Bowl title in that so-obviously rigged game a year ago, and this final crass, outdated, and disrespectful display of porn in this year’s half-time show -- have sealed the fate in our household, -- NO MORE SUPER BOWLS ON OUR TVS. SHAME ON THE NFL, ROGER GOODELL, FOX, AND THE FCC!
Ticket: # 3848577 - Terrible Half-time Show

Date: 2/26/2020 2:20:29 PM
City/State/Zip: Moorhead, Minnesota 56560

Description

I am a parent, and I couldn't believe that the Super Bowl half-time show was allowed. I have two toddlers, and we had to turn the channel because it was so inappropriate. Fines should be issued, and this sort of thing should not be allowed on cable television. At the very least, a warning should have been issued so that parents could take their children out of the room. It was absolutely indecent.
Description
family gathered to watch the NFL Super Bowl game must've been 10 children eight were girls in the halftime show came on it was absolutely the filthiest thing I’ve ever seen for daytime sports television to broadcast such garbage is beyond me and that it escaped your eyes in the eyes of the NFL is even more mind-boggling
Something has to be done about the degradation of women and television somebody there isn’t doing their job and needless to say will never tune in again
Ticket: # 3848593 - super bowl 2020
Date: 2/26/2020 2:23:48 PM
City/State/Zip: Covina, California 91722
Company Complaining About: Frontier Communications

Description
I was greatly offended by the blatantly sexual performances of the half time show.
Ticket: # 3848619 - Superbowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/26/2020 2:28:39 PM
City/State/Zip: Fort Wayne, Indiana 46818

Description
The show with Shakira and Jennifer Lopez was horrible. The Superbowl is supposed to be a family show but the half time show is x-rated! This is ridiculous. It should be clean entertainment not pornographic like they made it! Please clean up the halftime show!
Ticket: # 3848622 - Superbowl Porn Show

Date: 2/26/2020 2:29:02 PM
City/State/Zip: Ashland, Oregon 97520

Description
Please stop showing sexual "entertainment" during sports events. J Lo and Shakira were pole dancing and acting like two whores during the Superbowl 2020 halftime event and everyone I know was disgusted by it.
Ticket: # 3848624 - SUPER BOWL HALF TIME SHOW
Date: 2/26/2020 2:29:10 PM
City/State/Zip: New Vernon, New Jersey 07976

Description
The Super Bowl half time show was disgraceful. One performer grabbing her crotch, another grinding on the backside of another. What kind of family oriented programming do you consider this behavior? This happened in the early evening on the east coast. The NFL needs to be severely fined. In addition the FCC should censor ALL Super Bowl halftime shows going forward. Sorry, but children and young adults watch this game every year, this is not a midnight Las Vegas show!
Ticket: # 3848649 - Super Bowl Half Time Show
Date: 2/26/2020 2:32:08 PM
City/State/Zip: Bronx, New York 10465

Description
Vulgar display and partial nudity. The show was vulgar and should not have been on national TV at Prime Time.
Ticket: # 3848653 - Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/26/2020 2:32:37 PM
City/State/Zip: Fort Collins, Colorado 80528

Description
I just read about the huge number of complaints to the FCC about the Super Bowl halftime show. I want to add my name to the list. HORRIBLE and embarrassing. It was like going to a strip joint. I will not watch the Super Bowl halftime show again because I cannot trust it.
Description
I don't frequent strip clubs and want to be counted as yet another viewer who feels that this year's Superbowl halftime show was inappropriate, lewd and offensive. What's the problem with showcasing one of this nation's fine marching bands? I am single with no children but hate to think how programming of this nature will affect children, women's equality, and our society's morals.
Ticket: # 3848667 - Disgusting programming during Super Bowl Halftime
Date: 2/26/2020 2:35:43 PM
City/State/Zip: Hilton, New York 14468

Description
We are offended by the blatant sexualized display of performers during the halftime show during the last Super Bowl. This is not family programming and not for children. Please stop this in the future. The history of Super Bowl halftime is not good with others exposing themselves etc. Please bring some morality to programming that is family time.
Ticket: # 3848676 - SuperBowl Half Time Show
Date: 2/26/2020 2:36:55 PM
City/State/Zip: Bonita Springs, Florida 34135

Description
I blame the camera crew/production company. The pole was completely inappropriate and unnecessary. The camera angle that caught JLo sliding to the edge of the stage with a close-up of her vajayjay - really? Come on! We need to be better than this!
Ticket: # 3848682 - Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/26/2020 2:37:37 PM
City/State/Zip: Wilm, North Carolina 28412
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Halftime show 2020 was a disgusting display for a “family-friendly” show, featuring crotch grabs, pelvic thrusts, skippy outfits, butt and crochet her shots, orgy performance, and stripper poles. They should be fined. FCC needs to do better for our children to monitor this behavior. It has become a “norm” to sexualize women and sex in general. And we all wonder why 6th graders are having sex and babies. Unbelievable. Everyone I’ve talked to feels the same but didn’t know how to file a complaint. After these types of performances, there should be a disclaimer on how to report complaints so you can get the true number of offended people. This is just common sense that this type of disgusting performance should not be allowed on tv where we know kids of all ages will be watching. Shame on you too FCC!!!!!!! Geez stripper poles,
Ticket: # 3848689 - Super Bowl half time nastiness
Date: 2/26/2020 2:38:55 PM
City/State/Zip: Bradenton, Florida 34209

Description
Just want to say how disappointed I was to finally decide to watch the SuperBowl event and stay around long enough to see what the half time show would be about only to find two women gyrating and pressing their bodies against a man and exposing their crotch for the world to see including and pole dancing in front of impressionable children as though it's all the norm. This should not be allowed on national television!
Ticket: # 3848700 - superbowl halftime show

Date: 2/26/2020 2:40:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Orange City, Iowa 51041

Company Complaining About: No Company - Pepsi Halftime Show - Superbowl. Watched Over The Air.

Description
I wanted to officially file a complaint against the superbowl halftime show. Considering its airing was approximately 7 pm, the raunchy, mostly-naked performers were NOT family friendly or even adult friendly, for those of us who choose not to indulge in nudity or practically thereof. You should hold all shows, even the superbowl, accountable for the content that airs during times when children are likely present in the room, i.e. 7 pm at night.
Ticket: # 3848703 - Super Bowl Half Time Show
Date: 2/26/2020 2:41:27 PM  
City/State/Zip: Belleville, Illinois 62223

Description
Adding our comments regarding the half time show presented at the 2020 Super Bowl - it was just plain inappropriate. My husband and I were disgusted with it and changed channels when it came on. There should be better regulation of these shows and better taste exercised.
Ticket: # 3848705 - Super Bowl LIV
Date: 2/26/2020 2:41:37 PM
City/State/Zip: St. George, Utah 84790
Company Complaining About: Antenna

Description
The half time show was simply a porn show made for T.V. (near-naked, pole-dancing, hip-jerking, butt-shaking, tongue wagging, crotch-gripping). What a shock! How demeaning to women! What a disgrace! Is that family entertainment?
Ticket: # 3848742 - Super Bowl Half-time show
Date: 2/26/2020 2:46:48 PM
City/State/Zip: Uniontown, Pennsylvania 15401

Description
Just read an article about the inappropriate performance at the half time show. I feel their would have been many more complaints if many of us knew where to complain to. Its our choice to watch a movie about strippers and porn. I for one like J. Lo's music but chose not to support her stripper movie and don't think it was right to be sitting with my boyfriend and other men and children in a room for super bowl and have to watch this. Ruined my evening. Who thought this through??????
Ticket: # 3848750 - Super Bowl
Date: 2/26/2020 2:47:30 PM
City/State/Zip: Marina, California 93933

Description
The Super Bowl halftime show was a Satanic, Masonic and pornographic program that definitely should have had a "For Mature Audiences Only" label assigned to it. It was a visual assault to my family's, and the American public's, eyes and moral standards.
Ticket: # 3848761 - 2020 NFL halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 2:49:35 PM
City/State/Zip: Lehi, Utah 84043
Company Complaining About: Directv

Description
The show with Jennifer Lopez and Shakira was obscene and traumatizing to my children watching. My daughter was very disturbed by the pole dancing and twirling. This was not appropriate for children, yet there was no BBC warning. It was 100% unacceptable, inappropriate and degrading.
Description
I write to echo the complaints and concerns already lodged by over 1,300 people regarding the 2020 Half-Time Show. I sat down with my family to enjoy the game/show and had to turn it off halfway through Jennifer Lopez and Shakira's performance because I found it *highly* inappropriate. It went beyond suggestive to down right explicit with the final straw being the close up of Jennifer Lopez's crotch as she slid across the stage. The general viewing public has a reasonable expectation of decency when watching T.V. programming that targets a general audience and the airing of that half-time performance failed that expectation completely.
Description
The NFL super bowl show was both disgusting and repulsive. The exploitation of women and girls for sexual male pleasure has set professional women back 50 years. Not to mention the political stance Pepsi allowed both singers to include in the show. If you don't like American-GET OUT, don't promote your own personal political agenda!! Shame on Pepsi for allow this to happen.
**Ticket: # 3848839 - Superbowl half time performance**

**Date:** 2/26/2020 3:00:00 PM  
**City/State/Zip:** Saint Paul, Minnesota 55116  

**Description**  
Half time presentation by Jennifer Lopez completely out of line for general audience viewing. Too sexual for super bowl performance. Not appropriate for televised programming for event of this type. dress
Description
I would like to file a formal complaint regarding the NFL Super Bowl halftime show. This program was appalling to watch with our large family. The gross porn outfits and gyrations were disgusting. Our grandchildren were seated on the floor eating snacks and were exposed to this entertainment! Where are your rules and policies and enforcement. We went from a few years ago wardrobe malfunction to scanty clad women showing young people they are sex objects doing pole dancing and crotch grabbing promoted as if this is what they should aspire to. We will not be tuning into NFL Super Bowl programs in the future. Shame on the FCC for allowing this.
Ticket: # 3848895 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/26/2020 3:08:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Kennesaw, Georgia 30152

Description
Will no longer let my kids watch Super Bowl due to the increasingly pornographic halftime shows. Show looked like an adult strip club act. Should be rated NC 17.
That was a disgrace. Would you want your young daughter to emulate what was going on?
Ticket: # 3848920 - SuperBowl half time
Date: 2/26/2020 3:10:38 PM
City/State/Zip: Novi, Michigan 48375

Description
It was disrespectful to women and children, and should not have been broadcast on primetime. My family and I shall boycott SuperBowl, unless we are guaranteed a family friendly show.
Ticket: # 3848922 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/26/2020 3:10:52 PM
City/State/Zip: Snohomish, Washington 98296

Description

I was happy to see an article online that you received over 1300 complaints regarding the inappropriate nature of the 2020 halftime show. Please be assured that there are many others who felt the same way but are either unable to send a complaint, or unaware of how to send one to the FCC. The complaints I read mirror my sentiments exactly. Should the Super Bowl not be a family friendly event? We love our football, but a lack of oversight from the FCC may mean we need to spend our time with the TV off. I assume executives at the FCC have children, would they allow their children to watch the half time? Please people, let's use some common sense and protect our children.
Ticket: # 3848925 - Super Bowl Halftime

Date: 2/26/2020 3:11:15 PM
City/State/Zip: Kaysville, Utah 84037

Description
I am glad we had the super bowl recorded. Three families had gathered to have a nice time together eating and watching the game. We had a houseful of children ranging from 1-17. As the half time show started it didn't take us long to realize we needed to fast forward through the whole thing. What we saw as we fast forwarded was highly inappropriate for any age, not just children. As we heard other peoples account of what took place, we were saddened that many people considered this as highly empowering for women and not sexual at all. It seems as if those in charge of the Super Bowl are pushing the envelope more and more each year to see what they can get away with. I'm afraid next year we will have our own version of the Super Bowl called the "Souper Bowl", where we can enjoy good food, one another, and keep the entertainment G rated.
Ticket: # 3848934 - Support for SB half-time show

Date: 2/26/2020 3:11:52 PM
City/State/Zip: Charlottesville, Virginia 22902
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I read an article today on msn.com that people have complained to you about the Superbowl halftime show. I would like to voice my support for the performance and its performers. Shakira and Jennifer Lopez should be able to dance how they see fit. They are successful, female musicians and performers who are comfortable in their own skin and who are talented dancers. While some may have viewed their dancing as profane or overly provocative, I thought it was an impressive display of dancing that I found to be both skillful and entertaining. If I could dance around a pole like that, I would, but I am far too inflexible and would likely topple over and land on my face. If some parents are concerned about their children, the Superbowl is probably not the best programming for them to watch at all, as the sport is aggressive and even some of the commercials could be considered inappropriate for younger audiences. I would advise parents who don’t want to see the dancing to turn off their TV for the half time, rather than try to prevent similar performances in the future, because people like me would miss out. I thought the performance was wonderful and that both performers did a great job, and they really seem to enjoy performing as well.
Ticket: # 3848936 - Super Bowl Halftime show

Date: 2/26/2020 3:12:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Novi, Michigan 48377

Description
How Fox was permitted to air the halftime show that they did during this year’s Super Bowl is unfathomable. I am asking if the FCC do their job and give parental warning for inappropriate content like this during what has always been a family and national gathering of people. Thank you.
Description
I don't consider myself a prude and tolerate quite a bit. However as a middle aged female, I was extremely offended at the super bowl halftime show. It is promoted as a big national family event to watch. The costumes (lack of) and movements were not appropriate for kids to watch nor adults. This is not the image the US should be portraying. Nobody thought to say no when this was created/rehearsed? that is the purpose of your agency--shame on you
Ticket: # 3848946 - Super Bowl Half time show on Fox
Date: 2/26/2020 3:12:40 PM
City/State/Zip: Williamsburg, Virginia 23188

Description
I did not expect to be subjected to a striptease show complete with a stripper pole, close ups of Ms. Lopez’s crotch, references to bondage by Shikira and little elementary aged girls on the stage during this R-rated show. This was soft porn on an early Sunday evening with grandchildren watching. How is this allowed during a family sports event? I did not choose to watch a stripper show. This is supposed to be for the WHOLE family.
Ticket: # 3848950 - 2020 Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/26/2020 3:12:49 PM
City/State/Zip: American Fork, Utah 84003

Description
This program was disgusting. It should not be on primetime TV. It should be on the Playboy channel. How can we have such a program in a post #MeToo world and expect men to stop objectifying women when women choose to objectify themselves in front of the whole world? Classless. Please, please, reinstate some censorship and have family-appropriate halftime shows. Then if people still want to watch pornography, have a celebration show for the winning team after the game and inform families that discretionary viewing is advised so people can choose to watch or not.
Ticket: # 3848953 - Superbowl Half Time Show aired 02/2020
Date: 2/26/2020 3:13:12 PM
City/State/Zip: Simi Valley, California 93063

Description
This message is written to express my extreme disappointment and disapproval of the Superbowl half time show aired earlier this month. The performance by Shakira and Jennifer Lopez was a disgrace and completely inappropriate for a show geared toward families. This performance should be left for strip clubs and audiences over 21. In addition, this sends a disturbing message about how it's okay for women to represent themselves publicly as sex objects. The performance is nothing more than glammed up street trash. There was absolutely no class- no ladies present. Is this what we've come to? Is there no raw talent that exists where families can watch and not be offended? Is this this best we can do as a society? Let's think outside the box!
Ticket: # 3848963 - Super Bowl
Date: 2/26/2020 3:14:04 PM
City/State/Zip: Yakima, Washington 98908

Description
To whom it may concern,
First, I’m very happy to hear that other people were appalled by the 2020 super bowl half time show. I was mortified that the NFL and other powers-at-be would show something so inappropriate to children! Please do better or my family and many others will not be participating in this “family event” any longer. Half time shows (and commercials) should be OK if a five year old watched it. Clothes you could wear to a public school would be a good starting place.
Ticket: # 3848965 - Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/26/2020 3:14:28 PM
City/State/Zip: Ballwin, Missouri 63011

Description
Just another complaint about that disgusting, disgraceful Super Bowl halftime show. If one person can get God banned from our schools, get a cross removed from the side of a highway, or a religiously-hunted mural removed from a wall, why can’t a throng of almost 2,000 complaints get this kind of pornography removed from our airwaves. Please give us some decent entertainment.
Ticket: # 3848975 - Inappropriate half time show!!!

Date: 2/26/2020 3:15:49 PM
City/State/Zip: Mesa, Arizona 85209

Description
This year's half time show was completely inappropriate for family viewing. We had our whole family watching (including young children and a teenage boy) and we're very surprised how risqué and sexually suggestive the dancing was by the performers (Jlo and Shakura).
Ticket: # 3848980 - Superbowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/26/2020 3:16:17 PM
City/State/Zip: Cottage Grove, Minnesota 55016

Description
- Consumer would like to file a complaint about the Super Bowl Halftime Show.
- Consumer did not appreciate her sliding J Lo on a pole.
- She doesn't believe it represents women in the right light and promotes women as sluts.
- Consumer was currently in FL at the time.

***CTR404-phone***
Ticket: # 3848988 - Superbowl halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 3:17:02 PM
City/State/Zip: Young Harris, Georgia 30582

Description
I am absolutely outraged! at the PORN that was displayed during the Superbowl halftime show. Is this what you want for your sons and daughters to emulate and imitate? There were little children in that audience and on TV - and they are being shown filth and debauchery! Shame on the NFL! Shame on the women and sponsors who perpetrated this disgusting display of vulgarity!
Ticket: # 3849003 - super bowl half time show
Date: 2/26/2020 3:18:27 PM
City/State/Zip: Davis, California 95616

Description
Show is unsuitable for TV. It is porno graphic and don't want my public airwaves transmitting smut. I further believe the FCC is not doing its job. I do not want to watch women grabbing their crotches! Take it off the air and FINE all of those involved! It was disgusting to watch!
Ticket: # 3849019 - Super bowl porn show

Date: 2/26/2020 3:20:04 PM
City/State/Zip: Joplin, Missouri 64804

Description
The Super Bowl performance was an absolute disgrace. I’m appalled at such filth, despite the fact that it’s a part of the Latino culture, displayed in the middle of a family event on television, the Super Bowl. Please make a decision to only have family friendly half time shows for the Super Bowl.
Ticket: # 3849025 - NFL Halftime Show

Date: 2/26/2020 3:22:01 PM
City/State/Zip: Gardner, Kansas 66030

Description
She thinks the NFL halftime should have put up a disclaimer before it started. She is an adult and was very offended. This type of show should not be aired. ***CTR 381-Phone***
Ticket: # 3849029 - Super Bowl Half-Time Show

Date: 2/26/2020 3:22:31 PM
City/State/Zip: Elgin, Illinois 60124
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
The soft porn objectification of women during the airing of the February 2, 2020 Super Bowl half-time show was incredibly offensive and discouraging. In the age of #MeToo, I would have expected more respect for women from Fox, the Super Bowl coordinators & hosts, and the performers (Shakira and J-Lo).
Ticket: # 3849030 - Half time show for Super Bowl 2020
Date: 2/26/2020 3:22:34 PM
City/State/Zip: Jenkins, Kentucky 41537

Description
The show was not what one would expect from an event of this type. It was not family friendly. Instead of focusing on the music and the singing, it was all about butt shaking, pelvic gyrating, and crotch grabbing in scanty costumes. If a person wanted to see a show of this type, then that is what they would buy a ticket for. I think many more people would complain if they knew where to complain. I just recently saw an article about FCC getting complaints, so I decided to send mine.
Ticket: # 3849032 - HALF TIME SHOW SUPERBOWL

Date: 2/26/2020 3:23:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Dallas, Texas 75248
Company Complaining About: Spectrum

Description
NOT A PROBLEM WITH SPECTRUM
I see others have complained about the X Rated Super Bowl Halftime show. Now that I see that, I want to express my agreement with that sentiment. NBC apparently does not see sex on TV as a problem but, especially with the Me Too movement, you would think they would use better judgement. Anyway, just expressing my agreement that it was inappropriate for a family show.
I am a 50 year old hip hop dancer from Oakland, California and I have been dancing hip hop since 1990. This was not dance. This was disgusting sexualized anti-woman, anti-Latina, pro-pornography filth on tv for children to see. Not to mention the human trafficking going on especially during the Super Bowl, it was nothing more than a half hour long advertisement for women's bodies and their objectification in the worst sexualized way imaginable. Shame on the Superbowl.
Ticket: # 3849044 - Superbowl halftime "show" 😡

Date: 2/26/2020 3:26:06 PM
City/State/Zip: Highland, Michigan 48356

Description
Totally inappropriate for family viewing! Highly disappointed! What is wrong with you people for allowing this depraved strip show to be aired?
Description

I am very disappointed about the kind of shows TV broadcasters show during family times. I really try not to watch TV for this same reason of these TV networks showing too much vulgar and explicit sexual content, but I was hoping that in a sports event things would be different. Again, I was wrong and thought that you care for the moral values of the US citizens. It seems obvious that what you only care about is helping businesses make more money at the expense of social fabric degradation.
Ticket: # 3849049 - Super Bowl halftime show featuring Shakira and J.Lo.
Date: 2/26/2020 3:27:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Harrison, Arkansas 72601

Description
Vulgar, trashy display more suited for XXX strip club than national coverage to be viewed by children and families!
Ticket: # 3849054 - Half Time Show Superbowl
Date: 2/26/2020 3:27:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Herriman, Utah 84096
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I was watching this with my four children under 8 years old. During half time my dad had the sense to cover the older kids heads with a blanket when it started to get inappropriate. I thought he was overreacting until J-LO came out and repeatedly crotch-shotted the world while dancing on a pole in almost no clothes. There is entertainment to showcase talent, and there is entertainment to showcase sex. We would have never left the tv on if we thought it would be the latter. I'm sad for the performers that this is what they chose to do with their once in a lifetime half-time performance experience. I'm also sick that this is supposedly seen as okay or normal. Shame on the NFL for letting this feed into the pornographic, sex-traffic problems that are taking root in our culture. It's despicable. In the article that I read today about it they claimed that only one tenth of one percent felt this show was inappropriate, but I can tell you from talking with everyone with whom I am in contact, it disgusted ALL of us. Just because it isn't getting complained or reported more doesn't mean it's not a bigger problem. People are often too busy to complain. Trust me when I say that no one that I know enjoyed this show or will be watching half time with their kids ever again.
Ticket: # 3849061 - 2020 Super Bowl Half-time Show
Date: 2/26/2020 3:28:25 PM
City/State/Zip: Watersound, Florida 32461
Company Complaining About: Wow

**Description**
I would like to add my voice to rising chorus of people who were highly offended by this year's Super Bowl Half-time show. The absurdity of two women performing in such a sexualized vulgar strip club manner and trying to pretend that it in any way underscores female empowerment insults common sense. My daughter had to phone the father of her 8 year old child to ensure that the child was NOT watching the performance. She was that disturbed by it. Jennifer Lopez’s daughter performing onstage with her only added to the perversity of the performance. Shame on Fox, shame on the NFL for allowing the performance to go on air.... and shame on the FCC if no action is taken to stop this level of vulgarity happening again at a future Super Bowl half-time show!
Description
I would like to file a complaint regarding the highly inappropriate Super Bowl Halftime Show on 2/20/2020. It is advertised as a family show and there was nothing family like in that show. A stripper pole dance, barely any clothes, gyrating on the stage floor, with little girls on stage, making disgusting motions with their moths, the whole thing was beneath what I expect at the Super Bowl. I have been a fan of the half time show for decades. This went way past the line of decency. I have a reasonable expectation that the Super Bowl halftime show will be rated for all audiences. Bowl ne of
Description
This 2020 super bowl half time show was not family friendly. Why do I want my children to see a woman on a stripper pole?? Please do not book inappropriate singers for the halftime show. Ridiculous and a double standard
Ticket: # 3849071 - Super Bowl Half Time Show

Date: 2/26/2020 3:29:31 PM
City/State/Zip: Naples, Florida 34119
Company Complaining About: Directv

Description
I am very disappointed with the Super Bowl Half Time show. This is a family event and it is not appropriate for singers dancing on poles, twerking, belly dancing and making sexually suggestive gestures. Not to mention the blatant Illuminati Satan Worship references. We were exposed to a "porno show" and this really needs to stop. Better judgement should be given to the half time entertainment choices.
Ticket: # 3849075 - Not appropriate for children

Date: 2/26/2020 3:29:42 PM
City/State/Zip: Woodbridge, Connecticut 06525

Description
The NFL and Fox utterly failed in providing family friendly entertainment. The halftime show was very sexually suggestive and akin to a strip club performance. This is highly inappropriate in a time when we need to end the objectification of women. My daughter is a nine year old who is conscientious and intelligent. I was embarrassed that she saw part of that show. Luckily we were able to leave our friends house so we didn't have to watch it anymore.
Ticket: # 3849078 - Superbowl Half time show
Date: 2/26/2020 3:29:51 PM
City/State/Zip: Winston Salem, North Carolina 27107

Description
This show was very disappointing. I'm an older adult and I'm not sure if my complaint will even matter. The blatant disregard for families that watch the super bowl was shocking. This vulgar display needed to have a warning so parents and people who do not care for pornography would have at least been warned of the shocking content. Common decency and morals still matter.
Ticket: # 3849080 - Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/26/2020 3:30:08 PM
City/State/Zip: Federal Way, Washington 98003

Description
I am writing in regards to the Super Bowl halftime show. I was deeply offended and disturbed by the sexually explicit performance that was allowed to be performed for a supposed family friendly experience. We had to scramble because we had three girls present between the ages of 11 and 7. They had one commercial were it seemed they wanted to get youth involved and excited about the NFL, and than they show basically soft core porn! And not to mention having children included in the performance in cages!
I am surprised by the serious lack of any morality shown by the individuals that approved and let that performance air on national TV during a event watched by millions of children.
Ticket: # 3849081 - super bowl half time show

Date: 2/26/2020 3:30:15 PM
City/State/Zip: Elizabeth City, North Carolina 27909
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
my family including 3 small children were watching the super bowl, during the half time show one of the most pornographic displays of filth was put on national tv for children, including mine to see and had no apparent regulations as to the filth on display, we do not watch a pro football game to have such a sickening display trash shoved in our face especially children, I was under the understanding that by law a show had to be rated as to the garbage of filth that is on it, the FCC failed in this respect as to the super bowl, the FCC needs to stop this type of garbage from being forced upon the decent people in this country,
Ticket: # 3849097 - Super Bowl 2020 Halftime Show

Date: 2/26/2020 3:32:17 PM
City/State/Zip: Tucson, Arizona 85739

Description
It is unfortunate that this show was allowed on national television. I am amazed at the lack of programming responsibility. Are there no morals anymore over what constitutes general viewing?
Ticket: # 3849110 - Super bowl halftime show

Date: 2/26/2020 3:33:33 PM
City/State/Zip: Jonesboro, Arkansas 72404
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Disgraceful. Turned it off after the pole dance. Extremely sexual. Not for my family viewing or public viewing. Bring back family entertainment.
Ticket: # 3849119 - Super Bowel half time SHOW

Date: 2/26/2020 3:34:53 PM
City/State/Zip: Brashear, Texas 75420
Company Complaining About: Cumby Telephone

Description
This was the worst sex show I have every saw on TV. We had to make our children leave the room and we turn the TV off worst ever ever ever ever ever it you want to seen this go to a stripper show!!! NOT on public TV what is FCC thinking!!!! 20 years ago it would not have been on TV!! I will not watch next year Super Bowel!!!!
Ticket: # 3849120 - Superbowl Half Time Show- Inappropriate for viewing audience

Date: 2/26/2020 3:34:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Naperville, Illinois 60540

Description
I agree with others that the 2020 Superbowl halftime show was nearly pornographic and shouldn't be broadcasted on network television during primetime or should include a warning about lewd/sexually explicit behaviors. My husband and I knew it was coming up and so with a three year old son and 7 year old daughter. Paused the show and said football was on a break. We fast-forwarded once we were sure it was over, and resumed live TV. But I too will be boycotting Pepsi for one year. Church friends and neighborhoods gather together as families to watch the culminating sports broadcast. You should have censored this event more appropriately. Thank you for your consideration. Kind Regards.
Ticket: # 3849127 - 2020 Superbowl Halftime show

Date: 2/26/2020 3:36:06 PM
City/State/Zip: Boise, Idaho 83709

Description
My family and I were appalled at the indecency of the porn-esque halftime show. If they had decided to show a stripper pole dancing, nearly nude woman thrusting her crotch at the camera, they should have at least had a warning that the rating was changing to tv-14. It was a porn show disguised as family entertainment. Completely inappropriate!!
Ticket: # 3849139 - Super Bowl Half Time

Date: 2/26/2020 3:37:28 PM
City/State/Zip: Lenoir City, Tennessee 37772

Description
The display by the women were inappropriate for television and contained no warnings. A stripper pole and crotch grinding and grabbing were pure filth. ENOUGH!!!!
Ticket: # 3849140 - Super Bowl Half Time Show
Date: 2/26/2020 3:37:50 PM
City/State/Zip: San Jose, California 95125
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
No complaint, just wanted to say it was a great show
You're about to get hit by a hate group who want to protest everything they don’t agree with. Just know, there are million more who don’t agree with them.
Description
The halftime show at the Super Bowl was in very poor taste, especially in light of the increase in human trafficking.
Ticket: # 3849146 - superbowl half time show

Date: 2/26/2020 3:38:22 PM
City/State/Zip: St. Joseph, Missouri 64506

Description
When the Halftime show comes on we turn the tv off. We as parents check it periodically to see if it is safe to turn back on again. I believe that these halftime shows ridiculously pander to the male consumer. Let's all hold society to a higher standard and think of children. There are PLENTY of artists that can put on an interesting halftime show suitable for EVERYONE. Stop selling sex with football and treat the audience with respect.
Ticket: # 3849151 - Super Bowl half time show
Date: 2/26/2020 3:39:27 PM
City/State/Zip: Odessa, Texas 79762
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
The half time show during this year’s Super Bowl was not only risqué and more suited to a strip club, but by airing during prime time, it was targeted at children. This is unacceptable and could contribute to a child’s confusion and moral corruption. It cannot be allowed.
Ticket: # 3849159 - Superbowl Half time show
Date: 2/26/2020 3:40:28 PM
City/State/Zip: Cypress, Texas 77429

Description
The Superbowl halftime show was WAY over the top. We made our teenage son's leave the room. I don't understand why as a country we claim to care about women, yet we encourage them to exploit themselves in such a disgusting and sexualized way? The crotch shots are appalling and the station owes its viewers an apology. If I can't allow my sons to watch football in this country, we are in trouble!!! Clean it up!
Ticket: # 3849161 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/26/2020 3:40:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Somerset, Ohio 43783

Description
I'd like to add my name to the long list of complaints about the SB Halftime Show. For the record, I'm a healthy male and do indeed enjoy pretty women. However, the halftime spectacle was over the top puerile, borderline obscene, and patently sexist. Beyond that it was simply in very bad taste.
Ticket: # 3849164 - Super bowl half time show
Date: 2/26/2020 3:41:15 PM
City/State/Zip: Salem, Oregon 97317

Description
I am disgusted at the half time show. It was unacceptable for anyone in my family to watch. I thought football was a family friendly show, so why was this half time performance allowed? It should have been censored ahead of time and the performers told to remove the sexual content. There was no need for it to be pornographic.
Ticket: # 3849183 - Super Bowl halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 3:44:17 PM
City/State/Zip: Butte, Montana 59701

Description
As I see more and more complaints about the show you need to use this information as a benefit. Exile those who complain. It was far from porn and in no way was inappropriate. These are people that want our basic freedoms stripped so lets send them to the middle east where women aren't allowed to show any skin and see how they fair. No one tied them to a chair and forced them to watch it. If they have nothing better to do than to whine about something most people found fine, maybe they should get a job.
Ticket: # 3849204 - Superbowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/26/2020 3:47:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Perris, California 92572
Company Complaining About: Antenna

Description
The show was totally raunchy and not appropriate for families. The show belonged in a strip club! Sex trafficking is at a all time high and this show fed right into it.
Ticket: # 3849208 - Superbowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/26/2020 3:48:09 PM
City/State/Zip: Perris, California 92572
Company Complaining About: Antenna

Description
The show was totally raunchy and not appropriate for families. The show belonged in a strip club! Sex trafficking is at a all time high and this show fed right into it.
**Description**

This Super Bowl Half Time Show was disgusting for families to endure. Pole dancing, crotch grabbing and close up camera shots of rear ends are NOT appropriate viewing for families. If this is what NFL Football wants for half-time - then move it to pay-per-view with adult ratings and the rest of us will say GOOD RIDDANCE to NFL football and the Super Bowl Porn Show. Fine them all. And shame on J. Lo for having children on that stage and involved in her disgusting display.
Ticket: # 3849217 - NFL Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/26/2020 3:49:22 PM
City/State/Zip: Knoxville, Tennessee 37922

Description
Sent email to Roger Goodell (NFL) and Ramon Laguarta (Pepsi) on 2/6/20 expressing my family's strong disappointment in the Superbowl Halftime Show. Felt as though it was a strip show and not suitable for kids nor adults who don't buy into Las Vegas type shows. Please, Please do something to protect our children and those of us who have strong morals!!!
Description
I too was disgusted by the Superbowl half-time show. I can't remember how many times I said, "gross". Why are women allowed to wear almost zero clothes on stage but if a male performer wore a similar costume it would not be unacceptable. The costumes, crotch shots and gyrating was just too obscene for a family event like the Super Bowl. It felt more like a burlesque show than a family friendly mini-concert.
Description

I am writing in regards to the REVOLTING superbowl half time show that was allowed to air 2020. It is beyond belief that these half naked women, pornographic gestures and extremely sexually provocative images were allowed on national television that my children were also watching. My family turned off the television and this will be the last superbowl that we watch. These are not performers, these are horrible women (which we would refer to as "hoes") that do NOTHING to promote women's rights, if anything, they degrade women. Neither I nor my daughter would ever dress or act like this in public, what JLo was doing belongs in the bedroom with her husband behind closed doors. Just absolute filth and disgusting public behavior and definitely not family oriented. What is it going to be next year to gain the public's attention; full out sex on the stage? The bar is getting raised too doggone high and I for one have had enough. I feel that there should absolutely be the worse fine against the network that has ever occurred, perhaps they will actually try to do better next time instead of just getting the proverbial slap on the wrist.
Ticket: # 3849241 - Super Bowl half time show
Date: 2/26/2020 3:53:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Salt Lake City, Utah 84105

Description
We need a half time show that is appropriate for all ages, rated G if you will. This halftime show was disappointing to say the least, since in my opinion it objectified women by focusing on sexy dressing and dancing. Women don’t need to be that way to be seen as beautiful or desirable by men. But the more young girls see it on tv, by celebrities (whether or not these celebrities agree they are doing it for sexual appeal) the more they will feel they have to act the same to be as desirable or beautiful. Sad sad day for the USA.
Ticket: # 3849252 - SuperBowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/26/2020 3:55:37 PM
City/State/Zip: Cary, North Carolina 27511

Description
Lopez and Shakira have great voices, but their outfits, dancing, and all the implied innuendo were of such a provocative nature that the two families with us watching were forced to turn it off and resume watching the game after the halftime show had ended. We had 8 children under the age of 13 years of age watching the game. The FCC should do a better job with policing and setting a standard that literally millions of children view every year.
Ticket: # 3849272 - Super bowl 2020 half time presentation.
Date: 2/26/2020 3:58:14 PM
City/State/Zip: Logan, Utah 84321

Description
The half time show was indecent and inappropriate for young people.
Ticket: # 3849287 - 2020 Superbowl half-time
Date: 2/26/2020 4:00:24 PM
City/State/Zip: El Paso, Texas 79936

Description
The more I think about it and hear my little son talk about how disgusting the dancers were at halftime and he was sooo embarrassed to be sitting with me at half time.. it boggles my mind and cant trust nxt year's show!! To know that this 13 year old great football player since the age of 5 would be sooo turned off by these women grabbing their private parts.. just burns me inside :( Please do something about it next year... I do not even trust it.
Description
If I wanted to watch vulgarity at the half time show I would have pulled up porn on the internet. That was a disgusting example of self-objectification and indoctrination of our youth into the sexualization of woman.
Reminds me of the Miley Virus terking anal sex mimicking show that was so over the line years ago. I would have thought the networks would have gotten their act together since then.
I will not put up with this, the pornification of our children must stop.
YOU MUST UPHOLD THE STANDARDS!
Ticket: # 3849311 - Super Bowl halftime show featuring Shakira and J.Lo.
Date: 2/26/2020 4:03:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Newfolden, Minnesota 56738

Description
The Superbowl half time show was the most disgusting performance I have ever seen. Not only did we have young children in our home (thankfully they were out of the room at the time) I kept telling my husband during the performance that this is the worst one I have ever seen. And he agreed. Even our older children agreed with us.
Ticket: # 3849317 - Half Time

Date: 2/26/2020 4:03:34 PM
City/State/Zip: Wayland, Michigan 49348

Description
My family and I felt the super bowl half time show 2020 was vulgar. We would like to see a return to half time entertainment that everyone would feel comfortable watching together.
Ticket: # 3849330 - Super Bowl and bias
Date: 2/26/2020 4:04:34 PM
City/State/Zip: Raleigh, North Carolina 27605
Company Complaining About: Spectrum

Description
It makes little sense to me that public television would degrade so drastically as to include overly sexualized performances and programming. Especially during events/programming where people wish to watch with their families. You claim to have provisions to protect us, but it is very clear that the degradation has been slow and calculated, as if to establish a new normal. In addition, the openly accepted views/promotion of all religions, including satanism, grossly undermines the majority of the population who you are now seeking to isolate. It is my hope that you change course, or at the very least analyze your content to be less bias and free from propaganda.
Ticket: # 3849334 - Super Bowl Half-time show - Feb. 2, 2020

Date: 2/26/2020 4:04:56 PM
City/State/Zip: Marysville, Washington 98270

Description
It is exceedingly apparent that the half-time show at the Super Bowl is getting more vulgar with each passing year. The nature of the sexual content they are showing is not fit for a general viewing family audience. I implore the FCC to put a stop to the sick perverted men who are behind the half-time show productions. This year’s broadcast of highly sexualized body movements was so raunchy in nature that my concern is that next year if they want to push the limits, the only place to go is full-on sexual in live TV. We won’t be watching the Super Bowl anymore.
Ticket: # 3849336 - Super Bowl Half Time Show
Date: 2/26/2020 4:05:04 PM
City/State/Zip: Pendleton, Oregon 97801
Company Complaining About: Charter

Description
The show for this year's 2020 show was very distasteful and not even close to family-friendly. It seemed as though I was watching a strip club act. Please get your act together if you want to be supported by your citizens.
Ticket: # 3849367 - Superbowl halftime

Date: 2/26/2020 4:08:50 PM
City/State/Zip: Hampton, Virginia 23669

Description
If I were in a sports bar with grown-up adults, seeing a mostly naked J.Lo on a stripper pole would probably be okay, but not in my living room with my 14-year old daughter, please add me to the list of complaints

Description
The half time show was completely inappropriate for prime time television. Please ensure there are guidelines they must follow.
Description
I am filing a complaint in regards to the Shakira and J.Lo halftime show. As a mom of 4, the Superbowl is the one football game we all enjoy watching in the year. This halftime show was disgusting. The Superbowl as a whole is during primetime viewing hours. It should be kept clean. The genre of music, nor the fact that the ladies are Latino have anything to do with my complaint. I also was disgusted with last year's Maroon 5 show. The sexualization of the show is disturbing... Is the point of the show to teach people how to pole dance, bend over in front of a camera, publicize bondage, or just zoom in for a crotch shot? I turned it off. I was hoping after last year's performance, the bar would be raised higher, instead it was lowered to a sleepy level. For years women have fought to be recognized as women, and not sexualized as objects. All that was thrown out with that performance.
I certainly home you will review these complaints and take them seriously, that people are tired of the trash and make the NFL and involved parties to be held accountable for their decisions as well as put criteria in place to prevent this from happening in the future.
Ticket: # 3849420 - Super Bowl half time show
Date: 2/26/2020 4:14:37 PM
City/State/Zip: Iva, South Carolina 29655

Description
The costumes and choreography of the half time show were not family friendly. We had to turn off the tv to protect our children and ourselves from such filth. Please air family friendly entertainment during family friendly shows. This was a disgrace.
Ticket: # 3849442 - Superbowl halftime
Date: 2/26/2020 4:18:22 PM
City/State/Zip: Thorntown, Indiana 46071

Description
Not family friendly. Should have been rated R.
Ticket: # 3849456 - 2020 SuperBowl HalfTime Show

Date: 2/26/2020 4:19:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Raleigh, North Carolina 27612

Description
The half-time show was completely disgusting. I am a woman, I enjoy watching football and it is my opinion that I should also be able to look forward to the Super Bowl halftime show with as much enthusiasm as I do to the actual game. This year was SO bad, I felt like I was watching an x-rated movie sex scene with my children and husband in the room. It was appalling, embarrassing, and nobody on that stage was anyone I would ever my daughter's to look up to or idolize.

There are plenty of talented entertainers who would be a much better choice for the families that are looking to be entertained, not exposed to the trash that was put forth this year!

I hope the entertainment choice for the SuperBowl 2021 halftime show will be considered carefully. I can assure you that my family and I will turn the tv off and not watch any of the game or the show if it is anything like what happened this year.
Ticket: # 3849468 - Completely inappropriate

Date: 2/26/2020 4:20:37 PM
City/State/Zip: Miami, Florida 33185

Description
I would like to add to the voices which have complained about the inappropriate nature of the Super Bowl 2020 half time show. I was not aware beforehand that filing a complaint was possible, so I am writing now to do so.
Ticket: # 3849469 - Superbowl halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 4:20:38 PM
City/State/Zip: Violet Hill, Arkansas 72584

Description
The disgusting near-pornographic performance by Jennifer Lopez & Shakira has ABSOLUTELY NO PLACE on public TV! This should have NEVER been allowed by the NFL & Fox! MILLIONS of children have now been irreparably exposed to something they shouldn't have seen, & can't be unseen! From now on, ALL SUPERBOWL HALFTIME SHOWS should have to be PRE-AUTHORIZED by the FCC!
Ticket: # 3849477 - Jlo Shakira Superbowl fiasco

Date: 2/26/2020 4:21:18 PM
City/State/Zip: Ashland City, Tennessee 37015

Description
The show put on was not family friendly and would have been better served in a strip club.
Description

Hello,

I am sure I am not the only one who has taken the time to write a formal complaint, but here I am hoping our voices will be heard.

I anticipated the Half Time show at the Super Bowl to be fun, and full of incredible talent and I was not disappointed in that respect. I was, however, shocked to see the lack of clothing and self respect that was displayed on my TV screen. The Super Bowl is typically a family event at my house and we had to turn it off due to risque movements, stripper pole dancing, and partial (in my opinion) nudity. It was not appropriate and I currently have no intention of watching next year’s Super Bowl because of it. We need to set good examples for our girls growing up that they do not have to be sex objects in order to make it in this world. We need to be a world where women are celebrated for their talent and they don’t need anything outside of that to be recognized and celebrated. Please do better and allow better.
Ticket: # 3849489 - This year superbowl halftime show

Date: 2/26/2020 4:23:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Saint Johns, Florida 32259-8409
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
Disgusting superbowl half time show that was not family friendly, constant vulgar moves by Jenifer Lopez and Shakira. Vulgar costumes that were offensive and again not family friendly!
Ticket: # 3849507 - Superbowl halftime show inappropriate
Date: 2/26/2020 4:25:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Springfield, Missouri 65809

Description
The show was not family friendly. This is a sport, where the whole family watches. I was embarrassed that we support the NFL and they bring and approved a show that had sexy dancing, full crotch shots, pole dancing. This is unacceptable for a "family" friendly show.
Ticket: # 3849511 - Super Bowl Half Time Show

Date: 2/26/2020 4:25:51 PM
City/State/Zip: Denton, Texas 76209

Description
So very disappointed that the trash that was called the Super Bowl half time show was allowed to air. Pole dancing! Really! Families like to watch this together. Had to turn it off as I was with two small grand sons. Simply unacceptable for family viewing.
Description
The halftime show was in very poor taste considering the Super Bowl is considered family entertainment! I was shocked to see pole dancing and barely there costumes. To put children in that sex show was completely irresponsible. It's obvious that the two ladies on the stage are totally desensitized to the message they sent the viewing public--have they forgotten the Me Too issues? Shame on you FOX TV!
Ticket: # 3849520 - Super bowl half time performance
Date: 2/26/2020 4:26:51 PM
City/State/Zip: Temecula, California 92592

Description
I found the dancing performance was a disgusting display of inappropriate sexuality without any warning to us homeviewers. I have no young children but this went way over the line for everyone.
Ticket: # 3849525 - I objected to the 2020 Superbowl half-time show
Date: 2/26/2020 4:27:35 PM
City/State/Zip: Cross Junction, Virginia 22625

Description
I just heard a story on TV that only 1,300 people complained about the recent 2/2/2020 Superbowl half-time show. If I had known there was a place to report my objection, I would have done it on that Sunday. I objected to last's years half-time show with Adam Levine. If these complaints can amount to change, then I am all for it. If not, at lease I can tell the FCC that these shows are 'too much'. I was watching the Superbowl at my church! The half-time show became embarrassing. And while I'm here, I am so happy the ridiculous Victoria Secret's "Fashion Show" going down the toilet makes me happy!
Ticket: # 3849527 - Super Bowl show
Date: 2/26/2020 4:27:56 PM
City/State/Zip: McMinnville, Oregon 97128

Description
I was really disgusted with the inappropriate dancing and costumes that the performers wore. When I think of the NFL, I think family time, as I have always grown up watching football with my family. I was disappointed with the half naked women, one on a stripper pole as entertainment. What happened to empowering women? Women shouldn't be paraded on TV with their "parts" hanging out as an example to our girls growing up that this is a good role model. Shame on the NFL and to the FCC.

Hire entertainment that you wouldn't be embarrassed showing your 5 year old daughter, or your 85 year old grandmother.
Description
The 2020 Super Bowl Halftime Show was disgusting! If I wanted to watch strippers with poles, I would go to a strip club. The immodest clothing and lewd dancing were completely inappropriate for an event watched by most of the country, including children. How dare you show something that sexual and objectifying in this day and time! Next year, I'll turn the tv off BEFORE halftime.
Ticket: # 3849541 - Super Bowl halftime

Date: 2/26/2020 4:29:52 PM
City/State/Zip: Niceville, Florida 32578
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
Disgusting. The super bowl halftime show was pure porn. Keep it off the air
Ticket: # 3849549 - Inappropriate Super bowl halftime show

Date: 2/26/2020 4:30:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Princeville, Hawaii 96722

Description
I’m all for women strength and beauty. But that show was inappropriate for children. Really embracing to have to turn off tv to protect my young children from seeing what should be a family event.
Ticket: # 3849553 - Super Bowl halftime

Date: 2/26/2020 4:31:07 PM
City/State/Zip: San Juan Capistrano, California 92675

Description
Near nudity, sexual content and action were totally inappropriate for 'daytime, mainstream' audience. (Note: details like channel, date, ... are fictitious but, the 'nasty' presentation was halftime, during Super Bowl.)
Description
The halftime performance was completely unacceptable to be shown where children could see. Scantily clad women swinging on poles should be kept private - not televised.
Ticket: # 3849563 - Super Bowl Half Time Show

Date: 2/26/2020 4:32:38 PM
City/State/Zip: Wasilla, Alaska 99623

Description
Consumer wanted to complain about the half time Super Bowl Show.

Consumer thought it was indecent and not appropriate for the time of day of the broadcast.
***CTR412-phone***
Ticket: # 3849569 - Super Bowl halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 4:33:08 PM
City/State/Zip: Wimberley, Texas 78676

Description
This show violated your own rules, to wit:
"Obscenity, Indecency and Profanity. It is a violation of federal law to air obscene programming at any time. It is also a violation of federal law to broadcast indecent or profane programming during certain hours. ... The FCC vigorously enforces this law where we find violations."

These two women are talented singers, but their show evidently had little to do with singing, and a lot to do with sex. The costumes were indecent, the dancing was nothing but sexual come-on, and something one might imagine happens in a strip club. This performance should not have been aired, and I hope that in the future, the FCC will take the time to review the planned performances prior to allowing them to be aired.
Ticket: # 3849570 - Tacky half time show
Date: 2/26/2020 4:33:08 PM
City/State/Zip: Wiggins, Mississippi 39577
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I didn't watch the full show. However, what I did see on the news, snippets were despicable, nasty, unnecessary to show perverse acts, sexual innuendos. NOT FLY FRIENDLY.
Description
Disgusting, too much sex and skin. This is a family get together event. Tone it down for the children watching.
Ticket: # 3849582 - SuperBowl Half Time
Date: 2/26/2020 4:34:43 PM
City/State/Zip: Vacaville, California 95687

Description
I don't feel like I need to go into detail with how disgusting the half time show was, as I see you've had enough complaints with details. I just want to add that I also did not enjoy the show and it's sexual focus. I told my wife that I was basically watching a strip show, but it was much more than just a strip show. Luckily my kids were outside playing at the time.

Also be aware that you only received 1300+ complaints because many people don't know who to complain to. I didn't until I read an article about this. But let it be known that 4 people were at my house and had the same complaint as me. Then add to that my friends and neighbors. The NFL is turning into a joke. I've stopped paying attention years ago, but unfortunately I have a family member that enjoys watching the game.
Ticket: # 3849586 - Superbowl Halftime
Date: 2/26/2020 4:35:41 PM
City/State/Zip: New Harmony, Utah 84757

Description
I want to add my concern about the explicit nature of the Super Bowl halftime show. I did not think it was appropriate for prime-time. I saw pole dancing and twerking. If the definition of twerking is "a type of dance or exercise that emphasizes a female's buttocks" then the half-time show was full of twerking.
That is not appropriate for the Super Bowl general audience.
Ticket: # 3849598 - Superbowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/26/2020 4:37:22 PM
City/State/Zip: Suffolk, Virginia 23434

Description
I am writing to complain about the over-sexualized half-time show. This was totally inappropriate due to children watching the show. Stripper polls, rubbing of one's privates, scantily clad clothing, exotic dancing, ect. I hope that Fox is fined for this half time show.
Ticket: # 3849612 - Super bowl halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 4:39:05 PM
City/State/Zip: West Lafayette, Indiana 47906
Company Complaining About: Assurance Wireless

Description
Striper is not for prime time tv we are a nation of standards you allow 3 world broadcasting we adopt that standard
Ticket: # 3849627 - Super Bowl half time show
Date: 2/26/2020 4:42:03 PM
City/State/Zip: Conifer, Colorado 80433

Description
The half time show with stripper poles, spread eagle hip thrusting was a disrespect to women who feel they are objectified and held up to unrealistic expectations and body image. Also embarrassing to watch with my young children and trying to explain the show. US Government should be ashamed for allowing this to happen on public television, knowing that so many times in the past the super bowl has been notorious for their inappropriate half time shows.
Ticket: # 3849640 - Superbowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/26/2020 4:44:21 PM
City/State/Zip: Nashville, Tennessee 37214
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Considering that American sports are such a fun family event and so many of us play and support athletics in our society, I was terribly disappointed to see such a non-family-oriented halftime show.

Will you please influence decision-makers in areas such as this to keep the entertainment innocent enough for a 5-year-old to watch it? I'm 50+ and I don't even want to see those gyrations.

I was especially disappointed in J-Lo, considering that she has children of her own.

I appreciate any effects of change you can influence. Such sexual displays of entertainment are just not cool, nor acceptable.

Please screen the entertainment beforehand or fine the entertainers for such overt sexual content.

Thank you,
Ticket: # 3849659 - Pornographic display at last Super Bowl half-time show

Date: 2/26/2020 4:47:06 PM
City/State/Zip: Redmond, Washington 98053

Description
The half-time show at this year's Super Bowl went well below what's admissible for a family-friendly program. It violated any common-sense decency one can expect.
Description
Of all the times, places and venues to have this type show, the super bowl is totally inappropriate! Vegas, yes, where ADULTS can have purchased tickets to see and ADULT show. But not on national television where there are millions of people, families, children, watching. It was a disgusting and tasteless act full of sexually inappropriate performances. It is an utter DISGRACE that the FCC did not censor this act. While it was my right to turn my channel, and I did, it should also be my right to be able to watch a national sporting event without such tasteless acts called “a performance”. Save adult things for adult places.
Ticket: # 3849691 - SuperBowl Half Time
Date: 2/26/2020 4:50:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Floral Park, New York 11001

Description
The SuperBowl half time show was inappropriately sexualized. I was offended watching it when it was aired but didn't think to complain until I saw the recent article on CNN. And that they said it was only the smallest percent of viewers complaining, I thought that there are many more that just were disgusted and didn't speak up. So, I am.
Ticket: # 3849694 - Super Bowl Half Time Show

Date: 2/26/2020 4:50:55 PM
City/State/Zip: Irving, Texas 75062

Description
My family found the half time show VERY offensive and inappropriate for a family sporting event. It was a strip club act and we ask that such content be banned from events where families are watching or in attendance. Thank You
Date: 2/26/2020 4:51:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Windsor, Colorado 80550

Description
In the Supreme Court's 1964 landmark case on obscenity and pornography, Justice Potter Stewart famously wrote: "I know it when I see it." That case still influences FCC rules today, and complaints from the public about broadcasting objectionable content drive the enforcement of those rules.

(above source from FCC website)

Super Bowl Half-Time Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pILCn6VO_RU

FOX 31 allowed INDECENT PROGRAMMING! INDECENT CONTENT! and OBJECTIONABLE CONTENT during Super Bowl 2020. Jennifer Lopez, Shakira and Fox 31 should pay fines and this pornographic behavior needs to stop. Jennifer should be registered as a sex offender because I feel sexually assaulted by her!! There is a time to learn about sexuality but the Super Bowl is not one of those times.

Jennifer Lopez's legs spread and intentionally bringing focus to her vagina which is covered with a tiny strip of cloth is suggestive of being nude and implying sexual intent and arousal. And there were many other depictions that contained sexual content.

This behavior, for obvious reasons, (sex trafficking, sex addiction, etc., on and on..) really does contribute to society's illegal sex issues.

This simulation of sex is not positive "the children" (and even some adults) especially if they have not been informed of sex properly yet. There is a concern everywhere, all the time for the children's safety and their future. Obviously, the entertainment industry has no problem being hypocrites! I am disgusted to see this insanity more (and more) often and it has to stop before it continues to get even worse!! Is it really this bad? Mmmm....
Ticket: # 3849729 - Inappropriate Super Bowl Halftime Performance

Date: 2/26/2020 4:54:37 PM
City/State/Zip: Orange, California 92866

Description
February 2, 2020 I watched the Super Bowl game with my husband and both of us were very disappointed and amazed at how inappropriate the Super Bowl half time show was. The so called entertainment was not appropriate for children, families or individuals watching. If someone wants to see this type of performance they can go to a club that promotes that type of entertainment. I am very disjointed that this type of spectacle was allowed to take place. If I have to boycott the Super Bowl in the future I will.
Ticket: # 3849732 - Super Bowl halftime show  
Date: 2/26/2020 4:55:04 PM  
City/State/Zip: Upper Sandusky, Ohio 43351

Description
Our family watched the halftime show this year 2020 for Super Bowl and we had to shield our kids eyes from the scantily clad and inappropriate movements including pole dancing and exposed crutches. It was totally inappropriate for a family event to allow that type of provocative show on tv. It’s one thing to attend as an adult a purchased ticket at a private event but this was the televised Super Bowl where families are certainly watching with kids of all ages. The FCC should be protecting overexposing and sexualizing our kids during a family program. Please apply common sense decency laws already existent to future situations and if appropriate fining those responsible for broadcasting.
Description
Jennifer Lopez’s performance at the Super Bowl halftime show was extremely explicit and completely unacceptable for an event where families including children are watching. She should not be allowed to perform at something like that ever again. Shame on the NFL for allowing that performance to happen. I am not sure how to censure her or those involved in choreographing that performance but it was disgusting. Why is it okay for these entertainers, J-Lo and Shakira to prance around grabbing their genitals on national television? I don't want my kids imitating that behavior. Do you guys really condone this crap?
Ticket: # 3849748 - Super Bowl LIV Halftime Show

Date: 2/26/2020 4:56:31 PM
City/State/Zip: Booneville, Mississippi 38829

Description
It was lewd and not suitable for viewing. Children were exposed to this! Whoever is responsible for this should be put on the sexual predator list for exposing this stripper pole and spread-eagle crotch-grabbing lewdness of erotica to children. What has happened to the FCC enforcement of rules regarding this type of thing. Seems like the FCC has become infiltrated with people who just want to collect a pay check.
Description

I originally wrote to the NFL the day after the 2020 Super Bowl. After not receiving any kind of response I decided to write to the FCC.

The 2020 Super Bowl halftime show was, in my opinion, nearly pornographic. It used to be that the folks that I gather with to watch this game would look forward to the super bowl. Not any longer. I didn’t need to see hardly clothed women gyrating around on the stage, swinging on a stripper pole, flicking their tongues at the camera in some strange display.

I thought the FCC was in place to protect viewers from displays like this. It happened during prime time viewing hours during the most-watched show of the year. I think the NFL should be held accountable for authorizing such a distasteful display and the FCC should ensure that this type of debauchery never happens again. I choose what I watch very carefully and had no idea that American TV standards had fallen to such a low.
Ticket: # 3849763 - Super Bowl Half time show

**Date:** 2/26/2020 4:57:35 PM  
**City/State/Zip:** Las Vegas, Nevada 89129

---

**Description**

The show was very close to soft Pron. They should have had a warning before airing "Cats in Heat"! This was a Las Vegas type show, that children should not see.
Description
I admire Jennifer Lopez and Shakira's talent, but not their use of costumes and dance moves during their performance. The camera angles seemed to emphasize crotches and breasts, and did nothing to highlight these women's other abilities. While it is admirable that two Latina women were featured, the entire performance only showed their bodies as sex symbols and objectified them to the point that their other talents and abilities were forgotten. This is not empowering to women, it is only a continuation of the narrative that women and their bodies are only good for one thing. Please stop featuring this kind of performance, especially during family viewing events.
Ticket: # 3849767 - Super bowl performance inappropriate

Date: 2/26/2020 4:58:01 PM
City/State/Zip: Staten Island, New York 10312

Description
This year’s super bowl performance was completely inappropriate for younger viewers. I have a 10 y/o who was shocked after seeing jlo and Shakira being so sexually inappropriate. How is this allowed on public airwaves??? Disgusting
Ticket: # 3849773 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/26/2020 4:59:10 PM
City/State/Zip: Thornton, Colorado 80602

Description
My wife and I were very uncomfortable watching Jennifer Lopez and Shakira dance, gyrate and spin around a pole in sexually suggestive movements without any warning. This was as close to soft porn as network television can get. Watching this made me uncomfortable and I certainly don't need my young kids seeing it.

At minimum there should have been a warning to the content of the show.
Ticket: # 3849797 - Superbowl halftime
Date: 2/26/2020 5:01:38 PM  
City/State/Zip: Coral Springs, Florida 33065  
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Please stop putting these vulgar people on the television. Kids watch this with their families. There will be no NFL football in this house next season.
Ticket: # 3849798 - Superbowl 1/2 time show
Date: 2/26/2020 5:01:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Frenchtown, Montana 59834

Description
The Superbowl half time show this year was appalling - We turned it off. It's sad that something that should be family entertainment has turned into crotch shots & strip tease.
Ticket: # 3849800 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/26/2020 5:01:49 PM
City/State/Zip: Mandeville, Louisiana 70448

Description
I felt that the halftime show was completely inappropriate for family viewing. As long as I can remember, the Super Bowl was considered a family viewing event. I am glad I no longer have a preteen or teenage boy in my home because that would have been completely unacceptable for him to view such near nakedness from those two performers, especially J.Lo. Why is it necessary to perform in scraps of fabric instead of full costumes. I don't care to see those women's crotches or rear ends hanging out. That is fine for a Las Vegas performance, but not the biggest sports event of the year.
Ticket: # 3849805 - Super Bowl halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 5:02:20 PM
City/State/Zip: Johnsonburg, Pennsylvania 15845
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
The super bowl half time show of 2020 was the most despicable act ever shown on cable tv....next time warn viewers ahead of time to get their children out of the room and give us time to turn the channel!
Ticket: # 3849806 - Super Bowl Halftime show.
Date: 2/26/2020 5:02:23 PM
City/State/Zip: Elmhurst, Illinois 60126

Description
I like J.Lo and Shakira. They are both very talented and hard working artist. However, I feel the NFL Superbowl Half Time Show was unnecessarily racy, bordering on soft porn. Neither needed to take this path. Please let future talent know that they don't need to go there, we like them already simply for their talent.
Ticket: # 3849812 - Indecent, inappropriate 2020 SuperBowl halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 5:03:07 PM
City/State/Zip: Murrieta, California 92562
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
The Shakira/Jennifer Lopez halftime show during the 2020 Super Bowl Game was beyond inappropriate and in NO way family friendly. This annual event is viewed by Families. Decency must return to the halftime show if this Country is ever going to succeed in it's relentless fight against sex crimes and sex trafficking of our women & children.
Description
The halftime show was absolute filth. The performers could have put on such an amazing show with their talents WITHOUT objectifying themselves sexually. Children should never be subjected to that on a program that knowingly is broadcast for family viewing. Each year I turn the TV off or send the kids to bed before the halftime performance. The FCC should be ashamed of it's poor choice to continue to allow these vulgar halftime shows to air. Please choose different. Please take responsibility for keeping such filth off of family viewed programs.
Ticket: # 3849851 - Super bowl half time

Date: 2/26/2020 5:08:09 PM
City/State/Zip: Mount Pleasant,, South Carolina 29464

Description
I just want to lend my voice to the others who express concern with letting a network broadcast inappropriate behavior during a "family" show. Please help us find a way to let entertainers know to keep things decent.
Ticket: # 3849857 - Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/26/2020 5:08:21 PM
City/State/Zip: Bellewvue, Washington 98006

Description
Super Bowl halftime show was extremely explicit and completely unacceptable. Dancing around half naked shouldn’t have aired on national television. It goes against everything the #MeToo movement is fighting against. Do your job!
Description
The halftime show seems to have a history of lewdness and has an audience not inline with this type of entertainment. What can be done? Well it seems that it is that every year
Ticket: # 3849868 - Super Bowl Halftime Show Horror

Date: 2/26/2020 5:09:22 PM  
City/State/Zip: Troutville, Virginia 24175

Description

I would like to register my complaint over the content of this year’s halftime show! I am not a prude, but I literally had to leave the room! I was uncomfortable enough with Shakira with her tongue wagging, butt shaking, and bondage-themed dances with rope, but when JLo brought out the pole, I had had enough! This should not be allowed on a TV event that FAMILIES are supposed to be able to watch together! Not to mention all the sex trafficking that goes on during the superbowl! How horrible to have this sort of "entertainment" at such a time and place! Please, DO BETTER!
Ticket: # 3849875 - JLo Shakira Halftime Performance

Date: 2/26/2020 5:09:59 PM
City/State/Zip: Edmonds, Washington 98026

Description
This was not family friendly and not ok for my children ages 6, 4 and 2. It was an overt sexual performance.
I have waited for a bit to file a comment on the half time (show) of the super bowl this year in February. I believe America has had enough shock and awe from those trying to leave their mark on the minds of our children and families. The super bowl was to be a family show and for all ages. I believe that the only way to stop these moments is to take the license from the stations that allow that to happen. We wanted to say in seasons past that costume issues with Miss Jackson and the kind of trash we saw this year are just going to keep going to where it is common for Americas children to see and face these things regardless of their ages. I have let several (to many) things slide on the television shows now days but it seems that just hitting the "Stop Recording" button is not enough. I am asking you as the FCC to pull the reigns back and to stop this type of thing. If nothing else you need to rate the shows like they do on tv so parents are able to put a stop to young eyes being even more invaded with the filth of our television. I am at this time asking you to rate the halftimes. I am also asking you to fine the Super Bowl Producers and to make sure via the pocketbook that we do not face this again without it costing our young families and children. My names is [REDACTED] and I live in Pampa, Texas. Americas families have had enough of this. IF I don't get help here I can and will take it on up the ladder.
Description
For many years we did not have to be worried if our children watched a sports championship but since Janet Jackson's costume "mishap" the half-time shows have gotten more and more explicit. We do NOT want to watch people scantily-clad women pole dancing, bumping and grinding and seeing kids in cages! We do not want to watch a "performer" lifted high in the air in the form of a crucifix! Even if one is not a Christian, this is mockery and highly objectionable.
Description
The halftime show was an extremely offensive, revolting, indecent, pornographic and vile assault. It was not just unsuitable for "family" entertainment, it was unsuitable period! I was appalled that this was allowed, rather than prevented, by your systems in place, especially for a prime time national sports event. Was nothing implemented to prevent this after Janet Jackson's partial nudity (which pales in comparison to this!)?
Description
The half time show was very inappropriate for all audiences. Grabbing yourself etc is not what I want my children seeing. Though “pole dancing “ might be in some minds acceptable not mine. That is a well known strip club performance. Why has something as American as football been turned into unacceptable immoral brain washing based on raucous pop culture?
Ticket: # 3849902 - Superbowl halftime show

**Date:** 2/26/2020 5:13:41 PM

**City/State/Zip:** Sterling, Illinois 61081

**Description**

Our family was extremely disappointed with the superbowl halftime show. The singers and their dancing was vulgar, indecent and completely inappropriate for families and children. Please reconsider what you host for your halftime shows and make them more family/child friendly.
Ticket: # 3849905 - Super Bowl halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 5:13:53 PM
City/State/Zip: Swan Lake, New York 12783

Description
the halftime show was over-sexualized and not family friendly. The dance moves were highly risqué.
Ticket: # 3849908 - Superbowl halftime show

Date: 2/26/2020 5:14:23 PM
City/State/Zip: Stansbury Park, Utah 84074

Description
The halftime show at the 2020 Superbowl was offensive to me. The performance was lewd, crude, highly sexually oriented and inappropriate for television. It showed women as sexual objects, the very thing we are children and adults should not be the case. If the NFL won't clean up its program, bar it from being broadcast.
Ticket: # 3849923 - Inappropiate Superbowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/26/2020 5:16:21 PM
City/State/Zip: Soquel, California 95073

Description
Not at all family style. Show we have to have our children and grandkids exposed to this? NO!!! Too Sexual and not even close to being entertaining for all age groups. And shameful.
Ticket: # 3849930 - superbowl halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 5:17:44 PM
City/State/Zip: Crown Point, Indiana 46307

Description
I was very disappointed with the recent superbowl halftime show. I have a family of 4 young boys. Today we are told to love and see girls/women for more than their sexual bodies. Women want to be seen for what they say and that they are more than just sex objects. Then the superbowl halftime show kicks on going in the opposite direction. 2 ladies perform glorifying their bodies as sex objects and wearing little to nothing. So we are back to the whole sex sells and quite frankly I had to turn off the show and switch to ESPN. It was just that bad. If this continues in this pattern then lets just turn it into a strip show for that matter. This was in very poor taste and year by year I find myself really only able to watch sports on TV with my kids.
Disapointed in Indiana.
Ticket: # 3849935 - Super bowl half time show
Date: 2/26/2020 5:18:50 PM
City/State/Zip: Gainesville, Florida 32605
Company Complaining About: Directv

Description
Disgusting display of sexuality and very scantily dressed women. This is not a family-friendly halftime show
Ticket: # 3849944 - Inappropriate Super Bowl Half time Show 2020

Date: 2/26/2020 5:19:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Dayton, Nevada 89403

Description
Super Bowl half time shows should be family friendly and appropriate for ALL ages! The show that J.Lowe and Shakira put on was very sexually suggestive and inappropriate for its audience. The right forum would be Vegas, not millions watching including children! This sends the wrong message to girls that this is appropriate and our culture is suggesting that people dancing and revealing most of your body in a sexual way is accepted if not encouraged. Who OKd this? I am a teacher and one student in 5th grade is obsessed with going to a strip club. He claimed the reason when he turns of age to go to a strip club is because of what he saw at the half time show! Shame on the industry and the message it sensed. Very offensive. Teaches and encourages boys to view women as sexual objects!
Ticket: # 3849945 - Superbowl
Date: 2/26/2020 5:20:17 PM
City/State/Zip: Dublin, Virginia 24084
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
The Superbowl performance was disgusting! Sexually explicit "entertainment" has no place on the Superbowl! I was embarrassed and outraged to see such vulgarity on display as we were at a party with children present. I ask you to please use discretion when choosing next year's performance.
Description
The Super Bowl half time show was so inappropriate that I changed the channel and watched a different program until the game was back on. It seems that every year I have to turn off the half time show. But this year was worse than most years. Entertainment does not have to be sexually provocative, and embarrassing to watch as a family. My family is not young, but we all felt uncomfortable with the content.
Description
I realize I'm a little late in submitting this, but didn't really think about the fact that I could file a complaint until I saw an article. I just want to join with the other voices in saying that the Superbowl Halftime show was not appropriate for prime time television. Families were watching with their children, and sorry, but soft porn and stripper poles are not acceptable during what's supposed to be a family friendly show. If this is the kind of thing that will be allowed, then it's time to start giving clear warnings and ratings just as you do for other TV shows where there is mature content. The Superbowl or any other show like it should not be exempt - they should be letting families know that their children should not be watching. Our kids are slammed with enough gratuitous sex - it shouldn't be happening during what is supposed to be a family friendly event.
Ticket: # 3849965 - Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/26/2020 5:22:53 PM
City/State/Zip: Corte Madera, California 94925

Description
I was appalled by the Super Bowl Half time show. I have two teenage daughters and one looked at me afterwards and said "That was GROSS". We had a bunch of young boys from our neighborhood sitting right in the front of the TV which meant looking right at JLo’s crotch...that was completely embarrassing for us adults in the room!
We should all do better for the next generation in teaching them what is appropriate behavior and what is not.
Ticket: # 3849982 - SuperBowl 2020
Date: 2/26/2020 5:25:48 PM
City/State/Zip: Chicago, Illinois 60656
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Totally inappropriate halftime show — this should NOT have been aired on a family friendly channel. What could be done to solve my problem? Never have this oversexed, inappropriate filth for millions of children watching. Totally inappropriate and disgusting! This should have never been aired.
Ticket: # 3849987 - Super Bowl
Date: 2/26/2020 5:26:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Rockport, Massachusetts 01966
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
The Super Bowl halftime show was disgraceful. Very uncomfortable to watch in the group I was with. Love the music and the energy but constant crotch shots could have with better costumes.
Ticket: # 3850001 - Superbowl half time show

Date: 2/26/2020 5:28:27 PM
City/State/Zip: Manahawkin, New Jersey 08050

Description
I was appalled at the inappropriate display put on during the Superbowl half time show. My family couldn't watch this. It's terrible that my little girls had to see even a short snippet of this before we had to turn the tv off.
Description
The Super Bowl is billed as a family show to be enjoyed by children and adults. The half time show should be family friendly. Instead, the Lopez and Shakira halftime show was an adult only pole dancing burlesque show. I was embarrassed. I simply wanted to sit down as a family and watch a world class competition. The NFL organization should be fined for allowing and broadcasting such adult programming.
Ticket: # 3850031 - Superbowl halftime dancing 100% inappropriate

Date: 2/26/2020 5:32:22 PM
City/State/Zip: Lake In The Hills, Illinois 60156

Description
Add me to list! Dancing from both singers was like watching a stripper dance, totally inappropriate for family viewing.
Should have been rated X, not for younger viewers.
Ticket: # 3850045 - Super Bowl Half Time Show

Date: 2/26/2020 5:33:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Merion Station, Pennsylvania 19066

Description
I read an article about others who sent in a complaint regarding the half time show and I would like to add my name to the list. I thought the show was close to obscene. I think, though we may not like it, we are all used to performers being scantily dressed. However, the movements were so inappropriate that I sent my son out of the room and I, as a mother, also turned it off. To read that people are comparing this to a previous half time show in which a man took off his shirt, I think we should understand that there still are differences between men and women. I hope for more stringent standards in the future.
Ticket: # 3850056 - Superbowl Half Time show
Date: 2/26/2020 5:34:59 PM
City/State/Zip: Lehi, Utah 84043
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
Disgusting, pornographic, vulgar super bowl half time show. Clothing, dancing, all of it was disgraceful, dirty and in no way represents family tv watching and leaves no option but to no longer watch television. To all the young girls and boys watching it and trying to respect genders, in a time where abuse, trafficking, and Weinstein like behavior is destroying lives, you owe an apology for allowing this depravity to be shown in front of these bright innocent minds on such a public stage. Please stand up for families being able to watch together, stand up for morality and the influence these sexualized messages have on formulative minds. Please regulate and fine when necessary to put a stop to this-it's hurting our young minds!
Ticket: # 3850057 - Super Bowl Half Time: Millions more than 1300 unhappy women
Date: 2/26/2020 5:35:14 PM  
City/State/Zip: Charlotte, North Carolina 28202

Description
I didn't think to complain about the half time show because I didn't think my voice would matter. All the women I know feel this way. Having raised two girls, I tried to filter content and keep sexy catalogs out of the mail but my voice was never heard. We are tired of fighting. Sex, sexual outfits and sexual dances are fine in the proper forum and context but it has gotten so beyond acceptable. I hope younger women will not give up the fight but I have.
Ticket: # 3850074 - Half Time Show - Super Bowl 2020
Date: 2/26/2020 5:37:01 PM
City/State/Zip: Oakley, California 94561

Description
To explicit, gross, no need for all that!
Ticket: # 3850109 - Superbowl half-time show

Date: 2/26/2020 5:41:11 PM
City/State/Zip: Fruit Heights, Utah 84037

Description

I was excited to be see two Latina women singing and dancing for half-time. However, instead of enjoying their dancing, athleticism, and singing talent, my family was subjected to vulgar crotch shots, obscene camera work focused on the crotch, and costumes that were nearly nude. What could have been great entertainment, celebrating and empowering women, once again degraded them by objectifying their sexuality and making audience members uncomfortable. Please! Tone it down!!
Ticket: # 3850145 - Super bowl half time show
Date: 2/26/2020 5:46:28 PM
City/State/Zip: New Lenox, Illinois 60451

Description
I thought the super bowl half time show was completely inappropriate for family viewing. Crotch shots, crotch fingering and grabbing and dancing on a stripper pole was not what I had anticipated out of Jennifer Lopez. I was really looking forward to the show and watching it with my daughter but completely disgusted with what you let pass as acceptable.
I have read through the complaints about the half time show, which was nothing less than a strip show. Maybe a lot of perverted old men and young boys may have enjoyed the provocative girations, but I was totally offended. If that is the best we can do in this country for a family-oriented show then perhaps we should discontinue hiring trashy performers and raunchy music. This is NOT HBO or Showtime, and was not appropriate for to air on network tv. They said they wanted to be role models for young girls. Both JLo and Shakira should be ashamed of their performance and putting themselves out there as models for girls or even anyone in this country.
Ticket: # 3850149 - Super Bowl Half-time Show
Date: 2/26/2020 5:46:56 PM
City/State/Zip: Estero, Florida 33928

Description
The show that was broadcast during this year’s super bowl was in very poor taste and completely inappropriate for children. Shows with such sexual content should not be broadcast during family shows.
Description
Add me as a viewer who was repulsed by the J-Lo bare-assed half time show promoted by Beonce and J-Z and the NFL. What hypocrisy. We listen to Hollywood women accuse men for over a year for subjugating them to nothing more than sexual objects and then the NFL, Beonce, J-Z, and Fox blatantly and disgustingly subjugate women as nothing more than sexual objects by wagging a bare hiney on the TV screen and the JumboTron for all little children to see. It appears there is no one with morals left in the entertainment industry.
Ticket: # 3850174 - Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/26/2020 5:50:44 PM
City/State/Zip: High Point, North Carolina 27265

Description
As a 69 yr old female I found the Halftime Super Bowl show with Lopez & Shikera uncomfortable to watch at a mixed company party. I can’t imagine children & teens watching this => definitely NOT family oriented which is what SHOULD be performed at the SuperBowl. I did not initially file a complaint thinking that the “Powers that Be” would police this but just read that the FCC “didn’t get many complaints” compared to Janet Jackson's performance. Comparisons should not be an issue. Family friendly should be utmost in your priority for SuperBowl viewers!
Ticket: # 3850177 - Superbowl halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 5:50:56 PM
City/State/Zip: Duluth, Georgia 30096

Description
We are done with the Superbowl because of the halftime show. This is family time, & the show was pornographic, totally inappropriate. We choose to watch football, not a strip show.
Ticket: # 3850180 - February 2, 2020 SuperBowl Half Time show
Date: 2/26/2020 5:51:12 PM
City/State/Zip: Hillsboro, Oregon 97123

Description
Watching grandma or any other women pole dancing was not what the Super Bowl entertainment should be about. I do not see how this is liberating for women, ladies and young girls. The NFL & FCC should not let this sort of thing happen again.
Ticket: # 3850187 - Superbowl 2020 Show Not Appropriate

Date: 2/26/2020 5:52:30 PM
City/State/Zip: San Jose, California 95120

Description
I believe the show with Shakira and Jennifer Lopez was not appropriate for family viewing. The costumes were too sexual, the camera angles focused on the women’s crotches and Jennifer Lopez grabbed and rubbed her crotch too much. Showing skin is not the issue. The issue is the highly sexual nature of J Lopez’s outfit and her dance moves. As a staunch feminist, from a liberal state, I do not think this was appropriate viewing or represented "empowered women."
Ticket: # 3850189 - The inappropriate JLow & Shakira half time show during the Superbowl

Date: 2/26/2020 5:52:55 PM
City/State/Zip: Graford, Texas 76449

Description
The Superbowl Half time show was very inappropriate for a National TV audience of all ages. My husband and I were watching this with our 6 year old grandson and 4 yr old granddaughter. The pole dancing and grabbing crotches with barely any clothes on and all the shaking was more than we could handle. Please have decent half time shows that are suitable for the whole family.
Description
THE AMOUNT OF SKIN SHOWN WAS COMPLETELY INAPPROPRIATE FOR WHAT IS SUPPOSED TO BE FAMILY ORIENTED VIEWING. It was all about sex. The near-nude outfits and suggestive movements made me embarrassed to have my 83 yr old Mother and 29 yr old son in the room with me.
What happened to good wholesome entertainment!?!?
Can something be done so this is not repeated in the coming years?
Ticket: # 3850192 - Super Bowl half time
Date: 2/26/2020 5:53:20 PM
City/State/Zip: Franklinton, Louisiana 70438

Description
The Super Bowl half time show was down right vulgar and has no place during half time of the Super Bowl! Shame on the NFL for allowing! This broke all decent standards and the NFL should suffer some kind of penalty and not allowed again!
I am so offended that Jennifer Lopez and Shakira was allowed to display their sexuality on a half time family show. We had kids at our party and parents were all horrified by this.
Ticket: # 3850200 - 2020 Halftime Show
Date: 2/26/2020 5:54:43 PM
City/State/Zip: Newport Beach, California 92658

Description
Greetings,

This should come as no surprise, as many have voiced their concern and disapproval over the 2020 Super Bowl halftime Show. This show was not only inappropriate for an adult to view, but beyond inappropriate for a child to view and to think such imagery was broadcast on our television stations is devastating, heartbreaking and make one ponder about our current American society in view and light of our generations that have past us. This show should have been rated definitely as inappropriate for young viewers, however, this was not the case. I am confident that this will get remedied in the most reasonable manner.

Thank you for your time in reviewing this complaint.

Sincerely,

(b) (6)
Ticket: # 3850222 - Super Bowl 2020 halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 5:57:43 PM
City/State/Zip: Tulsa, Oklahoma 74137

Description
I was deeply disturbed by the sexually suggestive behavior on display during the half time performance that took place during the Super Bowl LIV. The performance by two-scantily clad women "pole-dancing" and performing other inappropriate actions was degrading to women and inappropriate for children. I would ask the FCC to please censor the Super Bowl halftime show to ensure that there is no overtly sexual references -- by either men or women.
Ticket: # 3850238 - Superbowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/26/2020 5:59:06 PM
City/State/Zip: Auburn Hills, Michigan 48326

Description
The Superbowl Halftime Show was raunchy, highly inappropriate, disgusting, and incredibly demoralizing for women in this country and all countries.
Ticket: # 3850240 - Super Bowl half time show

Date: 2/26/2020 5:59:14 PM
City/State/Zip: Boise, Idaho 83714
Company Complaining About: Directv

Description
I was appalled at the dancing allowed on the Super bowl half time show. It was an r rated show and not suitable for the children watching an athletic event. It was not entertainment but soft porn. Disgusting display that should not be allowed.
Ticket: # 3850246 - half time show at super bowl
Date: 2/26/2020 6:00:02 PM
City/State/Zip: Lees Summit, Missouri 64086

Company Complaining About: Assurance Wireless

Description
I found the show not only personally offensive but also not family rated. I question if the chiefs even approved it, it seemed to be contradicting to their belief systems and what they stand for in helping children to overcome obstacles in their lives. It was very inappropriate. And America needs to stand up to things that do not represent the values of our great country. If families have G and PG 13 rating for the things their children see then so it should be with the Super Bowl. It is a family broadcast. If people want porn they need to get it somewhere else. Thank You for listening.
Ticket: # 3850248 - Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/26/2020 6:00:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Sandy, Utah 84093
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
The halftime show was a pole dancing strip show. Too many shots of crotches- it was NOT family viewing in the least. This was not uplifting entertainment it was too suggestive in nature.
Ticket: # 3850253 - Super Bowl 2020 Half Time Show
Date: 2/26/2020 6:01:33 PM
City/State/Zip: South Lyon, Michigan 48178

Description
This is a complaint that the half-time Super Bowl show, by Jennifer Lopez was very inappropriate. Super Bowl Sunday, and the game are a gathering for sports fans, and now strip club attendees. The half-time show, with the crotch shots were totally inappropriate and should not be allowed.
Ticket: # 3850257 - Indecent performance

Date: 2/26/2020 6:02:48 PM
City/State/Zip: Norwood, Missouri 65717

Description
2020 Superbowl halftime show was indecent with our children in the room. How can a performance like this be approved for millions of viewers, including small children? Limit this sort of performance to porn channels.
Ticket: # 3850274 - The Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/26/2020 6:04:59 PM
City/State/Zip: Parkersburg, West Virginia 26101

Description
I am also outraged that the JLo performance made the stage. Something like that is not meant for all audiences. It should never have been allowed during a family oriented show like a football game. It had indecent clothing and indecent, nasty movements by the performers.
Ticket: # 3850276 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/26/2020 6:05:13 PM
City/State/Zip: Mount Laurel, New Jersey 08054

Description
The show that featured J. Lo and Shakira was absolutely 100% inappropriate for children or really for anyone with a shred of decency. Why should I have to send my children out of the room for a "family friendly" show?

It is insulting that these women had to resort to semi-nakedness, booty shaking, and cheap stripe pole moves just to capture an audience.

If I wanted to watch this type of a show, I could have just waited for HBO After Hours.
Description
Halftime show was totally inappropriate. My husband walked out of the room. I turned it off. I called my grown children who were watching the Super Bowl with their families to warn them of the vulgar nature in case they were making food or something and the grandchildren were watching. Thankfully they had also turned it off.
Ticket: # 3850286 - Super Bowl Halftime show

Date: 2/26/2020 6:06:26 PM
City/State/Zip: Sacramento, California 95826

Description
I am disgusted with the Super Bowl LIV half time show the amount of skin and stripping live on tv without any warning my 6 year old daughter witnessed this. How is this ok and who do I sue?
Ticket: #3850302 - Inappropriate Halftime Show
Date: 2/26/2020 6:08:45 PM
City/State/Zip: Hammonton, New Jersey 08037

Description
This year's halftime show was disgusting, crude, inappropriate and was a horrific example to all the little girls present and watching on tv of what a role model should be. They were teaching girls/women all over that they can get what they want if they sacrifice and use their bodies and it’s wrong! Out of everything they could have taught they chose this. This is supposed to be a family friendly halftime and this year's what soft porn and cheap.
Ticket: # 3850310 - Super Bowl halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 6:10:33 PM
City/State/Zip: Colwich, Kansas 67030

Description
The halftime show of the Super Bowl was sexually inappropriate. It should have had a parental warning.
Ticket: # 3850331 - Super Bowl Half Time Show

Date: 2/26/2020 6:12:54 PM
City/State/Zip: Duluth, Georgia 30097

Description
Hello. I thought there were rules against showing indecency before 8 PM or something like that. Will the producers of the Super Bowl be fined for showing indecent behavior at a time that lots of children are expected to be watching? I had to quickly turn off the tv during the sexual dancing so that my kids wouldn’t watch it. I’m sure there were thousands of children exposed to that indecency because their parents weren’t in the same room or maybe didn’t care. I hope to hear about a hefty fine laid on these producers so they are more careful in the future. If not, why even have the rules?
Ticket: # 3850334 - Super bowl half time show
Date: 2/26/2020 6:13:06 PM
City/State/Zip: Edmond, Oklahoma 73034

Description
The Super Bowl half time show was inappropriate for family viewing. I don't want a strip tease, pole dancing show and kids in cages. Don't we have enough trouble with women being viewed with respect and with sex trafficking without having it on national television.
Description

Hi,
I would like to be able to watch a football game without sending my children out of the room. The show was COMPLETELY inappropriate, sexist and pornagraphic. I would like a guarantee that the tv shows and commercials remain respectful to women and children. Pole dancing and crotch grabbing is never acceptable or family friendly.

Thank you for taking this very seriously,

(b) (6)
Ticket: # 3850354 - Superbowl halftime show

Date: 2/26/2020 6:15:03 PM
City/State/Zip: American Fork, Utah 84003

Description
That was so degrading to women. I felt like I was in a strip club. We got our 13yo soon our of the room the first 2 min. I was embarrassed for these ladies, they have come do far in life and still feel like they have to degrade them selves by being almost naked and having crotch shots taken and shown on national TV!
Description
Of course I'm sure you already know from the subject alone what this complaint is about. That halftime show was very uncomfortable for me as a woman to watch alone. But as a mother with young kids, it was unbearable. That was totally and horribly sexualized way more than needed. I don't see why things need to be so sexualized anyway when we know kids are going to be watching. It's horrible that when there are men and women dancing on stage the men typically are wearing pants and long sleeves, but then the women are scantily dressed and you're lucky if you don't get a shot of their underwear.
Ticket: # 3850365 - Super Bowl Half Time

Date: 2/26/2020 6:17:18 PM
City/State/Zip: Gardner, Kansas 66030

Description
Football is a sport that families enjoy watching together. Please remember that those same families watch the Super Bowl and would prefer a family appropriate show not one filled with suggestive dancing and promoting sexual immorality. Thanks!
Ticket: # 3850372 - Vulgar Super Bowl half-time show

Date: 2/26/2020 6:18:11 PM
City/State/Zip: Pooler, Georgia 31322

Description
I found what I watched of the Super Bowl half-time show to be extremely inappropriate for a prime-time event that is supposed to be family friendly. Vulgar, lewd exhibitions such as was displayed should be limited to adult only programming and back-street strip clubs. Please stop this endorsement of indecency and have an actual fun, family show with clean talent instead of pornography.
Ticket: # 3850376 - Superbowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/26/2020 6:18:34 PM
City/State/Zip: Visalia, California 93277

Description
I would like to add my complaint to the growing list. I thought the halftime show crossed the inappropriate line as well. My seven year old should not be asking me why the dancer is showing her booty during what is supposed to be a family-friendly broadcast. Additional censorship is needed in some form or fashion.
the 2020 halftime show was promoted by J Lopez & Shakira as a showcase of "women empowerment" How is the oversexualized show these women presented empowering women? It was a sham, an excuse for these women to flaunt all the recent progress made by the Me Too movement. They just put us back 20 years, all in the name of entertainment. Shame on FOX for not putting the brakes on this halftime show.
Ticket: # 3850389 - Inappropriate program for families and especially children at halftime of super bowl..

Date: 2/26/2020 6:20:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Winchester, Virginia 22601

Description
The performance was that of nightclub entertainment not suitable for general audience. It was aired without warning that it would represent a pole dance that is consistent with strippers performing in strip clubs.
Ticket: # 3850392 - Superbowl Half Time Show Indecency

Date: 2/26/2020 6:21:11 PM
City/State/Zip: Mesa, Arizona 85207

Description
Please add my name to the people that were highly offended by this year’s Superbowl half time show. What put me over the edge was Jennifer Lopez dancing on a stripper pole. What are our young daughters supposed to think about this? I am shocked this was allowed to be aired as family-friendly. Thank you.
Ticket: # 3850393 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/26/2020 6:21:21 PM
City/State/Zip: Saint Louis, Missouri 63129

Description
I'd like reassurance that new steps are being taken to ensure that a similar incident won't occur again. The Halftime Show, if shown in its entirety, would have necessitated an "R" movie rating. That point by itself begs the following question: Who could justify showing it (1) in the early evening (2) to tens of millions of children (3) with absolutely no warning re. the adult content? There simply is no justification - and this lack of oversight needs to be corrected moving forward.
Ticket: # 3850400 - 2020 Super bowl half time show
Date: 2/26/2020 6:23:16 PM
City/State/Zip: Gillette, Wyoming 82718

Description
I would like to file a complaint about the 2020 super bowl halftime show. I found the show to be filled with unsuitable dress and of a very sexual nature. Do we really need to see scantily clad women shaking their butts and dancing on a pole? Not to mention the suggestive lyrics and other dancing. Please fine these two women and in the future please try to book singers that are more mature and can put on a show without all of the filth.
I'd like reassurance that new steps are being taken to ensure that a similar incident won't occur again. The Halftime Show, if shown in its entirety, would have necessitated an "R" movie rating. That point by itself begs the following question: Who could justify showing it (1) in the early evening (2) to tens of millions of children (3) with absolutely no warning re. the adult content? There simply is no justification - and this lack of oversight needs to be corrected moving forward.
Ticket: # 3850414 - Super Bowl Strip Show

Date: 2/26/2020 6:25:27 PM
City/State/Zip: Tampa, Florida 33635

Description
If I wanted my 6 year old nephew to see a strip show we would just bring him to a club. The people who put on that show should be ashamed. Prime time and pole dancing sounds like a bad country song.
Ticket: # 3850422 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/26/2020 6:26:33 PM
City/State/Zip: Raleigh, North Carolina 27604

Description

The Super Bowl halftime show was extremely indecent in its pornographic nature. I was embarrassed having it on especially with my children watching. I had to turn off the tv.
Description
Hello! Just wanted to write regarding the half time show at this years Super Bowl. My wife and I have 3 boys (12, 8 and 4) and we are all sports fans. Unfortunately, the Super Bowl halftime show was way over the top to take in with our boys. How was it beneficial to women across the country and/or for children watching the game? Again, as a culture we are seeking to promote the equality of women and then this halftime show is offered? I sincerely hope a change is in order for future Super Bowls, as this years was a joke. I understand that sex sells and that's exactly what you capitalized on - too bad.
Ticket: # 3850469 - Super bowl half time
Date: 2/26/2020 6:36:39 PM
City/State/Zip: Anaheim Hills, California 92807

Description
I just learned where I could voice my complaint about the hyper sexualized half time show that was aired during the super bowl this year. I consider the attempt to subject my three children ages 10, 8, 8, to this program as a form of sexual abuse. If anyone in their presence behaved in this sexual manner they would rightly be prosecuted for lewd behavior towards a minor. Why is this allowed over the air? I can't begin to express the outrage I feel that there is no protection of the morality that is written into the laws of this country by the FCC. Please enforce decency laws.
Ticket: # 3850475 - Super Bowl Halftime show

Date: 2/26/2020 6:37:19 PM
City/State/Zip: Lehi, Utah 84043

Description
There were a LOT of crotch shots ... with a narrow strip of fabric! Definitely not appropriate for prime time FAMILY TV.
Ticket: # 3850476 - Super Bowl half time show

Date: 2/26/2020 6:37:34 PM

City/State/Zip: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19136

Description

The Super Bowl half time should had a warning or rating. I did not think my young child would be watching a stripper show. To call it anything else is a lie. When Jennifer threw her coach at the camera I almost threw up. My son said why is she doing that.
Ticket: # 3850486 - Super Bowl halftime

Date: 2/26/2020 6:40:41 PM
City/State/Zip: SLC, Utah 84106
Company Complaining About: Dish Network

Description
Terrible choice of 2 artists who practically stripped and did a dance on pole... disgusting and inappropriate for teenagers and kids who live to watch America’s favorite sport and we’re present for this gross display.
Ticket: # 3850501 - Inappropriate Football Game Entertainment

Date: 2/26/2020 6:43:25 PM
City/State/Zip: Corinth, Texas 76208

Description
I am sad and disappointed to see such inappropriate performances during a family (used to be) friendly sporting event. Sexual messages, scantily clad performers, etc. Children in cages, to promote political views (wrong venue!). Why can this not be wholesome entertainment
Ticket: # 3850524 - Half Time Show- NFL- Super Bowl

Date: 2/26/2020 6:49:15 PM
City/State/Zip: Lavergne, Tennessee 37087
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
PLEASE know that many of us were disgusted by the half time performances at the Super Bowl! Crotches in the camera... licking a penis shaped microphone.... grinding .... please stop the porn!
Ticket: # 3850534 - superbowl half time show

Date: 2/26/2020 6:51:05 PM  
City/State/Zip: Church Point, Louisiana 70525

Description
I found this show to be degrading to women, way inappropriate for children and some parts obscene. should not have been on prime time tv.
Ticket: # 3850535 - NFL Super Bowl half time show
Date: 2/26/2020 6:51:08 PM
City/State/Zip: Phoenix, Arizona 85014

Description
I am disgusted by the half time show at the Superbowl and appalled that this was permitted on public television in conjunction with what is generally a family program. The station, sponsors/advertisers should all be outraged and in the future the half time show should be approved/rated PG in advance of the Super Bowl so viewers can feel comfortable watching with their kids. I am boycotting the NFL, the TV station and all of the sponsors/advertisers who permitted that pornography to be publicly aired. That performance was a disgrace and shows the entire world what a degenerate nation we have become. I have always been proud to be an American, but Superbowl Sunday humbled me in a way I never expected. I am fully aware that sex trafficking and degradation of women and children is very prevalent in the US and I thought the majority of citizens here were as appalled by it as I am. But to see this kind of performance so publicly displayed and accepted tells me that I am in the minority and that sex trafficking, and abuse of women and children will not stop as long as we support such events. I propose that the FCC stop all displays of pornography and abuse on television - immediately and with harsh consequences for any violators.
Description
I DID NOT NOTE EXACT TIME AND CHANNEL WE WERE ON FOR SUPER BOWL. We have XFinity by Comcast. The dancing of Shakira and Jennifer Lopez was pornographic and unwanted. It was during family viewing time. This needs to be harshly punished and not repeated. Future shows should be vetted and major fines imposed for future infractions. Bring back family friendly programming! Thank you.
Ticket: # 3850559 - Superbowl Halftime

Date: 2/26/2020 6:57:56 PM
City/State/Zip: Atlanta, Georgia 30309

Description
The super halftime show was a disgusting and degrading performance for women everywhere. It should come with a warning label "may encourage sex trafficking, objectification of women, misogyny". Stripper pole, near naked women with fully clothed men, grinding, bondage imagery, etc.

It is a terrible message to send to young girls and boys across the nation that women are once again just sexual playthings to be oogled at and abused. In the age of MeToo, this is beyond unacceptable.
Ticket: # 3850567 - Halftime show  
**Date:** 2/26/2020 6:58:53 PM  
**City/State/Zip:** Conway, South Carolina 29526  

**Description**  
I assume that the halftime show is a general audience however the raunchy performance was definitely not suitable for young audiences and honestly I don't want to see a strip tease
Ticket: # 3850568 - Super bowl

Date: 2/26/2020 6:59:01 PM
City/State/Zip: Greenleaf, Wisconsin 54126

Description
The half time show on the super bowl was not appropriate for children. I was watching with my 10, 8 and 5 year old sons and was very uncomfortable. My oldest son asked, what kind of dancing is that? It wasn't neccessary. I support women being empowered but their talent was masked in over sexualization of the performance. That's not respect, admiration- its lust. If something like this is planning to be aired, appropriate warning needs to be provided that some scenes are not appropriate for small children.
Description
I believe the halftime show needs a rating in the future. This year should have been PG13 at least.
Ticket: # 3850592 - Superbowl Half Time show

Date: 2/26/2020 7:03:46 PM
City/State/Zip: Hollis, Maine 04042

Description
I thought it was too sexually explicit. Not sure if this is correct spot to file complaint about it, but glad to see it in the news. Should not be showing and targetting sexual areas on J Lo and Shakira. Not the place for "pole" dancing, etc.
Description
I realize that as someone over 50, my tastes and sense of what is appropriate family entertainment may differ from younger folks. However, the semi nudity and sexual body gyrations of Shakira and JayLo were not "family" entertainment suitable for the younger ones watching with me, who as most young people, tend to want to imitate what they perceive as popular. At the least, notice should be given that the following may not be suitable for younger audiences.
Ticket: # 3850621 - Half time show complaint

Date: 2/26/2020 7:10:26 PM
City/State/Zip: Osceola, Arkansas 72370

Description
The half time show was terrible and had to be turned off. The lack of clothing and inappropriate dance movements was not for families or children to see.
Ticket: # 3850624 - Super Bowl Half Time Performance

Date: 2/26/2020 7:11:31 PM
City/State/Zip: Cantonment, Florida 32533
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
The performance was vulgar and degrading to women. In a time when we are fighting sexual abuse of women by men in authority, sexual abuse of children, and human trafficking, how this could have been approved is mind boggling.
Ticket: # 3850627 - Superbowl 2020
Date: 2/26/2020 7:12:28 PM
City/State/Zip: Valencia, California 91355
Company Complaining About: Time Warner

Description
I was pretty upset about the super bowl 2020. It was really inappropriate for family especially pre-teen boys. I couldn't believe that the camera MEN kept focusing on the crotches of Jennifer Lopez and Shakira. The dancing is debatable especially the pole dancing. When women want the METOO movement how can they expect young men, teenagers, men to expect them not to get super exciting seeing crotches flashing constantly in their faces.
Ticket: # 3850630 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/26/2020 7:13:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Sacramento, California 95829

Description
My complaint is about the indecency of this years Super Bowl halftime show. Why are we allowing pole dancing and soft porn during prime viewing hours. My 99 year old mother was watching the game with me. I don't think we will ever watch the Super Bowl again if this is allowed to continue!!
Ticket: # 3850635 - Superbowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/26/2020 7:14:20 PM
City/State/Zip: Castleton, Virginia 22716

Description
The halftime show was lewd and completely inappropriate for a "family" hour of TV broadcasting. Stripper poles and cages children have no place on a national stage like that.
Ticket: # 3850649 - Disgusting Super Bowl Show

Date: 2/26/2020 7:16:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Newark, Illinois 60541

Description
Problem is the perversion that is considered entertainment at an event where many families get together to watch the "final" game of the football season only to find that stripper celebrities have taken the stage corrupting every child watching. Solution: stop allowing television programs that promote perverse activities to be aired during family TV watching time.
Ticket: # 3850652 - J Lo & Shakira  Super Bowl 1/2 time show
Date: 2/26/2020 7:18:31 PM
City/State/Zip: Long Beach, New York 11561

Description
J Lo & Shakira gyrating & grinding on the stage half naked is not appropriate for television when families are gathered at home watching together.
Enough already with this garbage. Guess I wont be watching next year.
Description
I am unhappy with the indecent programming put on during the Super Bowl Half Time Show featuring Shakira and Jennifer Lopez. The suggestive dancing and scantily clad costumes were not appropriate for family viewing.
Ticket: # 3850660 - Super bowl half time show

Date: 2/26/2020 7:20:59 PM
City/State/Zip: Green Bay, Wisconsin 54301
Company Complaining About: Spectrum

Description
The halftime show was completely inappropriate for family viewing. It was more like an adult club strip club show, degrading to women and did not send a good message to anyone!!
Description
My wife and I were both very, very unhappy about the half time show. It was supposed to be "family friendly", it was anything but! While cultures were shared, it was more about skin and sexuality, nothing for children to see. It would be more appropriate at a Vegas club, not on a family TV program!!!!!
Ticket: # 3850678 - Super bowl halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 7:26:26 PM
City/State/Zip: Damascus, Oregon 97089

Description
The super bowl halftime show was not okay for family viewing. That was adult content being fed to our children. Why would anyone think a stripper dancing on a pole is an okay to broadcast to children and families. I am very upset and I hoo nothing like that happens again.
Description
We have an epidemic in this country with men viewing pornography and thanks to the Super Bowl halftime show for adding to what I’m trying to keep my boys and family away from. That was not empowering to women. It portrayed women as sex objects. NFL and you guys should be ashamed for letting that happen. Leave the stripper poles and crotch shots for strip clubs.
Ticket: # 3850710 - halftime was not to be viewed by small children. Very Indecent

Date: 2/26/2020 7:32:14 PM
City/State/Zip: Houston, Texas 77038

Description

(b) (6)
Description
I would like to join the 1,000+ other viewers to issue a formal complaint of the Super Bowl Halftime Show. I was previously unaware of who to contact earlier. This content was highly inappropriate and should not be allowed on prime time television. Thank you in advance for your help in promoting healthy broadcasting.
Ticket: # 3850739 - Half time show

Date: 2/26/2020 7:38:30 PM
City/State/Zip: Henderson, Nevada 89002

Description
So sad that what could be family entertainment turns into nothing more than a strip tease. Why not focus on the players and highlight the charity work they are involved in. We don't need to see a show that is degrading to women. Let's keep it g rated. Please and thanks!
Ticket: # 3850765 - Indecency

Date: 2/26/2020 7:50:06 PM
City/State/Zip: Island Lake, Illinois 60042

Description
We were very disturbed by the half-time show filled with porn supporting dances, grinding etc. We do not want our children, men and women to see this type of show. With the increase in human trafficking this desensitizes people to using people for their depraved desires.
Ticket: # 3850773 - Super bowl half time

Date: 2/26/2020 7:51:37 PM
City/State/Zip: Oregon City, Oregon 97045

Description
My complaint is in regards to this years super bowl half time show. The Super Bowl is a family affair. My husband and kids and enjoy this together the same way we enjoy a Disney movie night or a night out at the bowling alley. We look forward to the halftime show the most and it is a moment where we all come together and are completely focused on the tv. This year I had to turn the tv off completely and my family and I could not enjoy that moment together. I was uncomfortable about my husband watching the close ups of the crotch and butt but more importantly, I was uncomfortable with my daughters and young son seeing those images. In no way was this family friendly, in no way did this send a positive image to my children, and in no way should this be allowed to go unforgiven. If performances like this are allowed to continue, families should be warned the same way a movie warns us through their ratings. If the Super Bowl and it’s half time show continues down this path, it and all of its sponsors will quickly loose our support. They need to be held accountable.
Ticket: # 3850775 - Indecency, porn show
Date: 2/26/2020 7:52:29 PM
City/State/Zip: Puyallup, Washington 98373

Description
For all the strides women have tried to be respected and taken seriously, this undid any progress. Those two porn stars need to go find a strip club away from moral family television viewing!! That was soooo inappropriate!!!
Ticket: # 3850782 - Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/26/2020 7:54:31 PM
City/State/Zip: Sibley, Missouri 64088

**Description**
I believe the halftime show for the Superbowl was very inappropriate for family viewing. It was as close to pornography with "some" clothes on you could get. Why do we have to sit around and watch half naked ladies shake themselves in front of us and our families. They even involved young children in the show! Well, I didn't, I got up and occupied myself for about 20 minutes while the porno show was going on. Come on guys, do your job, regulate what is seen during an obviously "family" style event like the superbowl!
Ticket: # 3850810 - superbowl halftime w j.lopez
Date: 2/26/2020 8:00:20 PM
City/State/Zip: Kingwood, Texas 77339

Description
Unsavory for family time, then includes her own daughter.
Ticket: # 3850818 - superbowl half time show totally inappropriate!!!!!!
Date: 2/26/2020 8:03:24 PM  
City/State/Zip: Yountville, California 94599

Description
I am appalled at the half time show with near naked woman dancing inappropriately. If I wanted my daughters to see this I would take them to a strip bar. Stop the sexualization of woman!!!!!
Description
The halftime show was raunchy and honestly I didn't expect it. I didn't expect it because it's a general rule that the super bowl halftime show is appropriate for all ages. That was not. It was disgusting.
Ticket: # 3850827 - 2020 Superbowl Half Time Show Inappropriate for Prime Time TV

Date: 2/26/2020 8:07:49 PM
City/State/Zip: Clarkston, Michigan 48348

Description
I just read an article stating that the FCC has received over 1,300 complaints regarding the 2020 NFL Superbowl Half Time show. I agree. The show was completely inappropriate for children. I feel that it was pretty much a strip tease show. Keep this stuff for after midnight. No way should this have been shown on prime time TV.
Ticket: # 3850835 - Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/26/2020 8:10:37 PM
City/State/Zip: Enid, Mississippi 38927

Description
I found the halftime show at the Super Bowl to be very inappropriate. Young people watch the game, the commercials and the halftime show. It went too far.
Ticket: # 3850840 - First FCC Complaint Ever

Date: 2/26/2020 8:12:20 PM
City/State/Zip: Fairfax, Virginia 22030

Description
I was appalled and sickened by the Super Bowl halftime show. Have all TV standards been abandoned? Our family, which is neither prudish or religious, was shocked by the near-gynecologic display put on by Jennifer Lopez and Shakira. In the years of #MeToo, how could you represent women this way, as gyrating, ass-shaking strippers and hookers? Get with the program, please. Aside from the Super Bowl being ‘family viewing,' can’t you understand that women are smart, strong, and productive? Or are they simply ambassadors of ass?

You have also turned off many women who are increasingly interested in football. Way to go.
Next year, get a band.
I would appreciate a sincere, non-form-letter response. Thank you.
Ticket: # 3850852 - NFL halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 8:15:46 PM
City/State/Zip: East Meadow, New York 11554

Description
A half time show where the entertainer is wearing an outfit that blends with their skin so they appear nude, twerking and pole dancing should be banned. Jlo was completely inappropriate and unfortunately my young children cannot unseen what they have seen. I would like to see better controls or we will stick to watching Netflix programs.
Ticket: # 3850861 - Super Bowl Performance 2020
Date: 2/26/2020 8:19:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Traverse City, Michigan 49684

Description
I wish to register a complaint regarding the sexually charged performance by Jennifer Lopez, I have no problem with Shakira or either performers costumes. The use of a stripper pole and television shots aimed directly at JLo’s crotch were abhorant. Not appropriate for kids and families. Overtly sexual for prime time. Was camera operator the problem or was FCC ok with content? We can do better. If it was a guy or a girl gyrating, it’s wrong. Take it to the club, not the airways for unsuspecting viewers. Better review and no direct crotch shots please.
Ticket: # 3850867 - 2020 Halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 8:20:28 PM
City/State/Zip: Springfield, Ohio 45505

Description
Please allow only family friendly half time shows
Ticket: # 3850870 - Half time
Date: 2/26/2020 8:21:19 PM
City/State/Zip: North Bend, Washington 98045

Description
Your halftime show was so indecent it truly did look like pornography so both my father and my husband and my children so all of us left the room and discontinued watching the Super Bowl which was such a major disappointment for all of us as we are major fans and have been for decades. Please issue a written statement and that you will not show such lewdness to families again or we will not be able to watch any longer!
Ticket: # 3850888 - Super Bowl

Date: 2/26/2020 8:30:02 PM
City/State/Zip: Fort Jennings, Ohio 45844

Description
Stop the pornographic half times of the super bowl. It's bad enough this type of evil and darkness is allowed on cable but to allow it on what is supposed to be family time is disgusting. With all due respect, Be the adults in the room please and put an end to this.
Ticket: # 3850899 - Superbowl Half time Show on Fox
Date: 2/26/2020 8:33:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Hayward, California 94542

Description
I am deeply disappointed in the FCC not leveraging fines or disciplinary actions against Fox for the showing of porn acts on what was supposed to be a family event. How do we take back those images from our children's eyes once seen? If an adult wants to see JLo expose her crotch they can pay to see her in Vegas. Millions of families were exposed to what should be unacceptable to you. Fox, the NFL, and the FCC should be pro-active and screen for public decency. You have lost our confidence. We will be protesting by not supporting Pepsi, Fox or the NFL in the future.
Ticket: # 3850901 - Super Bowl Half Time
Date: 2/26/2020 8:33:51 PM
City/State/Zip: Amboy, Illinois 61310

Description
I want to join those who found the Super Bowl half time show deplorable. The Super Bowl is prime time television. It's quite obvious there are children viewing and this year's half time show was an incredible display of poor taste. Aside from the children, there are many adults who do not expect to see a strip tease, pole dancing, crotch showing display during half time. Let's get some common sense people. Just because a large part of our world has lost all their sense of decency doesn't mean the leaders of our social world cannot live by a higher standard. Think better, do better, be better and our world will be a much happier place.
Ticket: # 3850911 - Super Bowl Half time show

Date: 2/26/2020 8:36:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Bartlett, Illinois 60103

Description
The show was not family friendly; not appropriate for minors. If PG rated movies are for age 8 and up, then the halftime show was not even rated PG. So that leaves it with the next rating of R. I don't want my 12 year old boy and girl seeing woman in that overly-sexualized way. It gives the wrong message to both genders. Please respond FCC or NFL.

(b) (6)
Ticket: # 3850924 - Super Bowl Show on Feb 2
Date: 2/26/2020 8:39:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19136

Description
Our family found it totally disgusting seeing Shakira & Lopez show of to much of their skin & their sexual theme on live TV. This masquerade was more about sex than about a family show that was seen by young children, we are not satisfied the FCC decision to air the unfit for general audiences to see.
Ticket: # 3850947 - Superbowl Half-time Show
Date: 2/26/2020 8:50:25 PM
City/State/Zip: Richmond, Virginia 23222

Description
I wanted to express my complete disgust with the Super Bowl 2020 half-time show. It was literally a porn show. Performers used their talents to provide sexually explicit messages. No wonder women continue to be sexually exploited in our society! Jennifer Lopez and Shakira should be ashamed!!!
Ticket: # 3850954 - Superbowl Halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 8:53:31 PM
City/State/Zip: Madison, Alabama 35758

Description
I was absolutely disgusted by the over-sexualized performance at this year's Halftime show. I do not want to be watching this with my family in Prime Time and seeing women touching their crotch and using stripper poles.
Ticket: # 3850957 - Super Bowl Halftime Show  
**Date:** 2/26/2020 8:55:37 PM  
**City/State/Zip:** Miami, Florida 33176  

**Description**

This year's halftime show was not appropriate for an event that families and especially boys and youth are watching. If the goal was to sexually stimulate young people they see succeeded. It took the show to another level of vulgarity. I am ashamed to live in Miami. What is your agency planning to do for next year?
Ticket: # 3850960 - Super bowl halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 8:56:06 PM
City/State/Zip: Roscommon, Michigan 48653
Company Complaining About: Spectrum

Description
It’s a month later and I’m still appalled that the half time show for the super bowl was aired on tv. I felt like I was visiting a strip club. I know the entertainers lean that way in their performance usually but in national tv at 8 pm? Years ago, my 3-5 year old son loved the 49ers and Joe Montana. I would have never let him view this. He died at age 6 but now he would be 33 and I would have been embarrassed to watch this with him! Please make the nfl do better. Young men need better!
Description
My wife and I have two boys. Let's just say we were lucky they were in the other room when the half time show for this year's SuperBowl was on. It was very inappropriate. This was not family friendly - at least, skantly clad women dancing on stripper poles is not our idea of family friendly. We are definitely worried about next year's SuperBowl! Obviously, we would love to watch the NFL, but we just don't trust that any halftime content during any game will be ok for our two young boys to watch. Signed, two concerned parents!
Ticket: # 3850973 - Pornagraphic Super Bowl Halftime snow

Date: 2/26/2020 8:58:22 PM
City/State/Zip: Bountiful, Utah 84010

Description
Please have the super bowl provide family friendly super half time shows.
Ticket: # 3850978 - Super bowl halftime show

Date: 2/26/2020 8:59:13 PM
City/State/Zip: Hyde Park, Utah 84318-3211

Description
Extremely offensive. I cannot believe this was allowed to air. Please help promote wholesome entertainment that doesn’t resort to nudity and vulgar pole dancing, etc.
Ticket: # 3850981 - Super Bowl Half Time Show
Date: 2/26/2020 8:59:53 PM
City/State/Zip: University Place, Washington 98466

Description
I was offended. Cheap. Sexual. Porn!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Not suitable for the average TV viewer at all. Maybe late night TV.
Description
I agree with other complaints that this year’s super bowl performance by JLo and Shakira was too explicit and sexual. What kind of message are they sending to the thousands of young kids who are watching the game with their parents? Girls need to be empowered with their intellect, not their physical appearance. This show sent the wrong message to our young public. Performers need to be educated on what is acceptable, reminded to consider their full audience.
Ticket: # 3850987 - Super Bowl Halftime Show 202

Date: 2/26/2020 9:01:18 PM
City/State/Zip: Smithfield, Utah 84335

Description

I mean honestly, how are parents supposed to react to this kind of garbage being shoved in our kids faces while watching football? It’s inappropriate, lewd and nowhere near family appropriate. I’m all about inclusion and diversity and celebrating one’s roots and heritage. But why does that have to be said with nakedness? Give us the credit that we can appreciate the meat of your message without using sex to get our attention. It’s insulting to our intelligence and cheapens your message. The rating for that would NOT have been TV-PG.
Description
Seemed to me this year’s Super Bowl 1/2 time show was more like what I might find in a strip club. Certainly not for kids! And shouldn’t be for adults either- not on national tv. Seems like you never know what you will get during a Super Bowl show any more. If I had kids at home I would just turn it off - better safe than sorry. Stripper pols, risqué costumes, bad lyrics- not appropriate
Description
When talking about the entertainment at SB 2020, I referred to it as the crotch show. It was so offensive and I love to watch latin dancing. Clearly cameramen and male commentators thought the show was great but at what cost to the rest of the viewers? Allowing a stripper pole act on tv followed by children running on stage to sing is unforgivable. I don't care if Jennifer Lopez allows her daughter to be exposed to this crap, but don't force this on the rest of the viewership. This was not the appropriate entertainment for a Super Bowl performance. Its pathetic that performers in general cannot figure out how easily it would be to generate energy, interaction with their audience through smiles, music and joy without exposing themselves, holding their crotch, and pointing to their crotch as if it's a source of power over what......
Ticket: # 3851015 - Superbowl halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 9:09:42 PM
City/State/Zip: Radford, Virginia 24141

Description
I want to complain about the Superbowl halftime show. It was not family friendly, it was very offense. I was not expecting strippers, crotch shots and pole dancing.
Ticket: # 3851019 - Super Bowl Strip Club Show
Date: 2/26/2020 9:11:21 PM
City/State/Zip: Boonville, Indiana 47601
Company Complaining About: Nfl

Description
This show was vulgar and sexually explicit. There was no reason this should have ever been shown but especially at a time when families and children are watching. At a time in our society when we are trying to tell young women to not allow themselves to be taken advantage of then we show a strip club show at half time. Shame on the NFL and the women who thought this was entertainment.
Ticket: # 3851025 - Super Bowl halftime show this year
Date: 2/26/2020 9:13:30 PM
City/State/Zip: Glendale, Arizona 85310

Description
I was horrified with this year’s show by Jennifer Lopez and Shakhira. Was looking forward to a world class entertaining show and this was low class. And also thinking JLO screwed up her career by appearing in movie The Hustler, and then tried to justify her tacky behavior by repeating her show in front of children. Not sure of the time. Heaven help us if this is acceptable to the NFL.
Ticket: # 3851028 - Super Bowl
Date: 2/26/2020 9:15:35 PM
City/State/Zip: Portage, Michigan 49002

Description
I found the Super Bowl needed a rating. I would never had let my child watch that performance if I knew what it consisted of. This was during prime time hours. This performance was sexist and too sexualized.
Ticket: # 3851031 - Indecent content in SuperBowl half-time show
Date: 2/26/2020 9:16:30 PM
City/State/Zip: Blacksburg, Virginia 24060

Description
The half-time show during the February 2020 SuperBowl should have been labelled as soft porn, as that is what it was. It was all about sex and was inappropriate for all audiences. If the NFL chooses to go this route, they should let the audience know. I will not watch the half-time show in the future.
Ticket: # 3851039 - Superbowl Halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 9:20:27 PM
City/State/Zip: Wichita, Kansas 67207

Description
I didn't know where to complain, but now that I see this website, I'll join with the others about the halftime show. I was with adults and we could hardly believe what we were seeing - I guess both Shakira and Jennifer, at their ages, think they have something to prove to their fans and are hoping for a few more. We were all discussing how inappropriate that show was and what message is going out there to both young girls and boys being exposed to it. Please count four more adults in on the complaint-filing list. It was so awful and pathetic to watch.
Description
I didn’t even know I was allowed to complain. The Super Bowl of 2020 was fine for adults but nobody told me I should have my children leave the room. It’s so sad. I love these performers but they bordered on soft porn during half time. Made me really sad I had an anxiety attack hiding my young ones leave when they were so excited to see JayLo.
Ticket: # 3851058 - Super Bowl Halftime Disgrace

Date: 2/26/2020 9:26:28 PM
City/State/Zip: Fenton, Missouri 63026-3614
Company Complaining About: Directv

Description
I previously filed this complaint so why was it not counted?
This choice for halftime entertainment was disgusting!
This is a program awaited by fans all season long!
The viewing public does NOT need nor welcome this disgusting display of crotch shots and other vulgarity!
You will lose your viewing public if this is not cleaned up before next year!
We want clean entertainment, not a burlesque show!
Can we have some standard to protect children? This year's show was ridiculous.
Ticket: # 3851068 - Superbowl half time show was terrible
Date: 2/26/2020 9:31:06 PM
City/State/Zip: Dallas, Texas 75225

Description
Please do something to stop the Superbowl halftime show from being a strip show. Pole dancing, crotch shots during a family show? Really? It was terrible.
Ticket: # 3851079 - Half time show of the super bo
Date: 2/26/2020 9:34:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Maryville, Illinois 62062
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I thought there were regulations prohibiting vulgarity on prime time family television programming? Why was this content allowed? Very offensive and gross! I hope this will not be allowed as family programming again.
Ticket: # 3851082 - Super Bowl halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 9:35:12 PM
City/State/Zip: Omaha, Nebraska 68135
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
I was very disappointed by the vulgarity of the halftime show. The standards were lowered for this “family friendly” event.
Ticket: # 3851088 - Superbowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/26/2020 9:36:46 PM
City/State/Zip: Ocoee, Florida 34761

Description
I feel obligated to file a complaint about the extreme sexual content that was on display during the 2020 Superbowl halftime show. As a mother, I was appalled by the crotch grabbing, strip club pole imitation, lying on the ground and mimicing sex and overall crude behavior of the performers. I'm still sickened by the images that were taken in by my young children. PLEASE, I beg you; give Americans family-friendly content, not soft porn!
Ticket: # 3851089 - Superbowl
Date: 2/26/2020 9:37:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Renton, Washington 98056
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
The half time shows was so distasteful for me and my family. Makes me think next year I will turn off half time.
Ticket: # 3851098 - Super Bowl half-time show

Date: 2/26/2020 9:39:48 PM
City/State/Zip: Cedar Park, Texas 78613

Description
Just voicing my displeasure at the trashy, indecent, way over sexed half-time Super Bowl show. It really should not be aired, and this type of cheap entertainment should not be broadcast in the future.
Ticket: # 3851106 - Superbowl half time show

Date: 2/26/2020 9:41:12 PM
City/State/Zip: Redding, California 96001
Company Complaining About: Nfl

Description
Our entire family, with children, were extremely offended by the sexualization of women during the half time superbowl "show". Please STOP this madness...this is a family sporting event!!
Ticket: # 3851109 - Porn show during super bowl

Date: 2/26/2020 9:41:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Columbus, Ohio 43229

Description
Shocked that NFL was allowed to have porn show during the superbowl
Ticket: # 3851117 - Super Bowl 1/2 time show

Date: 2/26/2020 9:42:55 PM
City/State/Zip: Cortez, Colorado 81321

Description
I was embarrassed to have my 2 grandsons (6 & 9) watch this year’s Super Bowl 1/2 time report. I believe very firmly that the NFL should be fined for this soft porn presentation during what should have been a family friendly show.
Ticket: # 3851125 - Super Bowl 1/2 time show

Date: 2/26/2020 9:43:59 PM
City/State/Zip: Cortez, Colorado 81321

Description
I was embarrassed to have my 2 grandsons (6 & 9) watch this year's super bowl 1/2 time report. I believe very firmly that the NFL should be fined for this soft porn presentation during what should have been a family friendly show.
Ticket: # 3851135 - Super Bowl Half-Time Show
Date: 2/26/2020 9:45:31 PM
City/State/Zip: Seabrook, Texas 77586

Description
I am writing to express my disdain for the NFL Halftime Show that was broadcast this year. Shakira and JLO performed in a manner that was inappropriate and wrong. I do not want to see that during a Super Bowl show. In light of the #MeToo movement, this is hypocrisy. It's sinful, and it should not be aired.
Ticket: # 3851143 - Super Bowl Half time show
Date: 2/26/2020 9:47:11 PM
City/State/Zip: Kaysville, Utah 84037

Description
Hello,
My family and I usually only watch the SuperBowl when the Broncos play because that is our home team but this year we decided to join the masses. We were completely disgusted by the half time show. We were watching with our children who range in age from 11 to 23 and they all felt uncomfortable. My 23 year old son asked us to turn it off until the football playing came back on. Why are there no standards anymore for a supposed family event. Will they be naked next year with extras threading money through their thongs. This has to stop. Eventually the families will not trust the NFL to their children's eyes. Please have some standards!
Ticket: # 3851147 - SUPERBOWL Halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 9:48:10 PM
City/State/Zip: Jackson, Tennessee 38305-8540

Description
I was appalled at the halftime show that was allowed to be broadcast over tv. please take action to keep this sort of lewd behavior from being broadcast in the future.
Ticket: # 3851163 - SUPERBOWL HALF TIME
Date: 2/26/2020 9:55:22 PM
City/State/Zip: Saint George, Utah 84790

Description
WHAT A SHAME! DID NO ONE THINK THAT YOUNG PEOPLE ARE WATCHING THIS PORN ACT???

JANET JACKSON’S costume mishap can’t even begin to be compared to this travesty you allowed on public TV that ANY AGE COULD SEE...and THERE WAS NO WARNING. YOU GUYS ARE ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL.
Ticket: # 3851165 - Half time Porn
Date: 2/26/2020 9:56:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Laguna Niguel, California 92677
Company Complaining About: Cox

Description
I am yet another who found the halftime show J.Lo presented to be soft porn. Why and the world was this allowed in a venue for families? Women are not sexual objects!!! I am not jealous of their beautifully toned bodies, especially in J. Los age. But such provocative dancing should be behind closed doors or in a late night show. I was very offended.
Ticket: # 3851173 - Super Bowl Half time show 2020

Date: 2/26/2020 10:03:31 PM

City/State/Zip: Clarkesville, Georgia 30523

Company Complaining About: Directv

---

Description
This halftime show was offensive and disappointing. WHAT was the network thinking in allowing this burlesque show at this hour of the day? Please offer me an explanation. Talented ladies. Too bad they have to "SELL SEX" especially in this day of "me too"----and I am NOT a "me too" woman myself. I just have to express my dismay. We are better than this.

Clarkesville, GA

Clarkesville, Georgia
Ticket: # 3851180 - Super Bowl Half-Time Show

Date: 2/26/2020 10:05:07 PM
City/State/Zip: Santa Barbara, California 93103-2819

Description
The normally family-oriented, suitable -for-children Super Bowl Football Half-time show was actually an adults-only risqué Vegas show. It was not suitable for young people in the viewing audience. It was lewd and embarrassing to see. Something should be done to stop this abuse in the future.
Description
This show was awful and I don't trust your marketing team for making this halftime show a disgrace to football. This show used to be an exciting part of the Super Bowl but now we plan to turn the tv off during the next 2021 game.
Ticket: # 3851188 - Super bowl halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 10:07:41 PM
City/State/Zip: Ozark, Arkansas 72949
Company Complaining About: DirecTV

Description
Please keep suggestive dancing, lewd clothing, and sexually provocative behavior off of prime time where children are subjected to viewing it. There are lots of family friendly creative options. Please exercise them. No more JLo or anyone like her in skimpy clothes.
Ticket: # 3851204 - Super Bowl Halftime Show with Jennifer Lopez and Shakira

Date: 2/26/2020 10:11:49 PM
City/State/Zip: Los Angeles, California 90017

Description
VERY bad taste. What a shame.
Ticket: # 3851205 - Super Bowl 2020 Halftime show with Jennifer Lopez and Shakira

Date: 2/26/2020 10:12:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Colorado Springs, Co, Colorado 80920

Description
I was watching the Super Bowl with my family between the Chiefs and SF 49ers. Without any warning about the sexual nature of the halftime show, my family was assaulted with patently offensive sexually suggestive dancing by J Lo and Shakira. Shakira was scantily clad and flipped up her skirt as she danced. J Lo was even worse with her dance. She bent over and showed her backside to the camera wearing some thong. My wife yelled out to turn it off. I request that there be significant fines and cease and desist orders levied against FOX, the NFL, and the performers.
Ticket: # 3851218 - Super Bowl half time show
Date: 2/26/2020 10:14:59 PM
City/State/Zip: Tulsa, Oklahoma 79410

Description
Terrible, completed terrible mess this yeat.
Ticket: # 3851233 - Superbowl

Date: 2/26/2020 10:30:43 PM
City/State/Zip: Wilmington, North Carolina 28411

Description
Halftime show is filthy.
Ticket: # 3851236 - Innappropriate Superbowl halftime show

Date: 2/26/2020 10:31:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Richardson, Texas 75080

Description
I was disgusted by the SuperBowl halftime show this year. It was nothing short of watching an adult film and was not appropriate for viewers of all ages. I'm grateful my son wasn't in the room when it was on. You should be more careful after the Janet Jackson nipple show a few years ago and then this.... Please be considerate that FAMILIES watch the SuperBowl together. That show belonged on late-night programming. It was not family friendly AT ALL.
Ticket: # 3851243 - Sexually indecent offensive subject matter

Date: 2/26/2020 10:33:53 PM

City/State/Zip: Essex, Maryland 21221

Description

Sexual explicit offensive subject matter during Super Bowl (LIV) 54 Halftime. Minor children watching were exposed to that live sexual behavior. Why was that ever allowed on a live t.v. broadcast. Someone needs to be held accountable.
Ticket: # 3851256 - Inappropriate TV

Date: 2/26/2020 10:39:40 PM
City/State/Zip: Mansfield, Texas 76063
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
The Super Bowl halftime show was extremely inappropriate and I had to make my children leave the room. This should be a show that is appropriate for general audiences not soft porn. I love these performers but this was absolutely ridiculous that I couldn’t watch a football game with my family and a concert. I don’t mind dancing but not pole dancing with lots of skin showing, crotch grabbing and half dressed people dancing sexually explicitly on national television. There needs to be a formal apology by NFL and the FCC for allowing this kind of filth on tv.
Ticket: # 3851262 - Super Bowl halftime show  
Date: 2/26/2020 10:42:05 PM  
City/State/Zip: Punta Gorda, Florida 33955  

Description  
I was appalled by the vulgarity of the two female performers during the Super Bowl halftime show. The camera was situated to capture numerous shots of the entertainer’s crotches. The costumes, dance moves also were very sexually explicit. Men pointing to the butts? I was very disgusted with the performance. When women are trying to fight for equality and respect, that show set things back 20 years. I read an article today about 1,300 complaints sent to the FCC. I thought I was the only one who thought it was disgusting. I am a single lady. Didn’t think about how family’s with young children watching might have felt too. I want to be counted in the number of complaints for the Super Bowl half time show. I hope the FCC takes action. I am not a prude. But they went overboard on their artistic expression.
Description
I had not idea I could file a formal complaint. I wanted to do it right after I saw the show. I was absolutely appalled at the vulgarity of the half time show. This was supposed to be family viewing - but apparently the people responsible for that turned a blind eye. As a society, we need to do better than this. The performers certainly were talented but constant crotch shots and stripper poles should not find their way to a football game. Thought you learned your lesson with the Janet Jackson and Justin Timberlake wardrobe malfunction.
Ticket: # 3851269 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/26/2020 10:43:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15228

Description
It was a disgusting halftime show that should have had an R rating like the stripper movie she played in! Oh but of course Jay Z is producing so we can expect this horrible display! Not for families, what a degradation of society the show was!
Ticket: # 3851277 - Super bowl halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 10:45:14 PM
City/State/Zip: Washington, Utah 84780

Description
Why is it ok to broadcast women grabbing their genitals and spinning around on stripper poles during the half time show??!!! All I wanted was to enjoy a nice family football game! Do me and my kids really need to be subjected to pornography in order to do so?!
Ticket: # 3851281 - Inappropriate for family viewing!

Date: 2/26/2020 10:46:55 PM
City/State/Zip: Lafayette, Indiana 47905

Description
I was appalled at the Half Time show! It was not family friendly. Not only were they hardly dressed but the crotch grabbing and pole dancing was way out of line!
Ticket: # 3851286 - Super Bowl halftime

Date: 2/26/2020 10:48:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Valparaiso, Indiana 46383

Description
The halftime show was not family-friendly. I do not like seeing children being sexualized on tv. I do not like seeing so much of so many of the women's body parts on tv. In order to solve the problem, the halftime show would be less sexualized...more focus on quality entertainment than on 'shock' factor.
Ticket: # 3851289 - Super Bowl Half-Time Show

Date: 2/26/2020 10:50:18 PM
City/State/Zip: Friendship, Wisconsin 53934

Description
Did not enjoy the show due to the poor representation of women, children and motherhood! Exposing anyone and children no less to this type of indecency is beyond the scope. You are no better then Harvey Weinstein!!
Ticket: # 3851290 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

**Date:** 2/26/2020 10:50:21 PM  
**City/State/Zip:** Westboro, Wisconsin 54490

**Description**
Inappropriate for family viewing during prime time.  
The halftime show could be an Amazing display of talent, or a cultural display from the state that is hosting, much like Olympic opening ceremonies, for example.
Ticket: # 3851292 - Super bowl halftime
Date: 2/26/2020 10:51:07 PM
City/State/Zip: Tyngsboro, Massachusetts 01879
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
The material on the super bowl halftime show was vulgar and very inappropriate for families, really anyone outside a strip club.
Description
Pornographic material shown by Fox should be disclaimed. We will neither be watching the Super Bowl ever again, not Fox programs.
It is bad enough that our children have a leader who debases women, but to demonstrate that women are valued as sex objects first and entertainers only coincidentally is unacceptable.
The president may think it is okay to grab them by the pussy, but most Americans have strong values. Shame on regulators for failing to pay adequate attention to prevent this type of crude content.
Ticket: # 3851300 - Super Bowl halftime 2020

Date: 2/26/2020 10:54:29 PM
City/State/Zip: Joplin, Missouri 64804
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I beg you to think of families with the half time show in the future. I'm so tired and so sad that we have to keep turning it off. There are soooo many options for family friendly performances. This has to stop.
How sad I could not sit and enjoy family time without having such disgusting behavior brought into my living room. If I wanted to bring my children to a strip bar I would I don't need it thrust on them during a family football game. Shame shame shame on you for not keeping this performance in check.
Ticket: # 3851310 - Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/26/2020 11:00:55 PM
City/State/Zip: Sandy, Utah 84092

Description
The Super Bowl halftime show was inappropriate for prime time TV or anytime young people could be watching. It was very suggestive and offensive to many viewers, although I realize a very small minority have complained. The reason I am is that an article I read provided a link to your website.
Description
I just found out I could file a complaint, so I am late, but still want to file a complaint. The Super Bowl Halftime Show was too much like a strip club with pole dancing, and scantily clad women, women with their legs in the air, mirrored floor, so many crotch shots. This was not appropriate attire, nor appropriate behavior for entertainment during the Super Bowl. I saw after where Jennifer Lopez said it was celebrating Hispanic Women, but living in Miami, not everyone agrees with the Hispanic version of womanhood. It's too sexual and too revealing. The Super Bowl is not the place to depict women in this way even if the women doing it thing it's okay. It sends the wrong message that mixes sexuality and sports (much like scantily clad cheerleaders is also inappropriate).
Ticket: # 3851318 - Complaint regarding the 2020 Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/26/2020 11:10:46 PM
City/State/Zip: Charlotte, North Carolina 28270

Description
I would like to file a formal complaint regarding the 2020 Super Bowl halftime show. This show was very distasteful and inappropriate for not only younger audiences, but many adults as well. Please make an effort in the future to screen the entertainment and ensure that they follow strict guidelines to keep the entertainment family friendly. Bruno Mars was the best show I’ve seen during the super bowl. That should serve as a guideline.
Ticket: # 3851324 - Complaint regarding the 2020 Super Bowl halftime show

**Date:** 2/26/2020 11:13:26 PM  
**City/State/Zip:** Charlotte, North Carolina 28270

---

**Description**

I would like to file a formal complaint regarding the 2020 Super Bowl halftime show. This show was very distasteful and inappropriate for not only younger audiences, but many adults as well. Please make an effort in the future to screen the entertainment and ensure that they follow strict guidelines to keep the entertainment family friendly. Bruno Mars was the best show I've seen during the super bowl. That should serve as a guideline.
Ticket: # 3851325 - Super Bowl
Date: 2/26/2020 11:13:48 PM
City/State/Zip: Meridian, Idaho 83646
Company Complaining About: Local Tv Station

Description
No more pole dancing or risqué bending over or spreading legs wide open to the camera no less. This is a family event not a burlesque show. Stop making it about sex!!
Ticket: # 3851327 - Complaint regarding the 2020 Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/26/2020 11:14:22 PM
City/State/Zip: Charlotte, North Carolina 28270

Description
I would like to file a formal complaint regarding the 2020 Super Bowl halftime show. This show was very distasteful and inappropriate for not only younger audiences, but many adults as well. Please make an effort in the future to screen the entertainment and ensure that they follow strict guidelines to keep the entertainment family friendly. Bruno Mars was the best show I've seen during the super bowl. That should serve as a guideline.
Ticket: # 3851328 - Censorship

Date: 2/26/2020 11:14:34 PM
City/State/Zip: Saint Paul, Minnesota 55130

Description
Today I just read an article about the FCC receiving thousands of complaints on the NFL halftime show. Really? This is pathetic. Good on the FCC for allowing the show to air. In fact, I want to write a complaint that shows are overly censored. Shows should be allowed to use profanities, show uncensored private parts, ect. It takes power away from the narrative that bodies are sexual object and that profanities hold meaning.
Ticket: # 3851329 - Complaint regarding the 2020 Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/26/2020 11:15:19 PM  
City/State/Zip: Charlotte, North Carolina 28270

Description

I would like to file a formal complaint regarding the 2020 Super Bowl halftime show. This show was very distasteful and inappropriate for not only younger audiences, but many adults as well. Please make an effort in the future to screen the entertainment and ensure that they follow strict guidelines to keep the entertainment family friendly. Bruno Mars was the best show I’ve seen during the super bowl. That should serve as a guideline.
Description
The 2020 super bowl was marketed as a family event for all ages. Unfortunately the half time show with Jlo was not suitable for family viewing. It portrayed graphic sexual situations and young children in simulated cages. A TV rating should be given to the football game and then displayed TV ratings and warnings of graphic sexual content announced before the half time show. Consumers/Parents should have the right to make an informed choice to view the half time entertainment. It is a separate entity from the Super Bowl game.
Ticket: # 3851343 - Super Bowl half time show

Date: 2/26/2020 11:25:31 PM
City/State/Zip: Bargersville, Indiana 46106

Description
I thought the half time show was a poor example of talent. I don't ever care to see women simulating touching themselves, or performing pole dancing. I have worked with individuals (mostly women) who have come from tragic addictive backgrounds brought about by abusive family experiences. These women have found themselves in "gentlemen" clubs and exploited by the pornography culture. Enough is enough. This really is inappropriate.
Ticket: # 3851348 - 2020 Superbowl Half time performance

Date: 2/26/2020 11:27:12 PM
City/State/Zip: Windham, Maine 04062

Description
I found the 1/2 time performance during the superbowl offensive and inappropriate. The network should warn viewers of the content being shown so we can all make a informed decision before tuning in to the show. The performance was a disgrace.
Ticket: # 3851349 - Vulgar sexual graphic sexual display with children on stage

Date: 2/26/2020 11:27:18 PM
City/State/Zip: Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57106

Description
My family is appalled at the disgusting sexual display of female crotches, the spreading of legs to display crotches, and the fact this was done with children on stage. This was essentially a strip club dance in front of children. I believe this is a violation of a few laws. Please ensure the NFL and network that broadcast this garbage without proper notification is brought to justice.
Ticket: # 3851355 - Indecent super bowl half time show.

Date: 2/26/2020 11:30:09 PM
City/State/Zip: Pleasant Grove, Utah 84062

Description
On February 2, 2020, the Superbowl halftime show was very sexually inappropriate for children and for people like my family who don't care to view this type of entertainment.
Ticket: # 3851364 - Super Bowl Half Time Show

Date: 2/26/2020 11:35:24 PM

City/State/Zip: Cincinnati, Ohio 45224

Description

Half Time Show was not appropriate!!! It was something that you would see in Las Vegas. It was disgraceful! Women should not bare their bodies to the extent of highlighting their private parts.
Ticket: # 3851368 - Super Bowl Half Time Show
Date: 2/26/2020 11:36:55 PM
City/State/Zip: Cincinnati, Ohio 45224

Description
Half Time Show was not appropriate!!! It was something that you would see in Las Vegas. It was disgraceful! Women should not bare their bodies to the extent of highlighting their private parts.
Ticket: # 3851373 - Inappropriate Super Bowl 2020 halftime show
Date: 2/26/2020 11:38:36 PM
City/State/Zip: New Brighton, Minnesota 55112

Description
This show was EXTREMELY inappropriate for a general viewing audience. In addition to the irony of the commercials showing how "girls can do anything, they can be astronauts & code, etc.", but in real life women are good for naked sexual shows in front of families and millions of viewers. It was essentially musical pornography. At the very least, let's have gender equality and make the men performers have their penises visibly protruding through their pants and wear thongs showing their butts. But, again, ironically - the men are not just fully dressed, but wearing winter clothing (in Florida!), complete with overcoats!!
There should be a dress code, just like in schools. Could a girl show up to school dressed like the women performers at the halftime show?
Or the show has to be shown after 10pm, when children are in bed.
Ticket: # 3851378 - Half time for the football

Date: 2/26/2020 11:42:17 PM
City/State/Zip: Fountain Valley, California 92708

Description
I was shocked over the lack of taste in the halftime show. My grandkids were exposed to women in almost no clothes, doing nasty stuff. We will not watch the football game next year.
Ticket: # 3851382 - Disgraceful!!
Date: 2/26/2020 11:43:32 PM
City/State/Zip: Topeka, Kansas 66605

Description
Sad depiction of strong women. So sorry that this was chosen to represent women empowerment. Terrible role model for young girls everywhere. Shameful!!
Description
The half time show this year was disgusting and disturbing and tasteless. This was not dancing and it was completely inappropriate, especially for my young boys watching the super Bowl. I was embarrassed and quickly shut it off. Please please please don’t ever have such a crude show in the future.
Ticket: # 3851404 - Superbowl halftime

Date: 2/26/2020 11:57:48 PM
City/State/Zip: Hixson, Tennessee 37343

Description
Superbowl halftime show was extremely inappropriate. Pole dancing, partially clothed, gyrating, and lewd acts with the tongue
Ticket: # 3851405 - Superbowl Sunday

Date: 2/26/2020 11:57:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Dayton, Ohio 45434

Description

I had been bothered by the halftime show for a while now, and was not aware I could file a complaint. The show would have been very hot and fun without having to show close ups of the ladies between their legs, and a ridiculous ad on of a stripper bar and dance. Its so hard to find positive shows and a football game is not the place to have negative and suggestive images. Everyone I was with while watching the game no matter their gender or age was very embarrassed after watching it and it immediately turned into a discussion rather than enjoyment.
Ticket: # 3851407 - Half time show with Jennifer Lopez

Date: 2/26/2020 11:58:07 PM
City/State/Zip: Glendale, Arizona 85301
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I was/am appalled
Ticket: # 3851410 - Super Bowl Half Time Garbage

Date: 2/27/2020 12:00:01 AM
City/State/Zip: Rochester Hills, Michigan 48307

Description
Dear FCC Authorities:

The Super Bowl Half Time Show was totally inappropriate for viewing by under age children and for that matter adults expect much better without the butts and crotches.

The Super Bowl Half-Time Show was really the BUTTOCKS SHOW. Entertainment for this event would have been terrific if it was only left up to the children who were in the performance. The adults who performed were brainless.

Not only were the performers mooning those who watched but feeling and holding their crotch. What is that all about?

In the future starting in 2021, the FCC should approve all Half Time Shows that the NFL wants to present during their football game. Obviously, the NFL cannot supervise themselves.

Also in 2020, the FCC needs to crackdown on a number of shows played on cable and regular TV network programming. Leave the sexual and immoral behavior included in programming left to Pay for View.

It is about time American Viewing was brought back to common decency. The FCC needs to do their job. Leave the explicit and sexual maneuvers in programming that adults are looking for left to those adults who want to pay for adult entertainment.

Furthermore, if women want to be respected, they had sure better not be shown what the Half Time Performance offered and then claim sexual abuse. Every women in America should have written a letter to the FCC on the programming being displayed for viewing today!

Sincerely,

Rochester Hills, MI
Ticket: # 3851414 - Super Bowl half time show  
Date: 2/27/2020 12:02:36 AM  
City/State/Zip: Hemet, California 92545  

Description
I am not a prude and have been in many strip bars around the world. You have to be an adult to gain admittance. What came in family homes was unannounced. It was over the top.. Several people are responsible, the NFL, Jay Z & Beyonce. Where is the ME TO O movement and other women groups? Are they not mothers also. In closing, although am White I have frequented many African American nightclubs and had many friends. Usually one night of the week was always referred to as HO night and that's what I viewed, The performers are a HOT MESS. Where are the players in the NFL, who make huge salaries & endorsements. Are they afraid to speak out? It's their seasonal championship game. Where are they, lately they speak out on a number of social issues?
Ticket: # 3851427 - Super bowl halftime show

Date: 2/27/2020 12:08:04 AM
City/State/Zip: Worland, Wyoming 82401

Description
The halftime burlesque show was disgusting and has no place in daytime public television. The hypocritical nfl claims to promote women but sponsors this filth.

Please make an example of this.
Ticket: # 3851440 - Half time show
Date: 2/27/2020 12:16:12 AM
City/State/Zip: Bentonville, Arkansas 72712

Description
This was a very disappointing show! I don't want to see adult entertainment while watching a football game.
Ticket: # 3851442 - Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/27/2020 12:16:59 AM
City/State/Zip: Campbell, Missouri 63933

Description
Please crack down on the Super Bowl Halftime Shows. TV needs to be cleaned up as a whole and made to be family friendly, respectful, and decent. This year’s Halftime Show was none of those—far from it, in fact! I was very surprised at Jennifer Lopez and Shakira—in a bad way. They are talented and did not need to do a raunchy, disrespectful show like they did. Please clean up TV. Thank you.
Description
Anywhere else if an adult commits a sexually explicit act in front of children it is a Federal crime. Stop abusing our children.
Ticket: # 3851449 - Super Bowl half-time show
Date: 2/27/2020 12:22:08 AM
City/State/Zip: Enon Valley, Pennsylvania 16120

Description
This show was at best soft porn. It was offensive and not family-friendly. It simply emphasized the degradation of our nation's moral culture. Please only allow family shows for the super bowl.
Ticket: # 3851451 - Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/27/2020 12:23:29 AM
City/State/Zip: North Wales, Pennsylvania 19454

Description
This stripper show was completely inappropriate for a major sporting event show. Families, Children, and good American people are watching this. The clothing was not appropriate, the stage, the strip tease pole dancing was not tasteful. Clean this up for the kids sake.
Ticket: # 3851453 - 2020 Superbowl Half Time Show

Date: 2/27/2020 12:25:11 AM  
City/State/Zip: Pensacola, Florida 32526

Description
The halftime show was entirely inappropriate. This is a football game, not an introduction to a strip club. Then, young girls were used to exploit them as well. Doesn't anyone have any scruples or class to recognize this and not allow it on a major event that will have young children watching.
Ticket: # 3851455 - 2020 Superbowl Half Time Show

Date: 2/27/2020 12:25:50 AM
City/State/Zip: Pensacola, Florida 32526

Description
The halftime show was entirely inappropriate. This is a football game, not an introduction to a strip club. Then, young girls were used to exploit them as well. Doesn't anyone have any scruples or class to recognize this and not allow it on a major event that will have young children watching.
Ticket: # 3851460 - Superbowl half time show

Date: 2/27/2020 12:28:06 AM
City/State/Zip: Cheyenne, Wyoming 82009
Company Complaining About: Spectrum

Description
I was appalled at what was allowed to be shown on national television during the Superbowl half time show. It was better suited for Pay-Per-View. It was soft-porn. It was by all standards not appropriate.
Description
The halftime show was x-rated. Children were exposed to sexuality and images that they will never get out of their minds. It is damaging. And degrading to women. Shame on you NFL for not making a stand on this issue.
Ticket: # 3851466 - R-rated Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/27/2020 12:31:20 AM
City/State/Zip: Billings, Montana 59102

Description
I am offended that the Super Bowl halftime show was allowed to air on tv. I am even more angered by the fact that there was no warning to parents who were watching the Super Bowl with their children that the halftime performance was going to be grotesquely inappropriate and involve overly sexual and suggestive behaviors not suitable for children. I’m an adult and I didn’t want to see that. Since when is that considered appropriate to air without an r rating or notification before hand of sexually explicit content????
Ticket: # 3851473 - Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/27/2020 12:35:24 AM
City/State/Zip: Ben Lomond, California 95005

Description
I was appalled at the halftime show with Jennifer Lopez and Shakira. I felt that it was offensive and bordered on soft porn. It was inappropriate for audiences with young children, and even as an adult, I was offended by the suggestive sex moves and scantily clothed women. I am moved to file this complaint, because I just became aware that I could through the television news report today.
Ticket: # 3851475 - Super Bowl half time show

Date: 2/27/2020 12:36:26 AM
City/State/Zip: Colorado Springs, Colorado 80923

Description
This year's half time show was a disgrace. I felt like I was watching pornography. JLo’s actions were degrading to herself and every woman in America, let alone girls who might have been watching. Is this the behavior we want our citizens and young people to emulate? So much for the #metoo movement! It was disgusting. These shows must have some preview by an FCC official. Actually just regular mothers!
Ticket: # 3851476 - Superbowl halftime show complaint
Date: 2/27/2020 12:36:42 AM
City/State/Zip: Grand Rapids, Michigan 49544

Description
Had to turn off the halftime show because it was too much like a strip tease. How terrible to portray women in such a sick way. Is there no class? No moral compass?
Description
The Super Bowl Halftime show wants was very exciting and our family would look forward to it. This year I was happy to hear about the two female artist performing but was very disappointed in How these beautiful women were dressed. My young adolescent and teenager or in the room and I was a palled by the outfits these ladies were performing in. They were a number of crotch shots which I thought were very inappropriate for young viewers and very few clothes that covered these ladies. This performance was not appropriate for young viewers and should not be on During prime time viewing. The Super Bowl really needs to step up their game on the half show and Focus on talentThat is appropriate for all ages to view.
Ticket: # 3851483 - Super Bowl halftime show
Date: 2/27/2020 12:46:44 AM
City/State/Zip: Sunbury, Pennsylvania 17801

Description
The past few years the half time show have not at all been family friendly. This year was over the top horrible with crotch shots, a pole dance, and girls acting like they were licking a microphone shaped like a phallic (don’t believe me, look closer!) Disgusting!! And all while children were still awake! This needs addressed!!! Don’t hire people who will put on this kind of show!!
Ticket: # 3851484 - Super Bowl - explicit content not rated correctly

Date: 2/27/2020 12:47:15 AM
City/State/Zip: Laguna Beach, California 92651

Description
The half time show was inappropriate for the rating that was described in the program content. Our young viewers were exposed to unexpected sexual gesture, long camera pauses on female crotch shots and undergarments and stripper pole dancing,
Description
The Super Bowl half time show was foul. It was like late night Showtime Skin-amax!
It was quit embarrassing to watch. My mother would have covered my eyes when I was a child had the dresses been that skimpy and see through.
My 10 year old nephew said he hasn't ever seen an Avatar in his video games with that small amount of clothing on.
Another married male friend said I didn't know a women's hips could move like that and then blushed.
How about blotting out the naughty parts? Like the cop shows do for when a suspect curses. At least some parental guidance warning of explicit content?
Ticket: # 3851490 - Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/27/2020 12:50:37 AM
City/State/Zip: Portland, Oregon 97213

Description
Offended. Sexually explicit content in a family setting. Sexually suggestive poses, pole dancing, nearly invisible costumes, crouch grabbing, belly dancing without appropriate costume/setting. Do not allow this content over broadcast television and do. It let this go without charges and a fine. Unacceptable.
Ticket: # 3851498 - Superbowl Halftime show  
Date: 2/27/2020 12:57:32 AM  
City/State/Zip: Belton, South Carolina 29627  

Description  
Very distressed by the normalization of porn in our society- specifically during the 2020 Superbowl halftime show. My 14 yr old son was embarrassed to be watching it with his sister and I and clearly thought it was too close to porn. I was horrified to think of what a promotional event it was for the evergrowing sex trade in the US. Watching the news tonight as they commented on the minority of viewers who had filed complaints and hearing them comment, "these people need to upgrade their porn life- they don't know what REAL porn is".. finally set me over the edge to file my own complaint. I would like national tv to remain a "safe" family viewing event.
Ticket: # 3851509 - Superbowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/27/2020 1:04:34 AM
City/State/Zip: Morganville, New Jersey 07751

Description
This year's halftime show was wildly inappropriate, especially given that many families watch the Superbowl with their children. It was pornographic and absolutely objectified women. Getting on a stripper pole and gyrating and shaking all over the stage (while barely wearing any material) was absolutely pathetic and is a loud cry for attention by middle-aged women who have made careers off of their bodies and very little else. This was a horribly inappropriate showing for a family event.
Ticket: # 3851521 - Superbowl halftime show

Date: 2/27/2020 1:07:39 AM  
City/State/Zip: Miami, Florida 33186

Description

The halftime show with jlo and shakira was very degrading to woman. This is a family event, kids are watching why would you expose them to all of this adult content and perverted dancing there is no need for this adult have the freedom to see shows when they see fit and kids are not around. Woman are more than this trashy behavior.
Ticket: # 3851523 - Super Bowl LIV Halftime Show
Date: 2/27/2020 1:08:33 AM
City/State/Zip: Columbus, Ohio 43230

Description
We have 4 school aged children in our household and were unprepared for the sexual innuendo and blatant flaunting of the female form doing what can only be described as sex acts on our television screen. We had hoped to watch a much anticipated football game with a mini concert in the middle without having to shield our children from the unplanned strip club in our family room. There should have been a warning of some kind before the halftime show. We had to shut the program off and hope not to miss the start of the 2nd half of the game. We are very disappointed.
Ticket: # 3851525 - Superbowl
Date: 2/27/2020 1:09:06 AM
City/State/Zip: Houston, Texas 77088

Description
This year's halftime show was vulgar. I have 3 young, impressionable sons and an elderly mom and I have concerns about the pole dancing. Also, while Shakira has legitimate singing talent, the choice to choose a talentless (cannot sing but thinks she can) "singer" JLO was questionable. JLO seemed determined to get attention at any cost, even if it meant overshadowing Shakira by dancing provocatively and the show was not tasteful. Better (more talented) singers have been on the halftime show (bruno mars, Lady Gaga, Prince, etc come to mind). I hope that these 2 are not invited back, or else I probably wont watch it again.
Ticket: # 3851536 - Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/27/2020 1:15:22 AM
City/State/Zip: Hoschton, Georgia 30548
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I just wanted to voice a strong complaint on the Super Bowl halftime show. How could you approve of such a sleazy performance when you know there are millions of children watching as Jennifer Lopez’s butt is being slapped and all the rest of the raunchy performance. I pray you will not let this happen again!
Description
I am angered by the disgusting halftime show of the Super Bowl. This was completely inappropriate for a family event. I am an educated woman who values the opportunities and contributions of women in our world. However, I am getting sick and tired of how we want people everywhere to treat women with respect and equality, and yet it is so often women themselves who exploit sexuality in the name of free expression and "feeling good about who they are." The halftime show was degrading and insulting to women. It was trashy, and I am horrified at the lack of basic moral decency that seems to have fled our society.
Ticket: # 3851547 - Super bowl half time show
Date: 2/27/2020 1:22:13 AM
City/State/Zip: Dearborn, Michigan 48120
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Indecent exposure, sexual behavior, strip club performance, pole dancing
Ticket: # 3851554 - Indecency
Date: 2/27/2020 1:29:07 AM
City/State/Zip: Van Nuys, California 91406

Description
The Superbowl half time show with Jennifer Lopez and Shakira was blatant pornography exposing millions of vulnerable children and teens to these hypersexual acts. How is this OK?
Ticket: # 3851556 - Super Bowl Halftime Striptease

Date: 2/27/2020 1:30:11 AM
City/State/Zip: Queen Creek, Arizona 85142

Description
The Super Bowl halftime show was not appropriate for all ages. However, there was no warning given beforehand that it contained adult content. Crotch shots, nearly nude clothing and pole dancing on any other program would have contained an advisory.
Ticket: # 3851561 - disgusting Superbowl Halftime show

Date: 2/27/2020 1:36:20 AM  
City/State/Zip: Durant, Oklahoma 74701

Description
In the midst of the "METOO" movement, you have 2 women objectify themselves to the point that I would not let my daughter or son watch because of the disgusting sexual overtones. Please, please deal with the NFL and put your foot down when it comes to this type of performances.
Ticket: # 3851562 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/27/2020 1:37:31 AM
City/State/Zip: Mcminnville, Oregon 97128

Description
Totally inappropriate for family viewing. Sexist too. Think about your grandchildren watching. Enough said.
Ticket: # 3851564 - Super Bowl halftime show
Date: 2/27/2020 1:38:47 AM
City/State/Zip: Holladay, Utah 84117

Description
I was extremely appalled and disappointed by the Super Bowl halftime show this year. When scantily clad women are gyrating and grabbing their crotch and spinning around on a stripper pole, I think that is highly offensive and should come with a warning before viewing. Many children are watching the Super Bowl along with their families and in this era of Me Too, the network should know better. It is shocking to see such an unapologetic, blatant display of sexualization of a woman. I had to tell my children to please close their eyes or leave the room. I didn't want my daughters to see that these women are famous and applauded for this behavior. The halftime show should've come with a warning so we can ask our children to leave the room. This is not OK, the Super Bowl should be a family show.
Ticket: # 3851565 - 2020 Super Bowl
Date: 2/27/2020 1:39:09 AM
City/State/Zip: Owensboro, Kentucky 42303

Description
The half time show was x rated. It was very inappropriate and offensive.
Ticket: # 3851573 - porno show during superbowl
Date: 2/27/2020 1:43:45 AM
City/State/Zip: West Kendall, Florida 33183
Company Complaining About: Assurance Wireless

Description
I was watching the superbowl then during halftime there was a porno show by two whore acting girls, while nation wide, little girls and little boys watched. what I saw is maybe done in third world banana republic latino cultures but not in this great American culture. I dont care if im in south florida Miami which is a Spanish country now, thanks to the idiot jimmy carter, but its still America. they need to be sanctioned and fined. keep the latino trash out of here. ps; I am Italian French/argentine descent. so im part romance.
Description
Everything we watch but commercials and sports are rated. The super bowl game is supposed to be family friendly. It has continued to be filthy, divisive, and down right awful. Think who is your audience? Not how many things can I get away with. We are sick of it. Do your job FCC or go away. I hear you have purpose but I think you just take money from me and bribe from others. way
Description
Although you have no doubt received a number of complaints already, I feel impressed to lodge my own concerning the Super Bowl LIV halftime show. What Jennifer Lopez and Shakira did in front of millions of viewers, including my children, was disgusting and obscene. Pole dancing? Crotch-grabbing? It was both disgusting and insulting. How or why the event organizers would think the show was in any way appropriate for a family audience defies explanation and it needs to stop. And those responsible should be held accountable because what has been done cannot be undone.
Ticket: # 3851580 - porno show during superbowl

Date: 2/27/2020 2:03:16 AM
City/State/Zip: Miami, Florida 33183

Description

(6)
Ticket: # 3851585 - Superbowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/27/2020 2:11:08 AM
City/State/Zip: Colorado Springs, Colorado 80925

Description
I am writing regarding the superbowl halftime show. I should be able to watch football with my family, including my young children, without being subjected to a show that shows suggestive dancing that is equivalent to a strip show.
Description
To whom it my concern,
I was utterly disgusted and appalled at the Super Bowl half-time show that aired Feb 2020. The content of this act was something that would in any other setting have a rated R rating. Rather, this aired while families, including mine all over the country watched. As a mother of a 13 and 11 year old, we immediately had to stop the TV and send them out of the room. So disappointing to say the least. The show was crude, profane, and pornographic and completely unacceptable for the audience.

I wish to have a response to this, and assurance that the FCC along with NBC will have course corrected this in the future.

Regards,
[b] (6)
Ticket: # 3851595 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/27/2020 2:36:25 AM
City/State/Zip: Ball, Louisiana 71405

Description
I was VERY disappointed and upset about the halftime show this year. It was obscene - I have a fifteen year old daughter that does not need to see women acting like strippers in a football game. Our young girls and boys are subjected to too much sexualization on the television as it is.
Ticket: # 3851598 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/27/2020 2:40:53 AM
City/State/Zip: Ashland, Missouri 65010
Company Complaining About: Directv

Description
I was so super bummed about the sexist porn show at the Super Bowl. I can't believe that was what millions of people ended up watching. Just think if they put that time & energy into something empowering how influential that would be. They were talented women but how about something more positive, beautiful and fun?
Ticket: # 3851603 - Superbowl halftime near-strip show
Date: 2/27/2020 3:05:51 AM
City/State/Zip: Agoura Hills, California 91301

Description
To Who It May Concern:
I was one of millions DISGUSTED by the "halftime show" at the Super Bowl. This is a family event and NO ONE (I guess who didn't know these singers and their lack of class) would have suspected we would have a soft porn show including pole dancing. PLEASE stop this kind of TV moral-less programming. I will NOT watch again. NOT family entertainment. VERY offensive. The NFL and Fox should be fined. Anyone there in your department have the bravery to do so?
Ticket: # 3851606 - Half time show
Date: 2/27/2020 3:09:33 AM
City/State/Zip: Lomita, California 90717

Description
I’m very disappointed that this year’s half time show was even allowed to air. As it started I watched in disbelief and looked around to make sure my kids were busy doing other things. This show is the very opposite of family friendly. It’s soft pornography and an apology should be given to all parents who trusted that you too want to protect kids.
Ticket: # 3851628 - Super Bowl Half Time striper show

Date: 2/27/2020 3:38:04 AM
City/State/Zip: Fishers, Indiana 46040

Description
This should have had a warning to parents. Strippers with a pole and everything. My 11 year old was exposed to something his maturity level was not ready for. Delivered to my living room! Complete with crotch shots.
Description
I have 2 young boys under the age of 7 and we were watching the superbowl with family and friends who also have young children. The halftime performance was not G-rated or family friendly. There were too many sexually suggestive movements by the performers. I actually had to cover their eyes. Watching the super bowl is a family tradition for ALL AGES. Can the FCC and NFL keep that in mind and help Americans protect this tradition?
Superbowl 1/2 time show. This is ridiculous having women spreading their legs and grinding. I didn't know I could complain to FCC. Sing, dress appropriately and have fun. Not the crap they showed.
Ticket: # 3851639 - Superbowl halftime
Date: 2/27/2020 3:57:30 AM
City/State/Zip: Trail Creek, Indiana 46360

Description
While watching the Superbowl halftime with my granddaughters (ages 8 and 6), the youngest asked why the "chubby lady is showing her underpants" and remarked "that's not nice". Do we really need this kind of entertainment for a family type show - especially without warnings?
Ticket: # 3851663 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/27/2020 6:06:55 AM  
City/State/Zip: Joffre, Pennsylvania 15053  
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
My husband and I did not appreciate the nature of the Super Bowl Halftime show. We have a 5-year old son and it saddens us that we had to change the station because of the content of that show. What happened to good, family entertainment?!
Ticket: # 3851668 - JLo half time show
Date: 2/27/2020 6:13:56 AM
City/State/Zip: Monticello, Minnesota 55262

Description
Smut! My children were exposed to JLo’s crotch too many times!!!!
Ticket: # 3851675 - Halftime show

Date: 2/27/2020 6:46:10 AM  
City/State/Zip: Solsberry, Indiana 47459  
Company Complaining About: Dish Network

Description
I have news for the prudes. Your children see worse online, at friends houses, in phone searches, in shared magazines and porn hub. THEY NEED TO GET OVER IT!! It was a fine show, no nudity, talented singers and dancers, GROW UP!
Ticket: # 3851682 - Super bowl Halftime
Date: 2/27/2020 7:12:21 AM
City/State/Zip: Tunkhannock, Pennsylvania 18657

Description
It was recently brought to my attention that a complaint could be filed-otherwise I would’ve done it 30 seconds into the show. As a woman, I was SO COMPLETELY offended by the display of overtly sexual movements and close ups of private parts that I literally walked out of the room. Who on earth approved of this?! In what planet would a stripper pole, crotch thongs and gyrations of this kind be considered ok for family viewing? This RUINED...and I do mean ruined my night. The embarrassment this caused at our party was unbelievable, no one knew what to say and no one wanted to look at each other when it’s over. I WILL NEVER host another bowl party nor watch this show again, because now I know there is a real possibility of being exposed to images I set out to avoid. There’s a reason I choose not to watch rated R movies, and now there’s a reason I don’t watch Super Bowl anymore.
Ticket: # 3851693 - Super bowl half time show
Date: 2/27/2020 7:29:35 AM
City/State/Zip: Belton, Texas 76513
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I was appalled as I watched the half time show with my family at the inappropriate content. Please clean it up. Disgusting. Please something family friendly in the future.
Ticket: # 3851700 - Super Bowl Half time show

Date: 2/27/2020 7:36:55 AM

City/State/Zip: Grandview, Missouri 64030

Company Complaining About: Google

Description
I want to add my complaint to the super bowl half-time show. It was absolutely disgusting. I had to turn it off and leave the room until the game was ready to start again. If I had had children in the room I would have been horrified. As it was, felt defiled and dirty seeing the small bit that I did. What happened to family friendly shows? I would encourage you to rethink.
THIS HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH AVAILABILITY BELOW.
Ticket: # 3851705 - Half time show of Super Bowl
Date: 2/27/2020 8:00:43 AM
City/State/Zip: Hockessin, Delaware 19707
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
I was appalled at the nature of the half time show. I glanced at it over you tube for almost five minutes and couldn't believe what I saw on national television. There were families, young women and children watching this disgrace. There is no need for talent to be displayed in such a way that actually disgraces and degrades our human bodies to pornography with clothes on. What kind of an example are they trying to set? That in order to be talented you have to dress and dance in such a seductive manner? Is that the message we are sending to our youth? That is not fair to the young men out there in the audience either especially with pornography problems in today's marriage. That is not helping anyone. Please save those moves, and classless outfits for late night TV or HBO. That is wear it belongs at best.
Ticket: # 3851712 - superbowl 2020 halftime show
Date: 2/27/2020 8:05:23 AM
City/State/Zip: Lexington, Kentucky 40509

Description
the halftime show at the 2020 Super Bowl was offensive. Inappropriate is not a strong enough word to describe what was televised. There is absolutely no moral code left when you allow someone to act the way you allowed Jennifer Lopez to act on national tv without any kind of proper warning.
Description
Their skit was inappropriate.. watching the football game and when they performed their show it made me feel very uncomfortable. There was close ups and at one point a women flapping her tongue up and down at the camera. We should ALWAYS WATCH their performance before placing them on TV. NOT Kid FRIENDLY
Ticket: # 3851739 - Super Bowl 2020 halftime show
Date: 2/27/2020 8:34:06 AM
City/State/Zip: Omaha, Nebraska 68144

Description
Porn show, pole dancing, crotch shot, and worst of all bringing children on to participate. Shame on you and may God have mercy on this country. Show some common sense and decency.
SUPER BOWL 2020 HALFTIME WAS DISCUSTING AND DISTASTFUL FOR FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT

What has the football superbowl industry in America telling the world about our value system during supposedly FAMILY sporting events? Is the superbowl reducing itself to halftime entertainment that will produce faces in the stands that represent those of men and women in a stripclub with half open glazed over eyes.

The market population of those that would enjoy a family friendly bonding display of healthy uplifting compassion and joyful interaction is much higher than those that enjoyed the soft porn sex that was produced during the 2020 halftime show.

More families would come to the superbowl if they don't have to worry about being shocked during the half time show.

The FCC is allowing too many close calls to slip by with putting a fine on the producer of these shock shows. This means more and more shocking entertainment in the future. Is this what we want for our family America's values?
Description
My family and I sat in front of our television, young sons included, and enjoyed the Superbowl game with snacks and excitement. When the Halftime show aired, my husband and I were appalled and in a state of panic as to how to handle the near pornographic show being performed in front of our young children. I found it insulting that CBS, JLo, Shakira, and all others involved thought that I would find it entertaining or enjoyable to have close shots of her crotch thrust in my face. I was ashamed of our country for reaching this point in 2020 that this is considered appropriate for primetime television and what is suppose to be family friendly viewing. The Halftime Show truly ruined an event that we look forward to every year in our home. This was very sad and sickening! Please do not allow this to happen again in the future.
Description
I would like to add my voice to those expressing their disapproval of the Superbowl Halftime Show. I was in a room full of 30 adults and at the end of the show, the room was silent. This show was inappropriate because of its overt mimicry of sexual acts. We came to the event to watch a football game, what we expected to be relatively innocuous family entertainment. The dance moves and the costuming made this extremely uncomfortable and I wondered how folks with children handled this.
Ticket: # 3851759 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/27/2020 8:55:56 AM
City/State/Zip: Sandwich, Illinois 60548

Description
Halftime Show was very inappropriate. I shut it off after watching Jennifer Lopez pornographic display.
Description

So very disappointed in various "dance" moves including "pole dancing". The crotch movements are unnecessary and are offensive for a family time viewing. NFL should have family entertainment at halftime.
Ticket: # 3851764 - Super Bowl Halftime show

Date: 2/27/2020 8:59:34 AM
City/State/Zip: Montgomery, Alabama 36109
Company Complaining About: Wow

Description
The halftime show was nothing short of pornographic! It appeared to be a commercial for the sex trafficking industry...SHAMEFUL!!! The producers, performers, and NFL should be fined and federal charges should be filed.
Ticket: # 3851766 - Superbowl 2029 halftime show

Date: 2/27/2020 9:01:06 AM
City/State/Zip: Cumming, Georgia 30040
Company Complaining About: Directv

Description
The issue that I have with the show is that the game is supposed to be a family show and kids should not be exposed to crotch grabbing women who are hardly dressed! It aired
Ticket: # 3851776 - Super Bowl Half Time
Date: 2/27/2020 9:08:57 AM
City/State/Zip: Sunderland, Massachusetts 01375
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I have to agree with so many others. The super bowl half time show was a Porn Show!!!  Gee I wonder why that singers daughter didn't dress like mommy?
Shape up the half time show or black out it out.
Ticket: # 3851777 - Super bowl half time show

Date: 2/27/2020 9:10:10 AM
City/State/Zip: North Rose, New York 14516-9505

Description
Watching the Super Bowl is a family activity but this year’s show was over the top in its sexual performances. Enough already. Return to PG 13!
Ticket: # 3851783 - Super Bowl complaint

Date: 2/27/2020 9:13:21 AM
City/State/Zip: Dallas, Texas 75225

Description
Families watch the super bowl, and we watched it with our kids. The half time show was unbelievably sexual in nature and not fit for a family broadcast. I had to turn it off as my daughters age 8 and 6 were talking about the performers wearing “hardly anything” and talking about their bodies.

Why is this necessary? The show was fine without it. Unacceptable for a family broadcast and unacceptable without an advance warning or a mature rating.
Ticket: # 3851784 - Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/27/2020 9:14:12 AM
City/State/Zip: Fairfield Township, Ohio 45011
Company Complaining About: Spectrum

**Description**
Not suitable for family viewing
TOO SEXUAL
 Didn’t want to have their PRIVATE areas pushed in my face
Watch with a couples group and was embarrassed and had to turn away and finally one of the men turned it off
Description
I want to add my voice to those who objected to the profane dancing during the Super Bowl halftime show. As a person who doesn't want to see women gyrating their hips and dancing provocatively in front of me, I kept averting my eyes - thinking that it would soon move on to something more appropriate. But every time I would glance at the screen, it seemed to get more and more lewd. I happened to be at a Super Bowl party where a number of girls that were 4-7 years old were in the room. They seemed to be transfixed by the screen. I couldn't help but wonder, is this the type of entertainment we should be showing these impressionable young girls. I think not. Surely, the FCC can do something to make the halftime show of the Super Bowl more appropriate for all segments of the audience who view it. That's what I am asking you to do.
Description
My family was appalled by the content of the halftime show at the recent 2020 Super Bowl. Very inappropriate in light of current situation in our world. Bordered on pornography. Please air family friendly entertainment during such a public show.
Ticket: # 3851796 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/27/2020 9:27:14 AM
City/State/Zip: Bartonville, Texas 76226

Description
The recent Super Bowl Halftime performance that was aired on national network television was highly sexual in nature and inappropriate for family viewing. We as consumers should not have to be concerned about content during that timeframe on the world’s biggest television production. How will you protect children from being exposed to pornographic material on television?
Ticket: # 3851799 - Super Bowl halftime show
Date: 2/27/2020 9:29:27 AM
City/State/Zip: Lenoir City, Tennessee 37772
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
This is the largest viewing of a football game on TV. People watch who do not even care who wins or who is playing.
The halftime was very pornographic. I object to this kind of show on a family viewing night.
Plenty of other music entertainment available for the big game night.
Description
Shakira and Jennifer Lopez are seasoned professionals. So, it's unfortunate that I have to complain about the halftime show - specifically the JLo portion, which basically simulated a male strip club. If you have not been to one, you have now - whether you choose to or not. I had to quickly run upstairs to turn off the TV - with 6 young children watching (all under the age of 10). It was borderline, if not inappropriate for the Shakira portion, but the JLo portion certainly crossed the line. Even children said it was inappropriate - before I could turn it off. Routinely focusing in on a women's crotch area and (almost) naked bodies - at what point does that celebrate the Superbowl and its athletes? How does this align - even remotely - to the commercials celebrating women? What kind of messages are we sending to our children - you can accomplish anything you put your mind to - or work at a strip club? I should snapshot all the times we had to look at JLo's crotch and a man slapping her buttocks. This crossed the line for a show that is supposedly family friendly. Something has to be done.
Ticket: # 3851804 - Half time show
Date: 2/27/2020 9:31:56 AM
City/State/Zip: New Braunfels, Texas 78132
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
To whom it may concern,
Our culture is saturated with sex and exploitation. The halftime show was soft porn and disgusting. Why should any parent have to explain a stripper pole. Disgusting. So disappointed. We are never watching the super bowl again- inappropriate commercials and now halftime show. Stop with the sex !!!
Ticket: # 3851816 - Super Bowl Half Time Show
Date: 2/27/2020 9:39:09 AM
City/State/Zip: Houston, Texas 77043

Description
I was appalled at the sexual content of the Super Bowl half time show. From pole dancing, to crotch shots to being half dressed, it was a shameful performance. We need to do better than this for the sake of our kids.
Ticket: # 3851829 - Superbowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/27/2020 9:46:17 AM
City/State/Zip: Amarillo, Texas 79118

Description
I feel like the show was a porn show and would like to see more wholesome entertainment next time.
Ticket: # 3851835 - Super Bowl Half Time show

Date: 2/27/2020 9:48:05 AM
City/State/Zip: Georgetown, Texas 78626

Description
The half time show was vulgar, sexual in nature and completely inappropriate for a show where the entire family, including children, are watching. The shows should be screened for family appropriateness before being permitted on air.
Ticket: # 3851839 - 2020 Superbowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/27/2020 9:49:30 AM
City/State/Zip: Decatur, Texas 76234

Description
I find the Shakira and Jennifer Lopez performances both demeaning to women and suggestive of pornographic acts as well as against the Me Too Movement fighting hard to protect women. When celebrities portray themselves with bondage imaging it works against such movements.
Ticket: # 3851849 - Superbowl Half-time Show
Date: 2/27/2020 9:52:23 AM
City/State/Zip: Easton, Pennsylvania 18042

Description
My complaint is about the lewd Superbowl half-time show. It indeed was "a show" - gyrations and crotch shots are not something that should be shown on prime time television, let alone a family-oriented event shown on TV. The performers say they were empowering women and girls. How is that empowering? It's demeaning. The FCC has got to be more diligent in these live shows!
Description
I'm a liberal, single, strong willed woman Who travels on her own, has no kids, and loves pop music... And Who was absolutely horrified by the blatant sexuality of the 2020 halftime show. Watching with my 12-year-old godson, I felt like we were in an R rated movie, not watching a family tradition. It was vulgar, unnecessary, and objectified women as sex objects rather than talented performers. Disgusting.
Ticket: # 3851855 - Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/27/2020 9:54:26 AM
City/State/Zip: Jacksonville, Florida 32258
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
The Jennifer Lopez and Sharika halftime show was pure TRASH. I was so shocked to see what was nothing more than a strip joint act on what is supposed to be FAMILY FRIENDLY television. DO NOT allow this kind of garbage to ever appear again.
Ticket: # 3851865 - Indecent Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/27/2020 9:58:53 AM
City/State/Zip: Montgomery, Alabama 36117

Description
The 2020 Super Bowl Halftime Show was inappropriate and indecent. Without warning, children were subjected to lewd displays of sexuality, while women were portrayed as nothing but sex objects. This content should not be shown in primetime television.
Ticket: # 3851868 - Super Bowl Half Time
Date: 2/27/2020 9:59:24 AM
City/State/Zip: Charlotte, North Carolina 28269

Description
This show with J Lo and Shakira was totally inappropriate at an hour with children watching. Super Bowl Game is usually family hour! But not this year. It had the appearance of a strip club. Way too much provocative movements and sexuality.
Ticket: # 3851877 - Superbowl halftime show
Date: 2/27/2020 10:03:46 AM
City/State/Zip: Allen, Texas 75002

Description
I thought both outfits and performances were too sexy and revealing.
Ticket: # 3851888 - Super Bowl Half-time show
Date: 2/27/2020 10:08:02 AM
City/State/Zip: Columbus, Ohio 43230
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
NO WARNING FOR CHILDREN AND/OR ADULTS TO PREVENT US FROM SEEING A PORN SHOW.
Ticket: # 3851891 - 2020 Super Bowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/27/2020 10:09:03 AM
City/State/Zip: Jupiter, Florida 33458

Description
INAPPROPRIATE- for everyone, but especially for families and children. Far too risque and sexual in nature. How many young boys do you think watch the Super Bowl?? Sad, disappointing, and shameful. Either have a family friendly halftime show or don't have one at all. It's not complicated.
Ticket: # 3851897 - Super Bowl halftime show

Date: 2/27/2020 10:09:54 AM
City/State/Zip: Dallas, Texas 75204

Description
I want to register a concern about the content of the most recent Super Bowl halftime show. I am registering a complaint that I feel the content was inappropriate artistic demonstrations of violence and sexual misconduct against women and children. At the very least, the involvement of children in lascivious contexts was inappropriate.
Ticket: # 3851899 - Super Bowl 2020 Halftime Show

Date: 2/27/2020 10:10:29 AM
City/State/Zip: Reston, Virginia 20191

Description
The dancing, movements and costumes were objectifying and degrading to women and girls. Unfit for family entertainment and unfit for inclusion in a national sporting event.
Ticket: # 3851904 - Super Bowl Porn - Disgusting Stripper Pole and Children..??
Really???

Date: 2/27/2020 10:11:17 AM
City/State/Zip: Garland, Texas 75043

Description
This is the first I knew of how to file a complaint, so it is a bit late. The Super Bowl was a porn show with children, pure filth, degrading to women, go for a "sexual shock effect" which instead was nothing but disgusting. NFL, the primary dancers, the production company, and director should all be heavily fined in the 7 to 8 figure range each. Then to add to the perversion, having mostly little girls lining the stage applauding this star spangled performance. The half time show made America look like sex slavers, child porn promoters, and pro-trafficking of minors... which is a mostly ignored epidemic in our country. Please send a strong and certain message that this filth is not entertainment we will accept or tolerate. The Super Bowl is a national cultural event - not a Jeff Epstein or Harvey Weinstein wet dream. FIX THIS NOW.

Thank You
[5(6) (b)]
Description
I think that guidelines should prohibit a show that is R rated or even worse. I was unprepared for the level of what should be considered pornographic in its nature. I was sick and changed the channel. It is a football game. In the future guidelines should be followed and the team and the performer fined a tremendous amount if the guidelines broken. Christian people should be able to watch a football game and not have to change the channel at halftime.
Ticket: # 3851911 - Super Bowl halftime show offensive!!!

Date: 2/27/2020 10:13:46 AM
City/State/Zip: Rochester, New York 14617

Description
As the parent of a daughter, I am so upset at the NFL and this year’s halftime show which bordered on soft porn!
What message are they sending to young girls all across America and really the world!!!
Shaking their butts and the suggestive pole climbing send the WRONG message and this garbage should not be allowed on TV!!!
WHAT WILL THE FCC DO ABOUT IT???
Ticket: # 3851919 - Super bowl half time show
Date: 2/27/2020 10:17:34 AM
City/State/Zip: Mclean, Virginia 22101

Description
This was an absolute disgrace and made it difficult to host a family gathering to watch the super bowl. Please clean up the half time shows so that there is. I sexually explicit content.
Description
The halftime show for the Super Bowl was unacceptable during a family hour. There should be rules about what they can do during this live event. Shaking their butt, showing up close shots of the woman’s crotch and just general clothing should be better moderated. You are suppose to be watching for these things and over the years it has constantly been slipping. Sexual type dances should not be allowed during prime time tv. Not just Super Bowl but all the time. It’s really getting out of hand.
Ticket: # 3851955 - Fox Network "Super Bowl 54" half-time show 02/02/2020 needed rating for 'strippers' content

Date: 2/27/2020 10:25:10 AM
City/State/Zip: Staten Island, New York 10304-3885
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
FYI: here's what I e-mailed to Pepsico re. their sponsorship of the "Super Bowl 54" half-time show:
Some feedback... Since the performers weren't paid for your 'Aging Strippers' half-time show did they work for tips? In the future please always think of the children. "Quality is not an act, it is a habit." - Aristotle
Ticket: # 3851967 - Super Bowl Half-Time performance

Date: 2/27/2020 10:29:46 AM
City/State/Zip: Colleyville, Texas 76034

Description
The Super Bowl is watched by millions. For the half-time show to resemble a strip club is deeply offensive. These shows can still have recognized performers and be clean.
Ticket: # 3851972 - 2020 Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/27/2020 10:30:24 AM
City/State/Zip: Midlothian, Virginia 23112

Description
Please add my complaint about the inappropriate halftime show in the 2020 Super Bowl. This a family TV event, many young children are allowed to stay up to watch the Super bowl. I was so worried that J. Lopez was going to have a costume malfunction. It was entirely inappropriate, self-indulging, meaningless, and gross. (Why a 50 year woman has to grab her crotch is beyond me.) I walked out and called my daughter and made sure my 8 year grandson was NOT WATCHING. What happened to a wholesome, boring halftime show?
Ticket: # 3851979 - Superbowl halftime show 2020

Date: 2/27/2020 10:33:59 AM
City/State/Zip: Tyler, Texas 75707

Description
Consumer is very upset with the superbowl halftime show. Consumer states it was pornographic and disgusting. Consumer states it increased human trafficking. Consumer cannot believe that the FCC allowed it to be televised.
She feels that children should not have been subjected to this.

***CTR 392-phone***
Description
The Halftime Show featuring Jennifer Lopez and Shakira was nothing more than televised cabaret and absolutely inappropriate for television. This is supposed to be family friendly programming but looked more like a strip show from a seedy bar. How is this considered appropriate?
I am writing to complain about the NFL's half-time show. The Super Bowl I thought was G rated or at least PG but honestly this year's half-time show indicates that the more obscene the performers the better. Such a shame that it will likely be the last one our family watches. I had to explain to my 8 & 10 year old what was wrong with the performance. Please fine or sanction the NFL for this R-rated "family" entertainment.
Description
I am reaching out to share my view on the half time show for the Super Bowl. I am so disappointed that there was so much sexuality in this show. We actually hosted a lot of families to watch the game which everyone had many children. The show was not family friendly I was so ashamed that our children had to witness pole dancing and so much sexuality. If this is what the half time show is going to be about then we should be told that it is not appropriate for children. Maybe rate it as you do movies and video games.
Ticket: # 3852016 - Super Bowl Half Time Show

Date: 2/27/2020 10:46:10 AM
City/State/Zip: Richardson, Texas 75080

Description
I'd like to add my voice to the others that have expressed concern of the half time show at the Super Bowl. How could we possible try to send a message of empowerment to our daughters and have the largest event in the country feature a stripper routine. It can't be empowering if it's something you'd never want your daughter to do. No only do they have low talent but it's proven by the fact that the only way they could get attention is to take off their clothes and it's really disappointing to see the NFL and the FCC allowing it. It's not art, it's not speech. It's garbage.
Ticket: # 3852021 - Half time show during the superbowl
Date: 2/27/2020 10:47:16 AM
City/State/Zip: Beltsville, Maryland 20705
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I am very upset with the half time show during Super Bowl. It was an insult to women. We are not sex objects. That belongs in a sleazy men’s bar!
Ticket: # 3852034 - Superbowl 2020 Haftime Show

Date: 2/27/2020 10:50:24 AM
City/State/Zip: Las Vegas, Nevada 89110

Description
I put off filing a complaint, but realized I needed to add my distaste and disgust for the insensitive and sexual explicate half time show of the super bowl. Our family watches it together every year, we love it. We had to turn the channel because of what was being broadcast into our home. My daughters and daughters-in-laws were greatly offended. My sons cracked jokes that they didn't realize that we were all transported to gentleman's club. In a time where we are trying to stop sexualizing our women and view them as more that sex objects and teaching our sons to be respective and honoring our daughter and wife, this kind of crap gets pushed into our homes. As I think about this, I find the FCC becoming more and more un-caring, unconcerned and careless with the monitoring of programming on national television. If I want porn, I'll subscribe to a channel that provides that and by my personal choice. Yet I find the FCC is doing less and less about influencing or applying control over the content of public (free) channels. Its not about being "PC", it's about upholding the standards expected by our families. Start dong your job!
Ticket: # 3852036 - Super Bowl Halftime show

Date: 2/27/2020 10:50:33 AM  
City/State/Zip: Park Rapids, Minnesota 56470

Description
How totally inappropriate the halftime show was with J-Lo, which was supposed to be a family show during prime time. I hope Pepsi and the football league and J-Lo and Shakira get a big fine! The show made Michael Jackson’s grabbing his crotch and Janet Jackson’s costume malfunction pale in comparison. Time to clean up the half-time shows!
Ticket: # 3852040 - half time show of the super bowl
Date: 2/27/2020 10:52:49 AM
City/State/Zip: Durango, Colorado 81301
Company Complaining About: Dish Network

Description
I just want to let you know how disappointed and disgusted I was with the airing of the halftime show of the super bowl. I was embarrassed and angered that you would allow the soft porn images to be shown, especially since there were many children present and watching the game. I certainly hope you will reign in these kind of displays in the future. What’s happened to decency and morality in this country?
Ticket: # 3852044 - Superbowl halftime

Date: 2/27/2020 10:53:23 AM
City/State/Zip: Downers Grove, Illinois 60516

Description
Disgusting live porn show at halftime. What were you doing to stop this? Nothing don't you have kids or morals? Stripper poles twerking you explain to me how this was ok
Description
During the Super Bowl halftime show it is offensive to some viewers to see a raunchy performance, specifically obscene crotch shots and stripper moves. It is the one of the most watched TV broadcast of the year and sad that history keeps repeating itself during this event allowing lewd conduct. Why isn't there any thought about children or young adults viewing such indecent gestures? The fix is easy, don't allow performers to be suggestive during the Super Bowl performance.
Ticket: # 3852056 - Superbowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/27/2020 10:57:54 AM
City/State/Zip: Anoka, Minnesota 55303
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
Very provocative and too sexual for a family watched program. At the very least, it should have been labeled ahead of time "mature audiences" only. Instead we were all shocked into watching it!!
In light of the "Me-Too" movement, I was appalled by the half time show at the super bowl. It is alarming, that this show would have been approved for all audiences.
Description
I wanted to state that I was so let down by American broadcasting as they took a night that bring families and friends together and threw at them sensual, degrading, explicit images without warning or care. What moral person can stand aside and not protect our children, my own mind or those of vulnerability. Is the network and performers heads completely in the sand on these issues plaguing our society? images THAT CAN NOT BE UNSEEN. I HAD A FEELING I WOULD BE DISAPPOINTED BUT TO NOT HAVE A OUTRIGHT WARNING POP UP ON THE SCREEN WARNING PARENTS AND OTHERS that the following show may be found offensive so some and a rating on the performance...shame on you and any self control on the entertainment business, knowing for a fact who would be watching (families, kids) and turn their heads without a care. I sincerely hope that this never happens again..but expect the network to not agree on my moral standards but can hope that someone holds them responsible. Anyother time on my tv on prime time or cable networks you have to put in a code we have set to watch any questionable material (PG 13 or not rated shows) the Superbowl had not such code pop up to warn or prevent watching meaning they had rated the programming to be PG....absolutely false! Misleading and so sad.
Ticket: # 3852079 - Super bowl half time show

Date: 2/27/2020 11:02:25 AM
City/State/Zip: Plano, Texas 75075

Description
Ridiculous display of sexual
Content not appropriate for children or even adults. I don’t want to see this junk and depend on FCC to regulate it.
Description
For a prime time show, the dances and strip club theme of the Super Bowl was offensive to watch and embarrassing to watch in mixed company. It's sad that tv has turned to this kind of display and portrayal of "normal" for young, impressionable people. Desire the FCC to enforce morals on what should be shown on ALL tv programs. Sex, violence, drugs, alcohol, homosexuality, etc. is not needed for a show to be successful.
Description
No class alot of ass. I cannot believe how degrading two older professional females do not mind looking to an audience of millions. I view the superbowl as a family show and my children were watching that pathetic performance. Along with the many other children that were a part of the half time show. It looked like they were at the strip club.
Problem: The undivided attention of millions is there weather sex sells or not. You have a captivated audience. Why allow people that just want to make the headlines for their provocative performance ruin a family night. They could have had just a great performance without shaking their asses half naked the entire time.
Solution: Set the bar higher...let your no mean no with consequences not fines the NFL will pay millions. Do not broadcast that garbage. Stand for something or fall for anything. The NFL does what they do because they can. Time after time "wardrobe malfunction after wardrobe malfunction" they have been able to get away with it. There were not that many malfunctions the NFT does what it has to do keep the people happy and the fcc off their backs.
Ticket: # 3852093 - Super Bowl Half Time program

Date: 2/27/2020 11:05:58 AM
City/State/Zip: Northbrook, Illinois 60062
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Super Bowl Half Time Show
Description
The performance during the Super Bowl halftime show was nothing short of pornography. The costumes, gestures and props were totally inappropriate for family viewing and looked like they might have come straight from a strip club. Highly disappointing - we watched for about 5 minutes, hoping it would stop, but we’re them forced to turn the television off until the show was over.
Description
I am writing to complain about the 2020 Superbowl halftime show. It was lewd, crude, and inappropriate for television. The performance contained women who were inappropriately dressed, performing sexual gestures, with objects that are best described as items found in a strip club. The show created without any thoughts into a family event. This is also not the first time that the NFL has presented a halftime show that was inappropriate. Back in 2004 there was the Janet Jackson exposure issue. I believe the NFL needs to be fined, and the "performers" need to return any pay their received. Make better choices.
Ticket: # 3852110 - Super Bowl halftime

Date: 2/27/2020 11:11:02 AM
City/State/Zip: Las Vegas, Nevada 89081

Description
Don't you think it's hypocritical to complain about women's rights and then have a show with scantily clad women grabbing their crotches dancing on a stripper pole? And children in cages. Talk about child and women's abuse. This was in such poor taste. This show proves that those singers lack talent if they needed to go to those lengths. The only up side that I can think of is that J-LO hasn't had anything to eat in a month. That's such a great signal for our young girls. You need to be half naked, thin, pretty and rich to get ahead in life.
**Ticket: # 3852115 - Super bowl halftime**

**Date:** 2/27/2020 11:11:35 AM  
**City/State/Zip:** Joplin, Missouri 64804

---

**Description**  
The halftime show was awful, not family friendly, porn, not appropriate, and GROSE! This should have been sensored.
Ticket: # 3852117 - Super Bowl halftime show

**Date:** 2/27/2020 11:12:11 AM  
**City/State/Zip:** Knoxville, Tennessee 37934

**Description**
That halftime show was completely inappropriate for family viewing. I had to remove my children from the room. In a #metoo climate, I can't believe the promotion of the objectification of women was allowed. Crotch shots and crotch grabbing and stripper poles?!
Ticket: # 3852126 - Super Bowl Halftime

Date: 2/27/2020 11:15:06 AM
City/State/Zip: Dallas, Texas 75205

Description
This was not a family performance. This was porn. Women are often trafficked and forced to do such performances. Women, as a general rule, don't pole dance, grab themselves and let men grab their crotches. Many that do are forced to do so by men. My grandchildren got a good glimpse of many things they are too young to understand, before I could change the channel. These women had great bodies and much talent, but maybe should have performed much later in the evening on one of the adult channels. This was not for families wanting to enjoy a family event.
Ticket: # 3852141 - Super Bowl Half Time Show

Date: 2/27/2020 11:20:02 AM
City/State/Zip: Winter Springs, Florida 32708

Description
The half time show featuring Shikra and Jennifer Lopez was vulgar and disgusting. They performed in very skimpy outfits, grabbing personal parts of their bodies on camera and presenting near naked behinds to the camera among other things. It was not something you would expect to see in a family tradition like the Super Bowl. What's worse is that children were actually presented as part of this horrible and vulgar presentation! The singers danced on poles, twerked, belly danced and made more than a few sexually suggestive gestures. Terribly inappropriate for the children who were watching with family. Also an insult to women. These two women behaving like this and then a whole movement called #metoo is outraged when men respond in a sexual way. Please place a severe fine on the NFL so that families watching a traditional game like the Super Bowl are not subjected to this type of performance again!
Ticket: # 3852147 - Super Bowl half-time show
Date: 2/27/2020 11:21:03 AM
City/State/Zip: Abilene, Kansas 67410

Description
Please protect prime time television and American families. Do not allow pornography to invade homes during the half-time show in the future. Please hold companies, performers, and stakeholders accountable. thank you
Ticket: # 3852148 - Super Bowl Half time show

Date: 2/27/2020 11:21:07 AM
City/State/Zip: El Paso, Texas 79925

Description
The half time show was not appropriate for children. It’s a tradition to see the super bowl with the whole family. This year it was very sexual. Two very successful & beautiful ladies. No need for that type of performance.
Ticket: # 3852167 - 2020 Superbowl half-time show
Date: 2/27/2020 11:26:56 AM
City/State/Zip: Daphne, Alabama 36526
Company Complaining About: Assurance Wireless

Description
The superbowl halftime show was beyond indecent with sexually charged dance moves and lyrics. I’m really glad i did not have any minor children in my household to witness this depravity. Why can’t these shows be screened in advance?!!
Ticket: # 3852188 - Superbowl Half-time show
Date: 2/27/2020 11:33:28 AM
City/State/Zip: Saint Charles, Missouri 63304

Description
I would like to file a complaint against the halftime show of the Superbowl this year. I was very offended by the clothing...or lack of, by the dance moves, and by the lyrics. I am a 40 year-old woman and was uncomfortable watching what was happening on the television. My eight year-old daughter, thirteen year-old son, and sixteen year-old daughter were also watching. I didn't even know what to say when they asked what was going on. It was an embarrassment for the country and I think consequences need to be given. It was an unacceptable show for a prime-time viewing.
Ticket: # 3852191 - Super bowl half time show

Date: 2/27/2020 11:34:10 AM
City/State/Zip: San Diego, California 92153

Description
The show was very explicit and not appropriate for children. I am still trying to answer questions to my daughters. Future shows like this should be banned, not even a "viewers discretion" text on screen before the show.
Ticket: # 3852198 - superbowl was indecent

Date: 2/27/2020 11:35:18 AM
City/State/Zip: Greensboro, North Carolina 27301

Description
Sex show that was demeaning to normal women -- making them appear as objects for money. Yes, these are great latino singers and that is to be celebrated -- that part was great. you can't have #metoo trying to educate the masses, especially men about properly treating women, while women are on stripper poles at the superbowl - sponsored by Pepsi!
Ticket: # 3852201 - Complaint
Date: 2/27/2020 11:36:02 AM
City/State/Zip: Thomasville, Georgia 31758

Description
I felt the half-time show at the Super Bowl on Feb 2 was very inappropriate for family viewing. Jennifer Lopez and Shakira were scantly clad and danced in very provocative ways. It was inappropriate when Jennifer Lopez bent over in front of the camera. It would be great to have a wonderful half-time show appropriate for the entire family. Thank you for helping to protect viewers.
Ticket: # 3852239 - Super Bowl halftime show was inappropriate

Date: 2/27/2020 11:46:16 AM
City/State/Zip: Coppell, Texas 75019

Description
I just read an article about all the complaints during the Super Bowl half-time show and it inspired me to join the party. I, too, was completely embarrassed watching the show with my two kids, 5 and 7 years old. They made comments like, "Where are their clothes" and "Oh my gosh, she's almost naked." The show was rated-R with all the pole dancing and thrusting/humping. So not appropriate, especially during prime-time TV. Is the FCC going to do anything to prevent this from happening again?

Ticket: # 3852265 - Super bowl
Date: 2/27/2020 11:53:53 AM
City/State/Zip: Frauenfeld, Alabama 99501
Company Complaining About: Sunrise

Description
Dear Sir or Madam

As I read in the newspaper today, you received several complains concerning the halftime show of the Super Bowl. Normally, I'm really not into joining shitstorms and so I try to remain polite as possible.

I would never ever watch the Super Bowl or Football in general. As a woman (I'm Swiss) you are being sexualized wherever you look: Films, Soaps, TV, Advertisement (where Super Bowl really is much better concerning the discrimination of women), we can be rented and used like a car, are being presented in Shopping windows like a pair of shoes and so on. This is just a few things to mention, women are being sexually discriminated wherever you look. It is really a hard time for women and I am not even able to watch sports with my man, without asses and tits all over the place. Well, It could be Beach Volleyball, where women need to dress tiny bikinis, while men wear shorts and a shirt! I already think Cheerleading is just old and annoys so many women. I know, those singers decided themselves, to present theirselves as objects. It's just not fun to be a woman anymore, when you aren't even able to turn on the TV to watch Football anymore. Unfortunately, the situation of sexual discrimination gets worse despite everything you read in the newspaper. So instead of supporting this todays most massive discrimination, for ONCE please say no to discrimination.

Thanks for your time and kind regards,
Ticket: # 3852302 - Super Bowl 2020 Half time show
Date: 2/27/2020 12:01:51 PM
City/State/Zip: Dallas, Texas 75229

Description
The half time show at the Super Bowl this year was distasteful. The message Hollywood and TV is sending are double standards. Women want to be respected in verbiage but then we glorify them for wearing hardly anything and moving their bodies in a manner that makes you feel like you should be in a strip club. The days of Super Bowls only catering to men is long over. This is a family event and should be treated that way. We had to fast forward the half time show for our children and didn't watch it. We like Shakira and Jennifer Lopez but not when they move and dress in the distasteful manner that they did. Let their music be the show, not the strip club dancing. However, thank you for the wonderful tribute to America's Hero's. That was very well done and so meaningful for our country. It was one of the highlights of the event! Please consider your half time shows in the future to allow all viewers the ability to enjoy them. Thank you!
Description
Consumer is calling to complain about the Superbowl Halftime show. She felt it was very distasteful. Consumer feels it was not family friendly. She feels it was pornographic - not family friendly. She feels it was completely sexualized. Consumer feels this contributes to the problem of over sexualizing women.
***CTR 392-phone***
Description
I want to add my 2 cents to the complaints you have already received. The halftime show for the 2020 Superbowl was not family friendly and was not in good tastes. So, the sexual content of publically broadcast games and other entertainment needs to be rated so that families can know what is consumable by their own children. Better yet, the pro football leagues need to commit that they will make their displays of games including commercials family-friendly and family appealing. We are a country of families and the institution of the family matters--is very important. Please use the laws of the land to help protect families. Thank you for listening and understanding.
Ticket: # 3852337 - Superbowl Half Time Show

Date: 2/27/2020 12:13:21 PM
City/State/Zip: Novato, California 94947

Description
The Half-Time show was *not* family-friendly. Everyone knows it, including J-Lo & Shakira. It's mind-boggling that the NFL, that claims to be all about respect and integrity signed off on this (and probably encouraged it), Fox aired it and Pepsi endorsed it. It was highly sexualized. Not only do I not want my teenage son or daughter watching that type of programming and accepting it as normal - I don't want to watch it or normalize it either as an adult/father. It's really sad that whoever was in charge felt the need to turn the half-time into something so sexualized and semi-pornographic for the sake of ratings, or whatever their reasons were. Both of the artists' amazing talent stands alone without those elements.
Ticket: # 3852342 - Super Bowl Half Time show
Date: 2/27/2020 12:14:10 PM
City/State/Zip: Trail Creek, Indiana 46360

Description
I found this year’s Super Bowl Halftime show with Shakira and Jennifer Lopez to be obnoxiously indecent. The camera focus on barely covered crotches was nauseating. The backup dancers acted like sex workers in bondage. It was just disgusting. Why do you allow such filthy spectacles? I don't want my granddaughters psyche damaged by images like that influencing her on what desired femininity is in the world. Filth. Garbage. Shameful.
Ticket: # 3852348 - Super Bowl Show 2020
Date: 2/27/2020 12:16:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Bellingham, Washington 98225

Description
We love dancing, J Lo, Shakira and am envious of their bodies! We Love that Latino community and empowerment of women! However, the Superbowl show was a clear representation that we have now have a PORN culture, and this is how we teach our children about sexuality. Staci is a sex ed teacher for children and relationship Coach. She sees the results every day on how or porn and hook up culture have normalized the objectification of women. We feel that this show was nothing less than psychological warefare on the children of our country. One moment J Lo and Shakira are pole dancing half naked, and the next moment Jo Lo is ushering in her daughter and other young girls to the song "Born in the USA". So another words "girls: become a pole dancer, because it is the American Thing to do!" I work with single people who are addicted to porn, have ED (men) and are often afraid to leave thier home or talk on the phone. The clear message is that we in the USA objectfy women, and you girls better step up to entertain us. I have young daughters, and we are so HAPPY they were not subjected to this. I want them to be valued for who they are not what they can do entertain the sick relationship with sexuality that has become the norm in our country. Remember children are watching. We MUST do better!
Ticket: # 3852356 - Bad Influence
Date: 2/27/2020 12:18:56 PM
City/State/Zip: Woodbridge, Virginia 22193

Description
On Sunday February 2020 around 18:30 Eastern on FOX 5 channel, me and my family (wife, and 2 minors) expended some time to enjoy the Super bowl. The game was very enjoyable, however when the half time show started my wife and I were very disappointed the way two specific performers (Jennifer Lopez and Shakira) were dress up. The image was not appropriate at all when it comes to a show were most of the time kids are watching. I understand that we live in a modern world, however this wasn't any private concert on behalf of these two specific individuals. All I'm asking for future references is to show some respect to the audience. It is very uncomfortable to sit down and watch a show where you just have to turn it off because of an negligent behavior of two "performers". Be mindful that KIDS watch this type of events.
Ticket: # 3852387 - Superbowl half-time show
Date: 2/27/2020 12:26:01 PM
City/State/Zip: Lake Oswego, Oregon 97035

Description
I considered the half-time performance during the superbowl to be VULGAR and totally disturbing. On a day when families are together enjoying an all American past-time, I think we can do a lot better to show the world what kind of people we are!
Ticket: # 3852391 - Super Bowl Half Time Show

Date: 2/27/2020 12:26:32 PM
City/State/Zip: Tucson, Arizona 85745

Description
I found the super bowl half time show indecent. My two year old son and my neighbor’s teenage son were both watching. When the performers got up on poles in very little clothing it was too close to a strip club. We walked out since we were at a party. Later the host turned the half time show off. We all agreed that performances that are that sexual should have a warning in front of them.
Ticket: # 3852412 - Super Bowl Halftime show

Date: 2/27/2020 12:31:32 PM
City/State/Zip: Houston, Texas 77094

Description
I found the production degrading and objectifying concerning women and definitely classified as 'soft porn'. I would be appalled to have my daughter or son view this.
Ticket: # 3852441 - Super Bowl Half Time show

Date: 2/27/2020 12:40:45 PM
City/State/Zip: Dyersburg, Tennessee 38024

Description
I am appalled having to watch a half time show that had 2 ladies, half naked, dancing and twerking and swinging on a pole designed for a stripper!! Especially during prime time tv. It's football!!!! Why can't the big bands do a decent show. It takes MUCH more talent to bring 100 people together to play a instrument and march to the tune than what was shown. I turned it off because my screen is a 55' and nobody wants to see jlo’s crotch or twerking!! Come on people use better sense!!!
Ticket: # 3852444 - Super Bowl Halftime show
Date: 2/27/2020 12:41:10 PM
City/State/Zip: Venice, Florida 34292

Description
I would like to add my voice to the people complaining about the Super Bowl halftime show.

I am the grandfather of eight girls aged 10 to 17 and am disgusted thinking that they probably got to see that display.

Faux strippers are not the role model for young girls. And they do not encourage young boys to grow up to be the kind of men we hope they will be.

A solution would be to fine the NFL and carefully screen any future halftime show plans.
Ticket: # 3852445 - Indecency and perverse activity
Date: 2/27/2020 12:41:11 PM
City/State/Zip: Punta Gorda, Florida 33950

Description
Inappropriate indecent activity at half time show at Super Bowl.
Ticket: # 3852452 - Super Bowl halftime show 2020

Date: 2/27/2020 12:42:33 PM
City/State/Zip: Lemoore, California 93245

Description
Indecent for the viewing audience. The dress was not appropriate for daytime showing. Shakira and Jennifer Lopez jirating on stage was abhorrent.
Ticket: # 3852513 - Superbowl half show

Date: 2/27/2020 12:51:45 PM
City/State/Zip: Nica, Missouri 65714

Description
Completely inappropriate.
This is supposed to be a family oriented show.
Ticket: # 3852521 - Super Bowl Half Time
Date: 2/27/2020 12:52:53 PM
City/State/Zip: Hickory, North Carolina 28601

Description
I was speechless for my kiddos who were watching that half-time show. I wish you could police such things better. The costuming was just uncalled for as well as the moves.
Ticket: # 3852540 - Super Bowl Half Time Show
Date: 2/27/2020 12:55:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Phoenix, Arizona 85023

Description
I was appalled at the performances of this show...And I was embarrassed and saddened for any families trying to enjoy a family activity by watching the Super Bowl only to be subjected to this filth...
Ticket: # 3852545 - Super Bowl 2020 Halftime

Date: 2/27/2020 12:55:19 PM
City/State/Zip: Tucson, Arizona 85743
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I do not approve of the halftime presentation during the Super Bowl Halftime; it was not appropriate for younger viewers and individuals with more moral our views.
Description
Hi. I didn’t know I could file a complaint, but I, too, would like to say that the Super Bowl Halftime show was most inappropriate. Not sure when a woman’s crotch became a public event but it’s low class, as is pole dancing and twerking. Next year in Tampa, my home, I hope the producers will do something more all American, family friendly and respectful to women. Thank you so much for your time.
Ticket: # 3852552 - Super Bowl Halftime

Date: 2/27/2020 12:56:18 PM
City/State/Zip: Prince George, Virginia 23875
Company Complaining About: Assurance Wireless

Description
I want to add my name to the complaints being filed regarding the Super Bowl Halftime performance. I totally agree that it was inappropriate for all audiences. Let's get back to marching bands and the like so that all can enjoy it...especially the young audience. Thank you
Ticket: # 3852553 - Super Bowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/27/2020 12:56:20 PM
City/State/Zip: Downers Grove, Illinois 60515

Description
What an embarrassing halftime show by J.Lo and Shakira! With 4 sons, age 8 to 14, all watching the Super Bowl with my husband and me, I felt at a loss to explain why they were exposed to such blatant sexually suggestive clothing and dancing! With all the classy talent in our country, why are acts like this being chosen to perform for millions of families? Are both of them going to be in the #MeToo movement now??? Sickening.
Ticket: # 3852556 - Super bowl halftime

Date: 2/27/2020 12:56:27 PM
City/State/Zip: Barberton, Ohio 44203
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Watched half-time show with grandchildren. It was very embarassing. Why all the simulated sex? Do we need that on a family show? I think not.
Ticket: # 3852564 - Super Bowl Halftime show

Date: 2/27/2020 12:56:52 PM
City/State/Zip: Tampa, Florida 33629

Description

Hi. I didn’t know I could file a complaint, but I, too, would like to say that the Super Bowl Halftime show was most inappropriate. Not sure when a woman's crotch became a public event but it's low class, as is pole dancing and twerking. Next year in Tampa, my home, I hope the producers will do something more all American, family friendly and respectful to women. Thank you so much for your time.
Allow me to jump onto the bandwagon of people complaining about the halftime "performance". Although I am a red blooded American male, normally that might appeal to me but for a nationally televised program plus the attendants at the game, that was truly a pathetic performance. If I want to see the latino camel toe, pelvic thrust, bubble butt rump shake I will go a local strip club. Personally, I hold the TV network and the NFL accountable for that piss poor display, that was not entertainment, it was anything except a family oriented show. I and many others hope that future programs are toned down to a more acceptable program, suitable for all ages.
Description
I just want to add to the pile of complaints regarding the halftime show. Imagine if someone strolled into a child classroom or a playground dressed like that or dancing like that. They'd get arrested. Maybe you're cool sexualizing women, and maybe this is what the halftime has come to. But you're absolutely obligated to tell viewers what they are in for so they can send their children out of the room, or better yet, turn the TV off. Can you imagine you and your family gathering around to watch some softcore porn together? Well, that's what happened.
Description
This halftime show was degrading to women and offensive to parents of children watching this game. How can viewers feel safe turning on the TV knowing the possibility of "soft-porn" would be televised: twerking, near-nudity (costumes), crotch grabbing, etc.

And...where was the American flag in all of this? It felt like an American tradition (the Superbowl) had been kicked to the curb and replaced by Hispanic twerking.

Very disturbing. No wonder the ratings for this halftime show are at an all-time low.
Ticket: # 3852575 - Super Bowl Half Time Show

Date: 2/27/2020 12:58:09 PM
City/State/Zip: Windsor, New York 13865

Description
• Consumer believes the super bowl halftime show was complete inappropriate and shouldn't be allowed.
• She believes we are losing our values.
• The super bowl should be family friendly.
• Consumer wanted to register a complaint.

***CTR404-phone***
Ticket: # 3852576 - Super Bowl Halftime show
Date: 2/27/2020 12:58:16 PM
City/State/Zip: 419-360-5191, Michigan 48140

Description
I am among other that found the Half time show during the super bowl disgusting and inappropriate for younger viewers. I left the room with my 6 year old grandson. Disgusting
Ticket: # 3852581 - Super Bowl half time
Date: 2/27/2020 12:58:46 PM
City/State/Zip: Boynton Beach, Florida 33437
Company Complaining About: Assurance Wireless

Description
After seeing on the news that many filed a complaint about the super bowl half time I am appealing for a venue to send my complaint. I wrote this but could not get it delivered directly to Jlo so am happy I can vent out my thoughts as noted below:

“Jlo- You may be a beautiful and talented lady.... yes, may! your Super Bowl performance sucked out every ounce of beauty and talent and converted you into a professional slut! You’re not worthy of raising a child with your toxic dismissal of decency and disgusting degrading of women. I mean women in the sense of “ladies”. I was so offended by your obvious demeaning display of femininity (yes I turned you off but made certain I watched it several times on my DVR before writing this). I am aged... I have never spoken of my disapproval in anything in my lifetime and understand you don’t need my approval, but know for certain any liken I may have had of you as a beautiful and talented lady is diminished to ashes. I will never again watch you under any venue and will speak of my feelings to other ladies to assure your presence is viewed in a discussing and negative manner. Your performance brought the gains of women back to the dark ages. Shameful! Simply shameful! Written with regrets.”

Please share with her.

Thank you,
Ticket: # 3852589 - Super Bowl 2020 halftime show
Date: 2/27/2020 12:59:35 PM
City/State/Zip: Montrose, Colorado 81401

Description
Pornographic display was a poor choice for the half time show. Didn't need to see J-Lo simulate sex with a pole nor Sharkira wiggling her tongue at the crowd. I am shocked the womens' rights activists haven't made a huge deal out of this display that clearly sends a sexual ized message.
Ticket: # 3852595 - Inappropriate Superbowl Halftime Show

Date: 2/27/2020 1:00:37 PM
City/State/Zip: Herriman, Utah 84096

Description
I am a father of 4 children. We closely monitor and filter what is allowed to be shown in our home. TV-14 and above is not allowed. On Superbowl Sunday, I held a party and had a lot of families at my home for the Superbowl. I was completely embarrassed and mortified by the indecency of the Superbowl halftime show. I felt guilty for exposing all those people to that inappropriate content. I should be provided with a TV content warning before being exposed to this.
Ticket: # 3852599 - Super Bowl Halftime show

Date: 2/27/2020 1:01:09 PM
City/State/Zip: San Diego, California 92131-3901

Description
I have no words for that performance. Everyone who allowed it should feel ashamed of themselves. Watching it with my kids was seriously embarrassing and we had to turn it off.
Ticket: # 3852607 - Super bowl half time show indecent

Date: 2/27/2020 1:02:33 PM
City/State/Zip: Blue Ridge, Georgia 30513

Description
Vulgar dancing! Not appropriate for children and offensive to watch for female adults. Boycotting Pepsi until this is toned down.
Ticket: # 3852608 - Super Bowl Half-Time Show

Date: 2/27/2020 1:02:38 PM
City/State/Zip: Houston, Texas 77002

Description
The half-time show was inappropriate and too sexually suggestive for family viewing. JLo dancing on a stripper pole and thrusting her crotch into the camera were not fit for a family atmosphere. In the age of MeToo and heightened child and human trafficking, this half-time show did nothing to support that movement, and did everything to perpetuate the problems surrounding both of those movements. Please do not allow this type of "entertainment" at future half-time shows, and DO make these family friendly. Shame on Fox and shame on Pepsi for not having more control over this important part of the Super Bowl.
Ticket: # 3852610 - Super Bowl Half time

Date: 2/27/2020 1:03:03 PM
City/State/Zip: Mission Viejo, California 92692

Description
I was offended by the Super Bowl half time show, particularly the segment that contained numerous crotch shots. Our "kids" are all in their 20's and 30's, but they too found it offensive. The Super Bowl is a family show and the entertainment should not be something where the whole family can't comfortably watch together.
Description
My husband and I, both retired educators, found the Super Bowl halftime show completely inappropriate because of its highly sexualized performances. In the era of Me Too, sex trafficking, and children growing up way too early with exposure to such behavior, these performances were shockingly tone deaf. We encouraged our students to develop their minds and characters and values, all of which was contradicted by these performances. Future half-time performances should be family friendly as Super Bowl viewing is a family event. We were also surprised and disappointed that Lopez brought her young daughter into such a performance.
Ticket: # 3852626 - Superbowl Halftime Show: J-Lo/Shakira

Date: 2/27/2020 1:06:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Newport Beach, California 92660

Description
Please accept this to formalize my complaint with the FCC against the content of the Superbowl Halftime Show featuring performing artists "J-LO" and "SHAKIRA." The show was highly inappropriate for family viewership of the annual NFL championship that is broadly viewed. The suggestive dancing and gestures reflected public eroticism to desensitize public morality and promote political propaganda.
Ticket: # 3852636 - Super Bowl halftime show 2020

Date: 2/27/2020 1:08:52 PM
City/State/Zip: Dexter, Missouri 63841

Description
Super Bowl halftime show 2020. I think The porn show for halftime Super Bowl entertainment degrades women and sends the wrong message to our children. This is not OK in this day and age I can't believe a sponsor thinks this would promote their product
Ticket: # 3852644 - Superbowl Halftime Show
Date: 2/27/2020 1:09:25 PM
City/State/Zip: Cottage Grove, Minnesota 55016

Description
I'd like to add my voice to the crowd who was appalled and disgusted by the Superbowl halftime show, specifically JLo. Her gestures, movements, and lack of non-skin colored fabric cover were completely inappropriate for a national audience of all ages. I completely missed the political and social messages in the program because the trashy tone overshadowed and prevailed. I really hope someone will step up and not only apologize, but make sure this doesn't happen again.
Ticket: # 3852650 - Superbowl Halftime Show 2020

Date: 2/27/2020 1:10:32 PM
City/State/Zip: Denver, Colorado 80231

Description
Consumer wants to file a complaint about the Superbowl halftime show.
Consumer felt it was obscene and inappropriate for children. Consumer feels they are not representing good role models for children.
***CTR 392 - phone***
Description
The performance at the 2020 super bowl halftime was not suitable for the occasion. The performance was completely sexual and surprised families with young children. Future performances should be family friendly with no sexual content in action, performance, words and music. Jlo and Shakira are great singers and performers. They could have given a powerful performance without all the sex! Save that for paying customers at their concerts.
Ticket: # 3852663 - Super bowl halftime show 2020.
Date: 2/27/2020 1:12:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Santa Fe, Tennessee 38482

Description
The halftime show was very vulgar and inappropriate. Inappropriate for anyone. Not good healthy entertainment for a family and especially my older grandchildren
Ticket: # 3852665 - Super Bowl half time show
Date: 2/27/2020 1:12:52 PM
City/State/Zip: Elk Grove, California 95757

Description
I was appalled with the public display of sexuality that should only be on display in an “adult” venue. I sponsored a teen/pre-teen Super Bowl party in my home with my children and many of their friends. By the time I could recognize what was being performed, it was too late. I was personally embarrassed, shocked, and regretful!

Then came the slow burn of anger. To be sure I made social media posts of my discontent. Now, I’m reaching out to y’all with this formal complaint. I implore you to take disciplinary action against those responsible for this indiscreet, indecent, and soft porn performance.
Description
Our home was filled with four ten year old little girls watching Superbowl at a Superbowl BBQ party at our home. Jennifer Lopez show was 100% not acceptable to be aired on public TV to be viewed by easily influenced children everywhere. Her show belonged in a strip club not on a family G rated Superbowl Half time show. Pls add my complaint to your rhousands of other complaints. Many parents were appalled in my area but did not have time to write in their complaints to FCC. Pls No More Half Time Shows of This X or R ratings as our kids eyes and minds need to be protected